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Our correspondent prepares to feed her worms, which lurk beneath her kitchen sink. 
Get rit:! C!f, those Thanksgiving food scra~s without adding to the waste Slrflam 
. ,~ 
• By Hannah Holmes 
• Photos by Tonee Harbert 
My boyfriend gave me worms. Not tapeworms, not ringworms - not what it 
sounds like. They live in my kitchen cabinet. They eat my tea bags and cantaloupe 
seeds. Still sound gross? It's not. It's one of the most elegant solutions to the urban 
food-waste problem that I've ever seen. And, as a contributing editor of a magazine 
called Garbage I've seen a few. 
I can't throw food scraps away. They're just too good - packed with earthy 
nutrients and solar energy - to send off to the incinerator. In the eventuality that 
both the compost tub and the worms are overfed and I do guiltily slip a coffee filter 
into the garbage, the same boyfriend quietly retrieves it. 
While many urbanites like me want a place to dump potato peels and last month's 
oranges, we don't want to do Com posting with a capital C, We don't know where to 
come up with dry leaves and other essential ingredients. We don't want to get artistic 
about layering, and turning compost is a certified pain in the butt. We probably don't 
want compost odors to annoy the neighbors, and it's a sure bet we don't want to 
attract herds of rats . We just want a place to dump and forget. 
All of this is what makes worms my heroes. They're silent. They're shy. They eat 
like pigs, but they're odorless and require just a fraction of the space. 
Worms are adorable creatures in their simplicity. Each one is both male and 
female, eliminating messy sexual politics and speeding up the business of reproduc-
tion - you won't find slow dancin' in a worm bin. 
What worms do best is eat. Half their weight a day, in fact. And if you get the right 
breed, you'll find they happily eat everything that makes you queasy: things crusty 
and moldy, sour and slimy, bitter and dusty, any color, any condition, any time. And 
while this describes my dog, too, my faithful worms never need to go for a walk, and 
they don't chew slippers. They don't need water, they don't need shots. They don't 
bark at the mailman. 
My worms just sit under the counter, in the dark, out of the way, and they eat. 
amtinued on page 8 
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Grandmother Bait. 
Take unfair advantage of your grandmother's emotions 
and buy her a custom·made calendar with twelve full-color photos 
of you, your kids, your pets or maybe a few vintage pictures 
of Chris~as 1964 when she got your grandfather that brand new pair 
of wading pants for his fishing trip in Canada. Yea, that'll get her. 
or just stop in with your favorite photos. 
RATED IMAGE 
Buy the Case 
AfterThe Fall - Natural ... u."co 
$14.99 24/case (except Hawaiian Mango,$15.99 24/case) 
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE! 
MEGA FOOD VITAMINS 
One Daily0 30d $10.090 45 ct $13.890 90ct $25.990 180 d $49.69 
ULTRA C - 4000 30 ct $6.890 45 ct $9.690 90 ct $16.99 
ORGANIC ROLLED OATS ,49/1b 
ORGANIC WHOLEWHEAT BREAD FLOUR .39/1b 
ORGANIC CALIFORNIA THOMPSON RAISINS $1.69/1b. 
Soups, ~andwiches, Desserts & MORE from the deli! 
Stop in this weekend for additional in-store savings! 
8 miles from Portland. Take 
295 South to exit 2.At the 
Scarborough Marketplace, 
152 U.S. Route I, 
Scarborough. 
OPEN: 
Mon-Fri 9:30 - 7:30 
Sat 9:00 - 6:30 
Sun 11:00 - 4:00 
88S·0601 
We'd like to THANK all of our new friends for the wonderful 
support and reception we've been given! 




Cut metal candleholders, plant 
stands, angel and reindeer 
sculptures by Piper Strong 
NANCY MARGOLIS 
GALLERY 
367 Fore Street· Portland Me. 04101 
775-3822 ' Janice Parkinson-Tucker: " I remember saying to my husband when I first started, 'My dream Is to see a dog I don't know walking down the street In a Mrs. Bones collar.'" 
. A conversation with Janice Parkinson-Tuc~er 
Janice Parkinson-Tucker is a retired music teacher 
who is better known as Mrs. Bones. Her one-person 
company, Mrs. Bones' Decorative Pet CoUars, keeps 
'talk 
her busy up to 80 hours 
a week sewing dog and 
cat collars in a loft over 
the garage of her South 
Portland home. Her collars sell for between $13 and 
$20 and are available by mail order and at fine pet 
shops throughout the Greater Portland area. 
What makes your eolian different? 
I make my collars by hand. I make each one from 
scratch. These are no cake-mix coUars. Every part of 
the collar is the best I can buy. And all of Mrs. Bones' 
collars are lined. 
Why lined? 
Because it's easier on the dog's neck. This man I 
know said to me, "It's a waste of time and money to 
put the lining in." And I said, : Thani you very Jlluch. 
It's my retirement, and Mrs. Bones' collars are lined." I 
sew a decorative trim on one side of the collar and a 
liner in a coordinating color on the other side. 
What are some of your trims? 
I have 700 different trims. I have Christmas trim -
horses and sleighs, candy canes, garlands, teddy bears, 
kissing reindeer, doves, snowflakes. Mrs. Bones has 48 
different plaids, including 18 tartans. l have what 1 call 
"preppy stripes" and what 1 call "teenage macho." 
Teenage boys will look through the whole swatch 
book and always choose the leopard spots or red tiger 
stripes, and a teenage girl will always choose the pink 
and purple. 
Now in the animal division we have pigs, rabbits, 
Scotties, elephants, ducks, frogs, swans, cows, frolick-
ing lambs, Canada geese, sitting geese. We have 
whales and the fox jumping through the hom and sea 
gulls, lobsters and fat cats and plenty of teddy bears. 
We have apples, cherries, strawberries and Bavarian 
trims and balloons, thrushes, fishing flies and parrots, 
seashells, tennis rackets, surfboards, schooners, 
sailboats and several patriotic and nautical trims. 
Where did the name "Mrs. Bones" come from? 
When we first moved here I was the only retired 
lady pn the block and 1 would take five dogs from 
around the neighborhood into the woods for a walk 
every morning, and I would cook beef bones slowly 
while we were gone. Then we would all have bones 
when we got back, and soon my front lawn was 
littered with them. Behind my back the neighbors were 
calling me Mrs. Bones. A three-year-old let it slip. 
My husband is alternately amused and embarrassed 
by the whole thing. But last year when income taxes 
came in, he said, "1 think you're going to make it." 
And I said, "You bet your buttons, buster." 
By Wendy Keeler; photo by John Alphonse 
STATf THfATRf 
609 Congress Street 
l1nIay Nov. 281b 7:00 pm 




.... Tllllll'lIII1I,1Z1 CIIIINI.IIII 
Frl, Dec. 3rd 9:00pm 
House Party Evening 
Peter Woll 
lead singer or J. Galls Bllld 
General Admission 812 
~~~~;~~_ Portland Concert Association presents 
Harlem Ensemble 
For Tix Call 879-1112 




General Ailmlsslon 815 
November 27th, 8pm 
Tickets 772-8630 or 879-1112 
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HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHERE SANTA 
GE ALL THOSE NEAT GIFTS FROM?? 
SANTA'S BEST KEPT SECRET 
IS OUT ... 
ITS ... 
'LIGHTHOUSE GIFTS 
u.s. RT 1 (NORTH) 
WELLS, MAINE 
THE WORLD'S LARGEST LIGHTHOUSE GIFT STORE 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
.-- ------ --------------- --1 
I 
I CREATE YOUR OWN COUPON : 




I NAME OF PRODUCT I 
: EXCEPT SALE ITEMS EXPIRES 12-11-93 I 
I 
1 ________________________ _ 
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newsreal A review of the top news stories affectIng Greater Portland November 17 through 22. 
A housing development proposed for Long Island is contingent on a 
successful plan to dean up tfte town's old oil tank farm. The Massachusetts-based 
Northland Company wants to develop 'l:7 house lots - mostly on the island's 
western shorefront. But first the company must be satisfied that the land it's buying 
from Phoenix Resources - part of which served as an old Navy fueling facility - is 
free of environmental and public health hazards. 
Northland Vice President Frank Stewart said the company wants to purchase 176 
acres on the island from Phoenix Resources. About 95 acres, where the largest 
underground oil tanks are located, would be set aside as a conservation area, Stewart 
said. Another parcel would be given to Long Island to house its town hall, fire station, 
public works garage and a proposed new ferry landing. Northland would use the 
remaining land for houses. "The [phoenix] property represents the heart of the island 
- about one-quarter of its total acreage - and it's going to seal the character of the 
island for the long term," Stewart said. 
To seal the deal, however, the state Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) must approve the tank farm cleanup, Phoenix has been worldngon the 
cleanup, and the Army Corps of Engineers aims to finish the job under a law that 
requires the government to remedy environmental problems caused by old 
military facilities. 
Stewart expects the Army Corps to select a contractor for the job this winter, 
"with the final cleanup work finished next summer." 
He also stressed that the development would be a "joint efforf' between 
Northland and the town. "For instance, we would have our attorneys 
analyze everything and share it with the town, so the town doesn't 
have to go out and hire its own attorneys with its limited 
resources," he explained. 
Pharos House challenged Portland's ban on 
prerelease centers for convicts. A lawsuit, filed Nov. 18 
in Cumberland County Superior Court, claims that the 
city's ban violates the constitutional rights of Pharos 
House, which operates a 20-bed home on Grant Street 
for non-violent federal inmates, Pharos House also appealed 
the city's rejection of their plan to convert a Washington Avenue 
house to a 12-bed center for federal inmates. 
The suit argues that the City Council's Oct. 18 ban - which 
prohibits the siting of any new prerelease centers in Portland - is "a 
'taking' of Pharos House property rights ... [and] violates the Fifth 
Amendment of the U.s. Constitution." The suit also claims that the 
planning board's rejection of the Washington A venue plan -
based in part on the argument that converting the home would 
change the neighborhood's character from residential 
to commercial- failed to recognize that Pharos 
House is a residence. 
City officials countered that the suit 
reinforces their argument that Pharos House 
won't even tty to locate in a community besides 
Portland. But Pharos House Director Keith Peaco 
--
said his organization "felt wronged" and was compelled to 
challenge the city's ban. 
Lawmaken want to help Gulf War vets suffering from 
- "--
mysterious ailments that might be linked to chemical weapons. During a Senate 
Veterans Affairs Committee hearing Nov. 15, Majority Leader George Mitchell said 
Mainers want the government to respond to the needs of ailing veterans, Several 
thousand military personnel who served in the 1991 Gulf War have complained of 
fatigue, blurred vision, tumors, memory loss and respiratOty problems. About 165 
Maine veterans have been examined by the Department of Veterans Affairs in an 
effort to track their problems. 
The cause of their ailments remains unknown, but possibilities include exposure to 
chemical and biological weapons. Other suggested causes include exposure to 
uranium munitions, air pollution from oil well fires and adverse reactions to vaccines. 
While MitcheU acknowledged that no proof has been found that chemical weap-
ons were used in the war, "nothing has been definitivelyruIed ou!," he said. Ifs been 
suggested that chemical munitions might have been released through the destruction 
of weapons or factories, 
Other lawmakers sharply criticized the Pentagon's efforts to find the cause of the 
ailments, West Virginia Sen. Jay Rockefeller said, "Many Gulf veterans believe the 
Department of Defense is more concerned about covering up possible exposures to 
chemical or biological warfare than determining exactly what happened." 
On Nov. 22, the Senate passed a bill sponsored by Mitchell that will provide 
medical treatment for Gulf War veterans, even though it can't be proved that their 
illnesses are related to the war. "This legislation ends the intolerable situation that has 
prevented Persian Gulf veterans from receiving medical care," Mitchell said, 
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10,000 MaIners will lose their Ikenses unless they start forking over child 
support payments, according to a second warning letter issued by the state's Depart-
ment of Human Services (DHS). Since the DHS sent 18,<XXI similar letters out in 
August, fewer than half of Maine's so-called H deadbeat dads and moms" have made 
support payments, The Nov. 16 letter told the remaining 10,1XXl parents that they will 
lose their driver's and professional licenses in January. Parents in Maine owe their 
children about $150 million in court-ordered child support, according to DHS officials. 
"You'd be surprised at the stories we've heard since Augus!," said DHS Deputy 
Commissioner Peter Gore. "Some of the. delinquent parents have told caseworkers, 
'Thank you for forcing me to finally do this. It was important for my kids.'" But not 
every parenfs reaction to the DHS letters has been so positive, Gore said. Some angry 
parents have threatened DHS officials, and the department assigned light security to 
all 20 of its regional offices to prevent anyone from making good on the threats. 
The governor's "slush fund" was attacked by Tom Allen. Speaking 
before the Maine State Employees Association Nov. 19, the Portland city councilor 
and Democratic gubernatorial candidate chided Gov. John McKernan for maintaining 
a state-funded expense account of $30,1XXl, which is "unaudited and unaccounted 
for." In addition to criticizing McKernan's expense account - which he called 
"a slush fund worth almost twice what the average Maine worker 
makes in a year" - Allen said, if elected governor, he would 
personally negotiate labor contracts with state workers and solicit 
government reform ideas from them. 
Strlppen were fined for violating Portland's 
obscenity ordinance, in a case that marked the 
city's first enforcement of the ordinance in 
three years. Dancers Jennifer Ready and 
Amy Cardone admitted in Cumberland 
County Disbict Court Nov. 19 to 
violating the ordinance and each 
agreed to pay a $50 fine. The violations 
stemmed from a charge by Portland 
police that Ready and Cardone 
simulated sex with patrons while 
dancing at Moose Alley in August. Bar 
owner Thomas Tiberii also paid a $250 
penalty for violating the city's nude 
dancing ordinance. 
Residents stili want to outlaw porn in 
Scatborough. About 600 residents have signed a 
petition endorsing a citizen-drafted ban on 
pornography in town. The Town Council had 
considered adopting an anti-{)bscenity ordinance 
similar to Portland's in August. But amid objec-
tions by the town library's board of trustees, the 
council voted to shelve the proposal. The new 
citizen ordinance exempts town employees, 
including teachers and librarians from prosecu-
tion. According to Steve Whiting, who helped 
write the new draft, the group will present the 
document and signatures to the Town Council 
Dec. 1. 
Whiting acknowledged that the petitions have no 
legal power and can only encourage the Town Council to consider a new anti-smut 
ordinance, But he said his group" figured we'd warm the kettle and show [the Town 
Council] that people out there are still interested in this." 
weird news A Texas-based grocery chain exercised its own ban against depictions of nudity by refusing to stock the November issue of 
Discova magazine. The Minyard chain pulled the magazine from shelves in 77 stores 
because its cover features an artist's rendition of a couple of prehistOric apes with 
exposed genitals. 
"When it shows the genitals or breasts we're going to pull it," explained Minyard 
President Jay L. Williams, who said that the nudity rule applies to all magazine covers 
regardless of the subjects' species. 
Paul Hoffman, editor in chief of DisaJuer, said he was shocked and amused by the 
Minyard ban. "These are animals," Hoffman said. "Don't people have pets in 
Texas? .. What about those longhorns and those cows, do you have to cover them up, 
tOO?N 
The apes were designed to represent an ancient simian that many scientists believe 
is the earliest ancestor to human beings. The cover illustration promotes an article 
called "10 Great Science Museums." 
Reported by Bob Young; Sfephane Fitch and The Associated Press; 
illustrated by John BowdTen. 
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Don't forget to support 
'MPG at our "Holiday 
BiZarre" funraiser, 
Sunday Dec. g, 





A non-stop barrage of 
laughter to untangle the 
mystery of the ' Stage 
Door Slasher" 
footwear 
for all terrains 
An ingenious and 
wildly comic romp. 
Nov. 26, 27, 28 
Dec. 3, 4, 5,10,11 walkabout 
for tickes and information 
563 Forest Avenue. 773·6601 
799-7337 * 799-7338 
420 Cona e Rd., South Portland 
Crand Celebration! 
NOV. 27 & 28 - Sat. & Sun •• 343 Cor-ham Road. S. PORTLAND 
JOIN US FOR FUN " PRIZES at our MEW LOCAnOMI 
Bring the kids for FREE BAUOONSI 
Saturday, while supplies last. 
----
Meet Mama & Papa ofTHE BERENSTAIN BEARSI 
Saturday: 10 am - 12 pm and 1 - 3 pm 
Live radio remote with WMCXI 
Saturday, 11 am - 3 pm featuring Chris Mac who will be giving away 
free pizza from Pizza Hut (while supplies last), key chains & more! 
Kid~et your picture taken with ALADDIN and his monkey ABUI 
Free! All weekend long. 
RECISTER TO WIN FABULOUS PRIZESI No purchaSe necessary. 
• 4 pairs of ski passes' free books' one of 12 Physician's Desk Reference-1994 ($56.95 value)' Royal gift certificates! 
EVERYDAY CREAT SAVIMeS OM BOOKS UKE THESE: 






All MV Tim .. 
HARDCOVER 
BHtseIMrs 
N IG1111~ l; \I<.L2I 
& DREA~ ISCAPES , 
.... 35%oH! 
- only $17.88 




Convenient neighborhood location I 
S.PORTLAND.207-772-5513 t 
open: Sun, 12- 6pm; N 
Mon-Sat, gam-1Opm (holiday hrs) 1·95 
ALSO LOCATED IN BRUNSWICK : 
Merrymeeting Plaza (next to Super Shaw's) 





To Listen or • 
toAds 
1-900-37 
Call costs $1.4 







• By Al Diamon 
Dangerous 
Republicans seeking a candidate to 
challenge Democratic 1 st District 
Congressman Tom Andrews should 
consider nominating singer Michael 
Jackson. Jackson has the qualities the 
GOP usually looks for when choosing a 
nominee. He's rich like Linda Bean. He's 
confused like Dave Emery. And he's 
self-<iestructing like both of them. 
GOP leaders might as well jOin the 
search for the Gloved One, because their 
homegrown prospects look pretty 
feeble. The only announced candidate is 
York County Sheriff Michael ("Hi Mom, 
I'm home from Mars") Bemis. Bemis 
won election by a fluke and has spent 
most of his short career trying to 
overcome the impression he's grossly 
unqualified for the job. Scarborough 
state Sen. Charles Summers, Yarmouth 
state Rep. Judy Foss and Gorham state 
Rep. Gerald Hillock all chickened out of 
their chances to take on Andrews. So 
influential Republicans have been trying 
to convince party chairman Kevin 
Keogh or Gov. John McKernan's aid 
Abby Holman to run. Neither appears 
to be as electable as Jackson. 
Republicans are particularly eager to 
find a viable candidate because the 
traditional political assessment is that 
Andrews is vulnerable. That's based on 
the view that Maine is a rural, conserva-
tive state full of gun nuts, fundamentalists 
and people like Michael Bemis, with 
whom the current congressman is 
totally out of touch. Apparently, the 
only reason voters haven't turned 
Andrews out already is that the GOP 
keeps nominating candidates even 
extremist kooks can't support. 
The truth is the average 1st District 
voter is neither rural nor ideologically 
rigid. Middle class suburbanites and 
yuppies hold the balance of power in 
southern Maine. They tend to be 
somewhat conservative on economic 
matters and sort of liberal on social 
issues, but their most consistent political 
trait is being undecided. They don't 
have strong views on issues like NAFT A 
or health care reform that don't affect 
them directly and immediately. 
Andrews has done a masterful job of 
courting this crowd without alienating 
his core supporters on the left. His 
performance last week on NAFT A is an 
excellent example. Andrews has been a 
lock-step liberal his entire career. There 
was no way he was going to vote for 
NAFT A. But by staying officially 
undecided until two days before the 
vote, he was able to appear open-
minded. By criticizing organized labor's 
lobbying tactics and announcing he'd 
accept no cash from the AFL-OO in 
1994, he made a knee-jerk move appear 
to be a declaration of independence. 
Wild cheering from the left. Sustained 
applause from the center. Continued 
grumbling from the right. Another 
political disc goes double-platinum. 
Andrews probably won' t need the 
labor money anyway. Of the more than 
$800,000 he raised in 1992, about 
$200,000 of it came from the AFL-OO. 
That means $600,00 came from other 
sources. Any Republican challenger this 
side of the Moonwalk Kid will be hard 
pressed to come up with even half a 
million in contributions. While Andrews 
cruises backJo Capitol Hill, the AFL-
00 is free to spend its 200 grand on 
other Democrats. 
Andrews has built his career on 
thrillers, where his opponents think he's 
hopelessly boxed in. Instead, he pulls off 
a dance step or two that shows just how 
bad he can be. Then he walks away, 
having proved, once again, that no 
matter what the GOP throws at him in 
'94, he'll probably beat it, beat it, beat it. 
Changed the lock on my 
door 
Scarborough state Rep. Peggy 
Pendleton had no sooner finished 
switching her registration from Republi-
can to Democrat than she let it be 
known she's still thinking of running for 
the state Senate next year. Pendleton 
had planned on being the GOP nominee 
back when it looked like incumbent 
Republican Charlie Summers was going 
to give up the Senate seat and run for 
Congress. After Summers got cold feet 
and decided to remain in Augusta, most 
folks figured Pendleton would stay put. 
Instead, she's gearing up to take on 
Summers. 
She may not be alone. The Saco 
Democratic mafia will almost certainly 
have a candidate of its own in the race, 
although it probably won' t be former 
Sen. Peter Danton, who's already lost 
twice to Summers. 
Found out about you 
Democrat Richard Barringer has only 
a slightly better chance of becoming 
governor than do Donnie Carroll, Paul 
Young, Ernie Gallant or one of my dogs. 
But with every other candidate pump-
ing out fog banks of generalities, 
. Barringer, a former Brennan cabinet 
member and head of the Muskie 
Institute of Public Affairs, is refreshing 
in offering specifics about what he'd do 
in the unlikely event he woke up in 
January 1995 and found himself moving 
into the Blaine House. 
Barringer promises to give women at 
least half the seats in his cabinet, match 
federal National Service Corps college 
scholarships dollar for dollar, establish a 
Canadian-style single-payer health care 
plan, double the amount of public land 
in Maine, provide public funding for 
state campaigns and expand the 
technical college system. 
The one specific Barringer doesn't 
mention is how he'd pay for all that. 
Probably an oversight. 
Trade your hot tips for quality pre-owned 
information that 's only been used by little old 
ladies on weekends. Send your news to this 
column, (lire of Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 . Easy 
credit terms at 775-6601. No dealers. 
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ARE YOUR. COMPUTERS 
DRIVING YOU 
NUTS?!? 
Make your computers work for you, 
instead of working for them! By using 
the right software, and getting 
networked, you can give your 
prod uctivity a major boost. Whether 
you just need a' software package for 
home or want to set up a large 
network at your office, put our 
experience to work for you and we 
can help you select the right products, 
set them up, and get you moving at 
full speed for a very reasonable price. 
St.oP in or give us a call! 
ADVANTAGE 
CONSULTING GROUP 




We are available to our clients 24 
hours a day. Free initial consultation. 
480 Congress Street, Suite 205, 
Portland 
828-4975 
This ad entitles bearer to 10% off all purchases and services through 12/31/93 and a 
free logitech Dexxa™ mouse ($69.00 value) with first purchase; while supplies last. 
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Food Products from Central, 
South America and the 
Caribbean 
FIDDLEHEAD FARM 
SUNDAY AT TIlE FARM. 
REMEMBER GOING TO 
GRANDMA'S? TIlE 
UNMISTAKABLE AROMA OF 
TIlE ROAST COMING FROM 
TIlE OVEN. HOMEMADE 
BUNS. WE HAVE IT ALL BUT 
TIlE PINCH ON TIlE CHEEK! 
HEARTY BREAKFAST· 
BRUNCH· SUNDAY SUPPER. 
(SUPPER SERVED AT NOON) 
DON'T YOU DESERVE MORE 
ON SUNDAY THAN A BUFFET LINE? 
JOIN US THIS SUNDAY 
AND REMEMBER GRANDMA. 
IT JUST DOESN'T GET BETTER! 
SERVING SEVEN AM 'TIL EIGIIT PM 
LOWER MAIN ST. FREEPORT 
865-0466 
It took heart 
to grow up on 
the streets ... 
lIB'lIIIQ 
151 .. II.. ,." .. 
77J-1. 
",11-11.., 
The unruly Elsenls fet/ds clamor for their evening meal. 
Worms eat my garbage! 
continued from front page 
My little lovelies live in a 12-inch-
by-18-inch Rubbermaid box. This bin 
is stored in a lower cabinet in my 
kitchen. When my compost tub is full, 
I slide the worm bin out of the 
cabinet, dump the scraps, coo softly to 
my worms and slide it back in. 
(Worms cannot climb out of boxes, 
and wouldn't if they could. Stop 
sweating.) 
A worm bin this size will accom-
modate enough wrigglers to clean up 
after one or two people. Loosely 
speaking, a square foot of surface area 
will provide disposal for a pound of 
food a week, so a family of four 
would want a 24-inch-by-24-inch bin. 
The bin should be 12 inches to]8 
inches deep. Shallower means wetter, 
which is a problem with my bin. Any 
deeper, and the weight will squish the 
air out of the lower layers, which the 
worms will then vacate. 
As you choose a bin, err on the too-
big side. The worms will adjust their 
own population to the food-stream 
you provide, and the extra size will 
give you some slack for potluck 
dinners and birthday parties. 
Plastic bins are the hands-down 
winners for simplicity - fish crates 
and Rubbermaid boxes are available 
everywhere. However, plastic doesn't 
breathe. Moisture that condenses in a 
plastic bin simply runs to the bottom 
and stays there. Too much moisture 
leads to odor and worm fatalities. 
Drilling small holes along the sides 
will help but will slightly compromise 
the cleanliness factor. 
Wood is best. A wooden bin will 
absorb moisture and wick it out. Bang 
one together yourself (pressure-
treated lumber wouldn't be my first 
choice), scrounge one or buy one (see 
ordering information at the end of 
this story). 
Because my bin sits in a dark, 
closed cabinet, I don't use the cover. 
Even with holes in it, the plastic keeps 
the bin too damp anyway. Because 
worms are modest creatures, I lay a 
sheet of newspaper over the bin . 
If your worms are going to live in a 
closet or other open space, you'll need 
a cover - if not to exclude babies and 
pets, then to prevent flies and their 
maggoty offspring from competing 
for your carrot peelings. Because ease 
worms need good support. Worm 
bedding is the medium in which they 
produce new worms and from which 
they sally forth to dine. It has to be 
deep, dark and moist. Soggy newspa-
per is perfect; dampened peat moss 
would be perfect if you didn' t have to 
pay for it. 
Snoople In heated pursuit of the elusive compostlng worm. 
of use is the key to success, \' d 
recommend laying a sheet of dark-
colored plastic loosely over the 
bedding surface and covering the bin 
with a window screen. To adapt a 
Rubbermaid bin, I'd drill many, many 
holes in the sides and lid and attach 
cheesecloth to the inside of the lid. 
Wherever you put your bin, keep it 
between 55 and 85 degrees, and dark. 
Any cooler, and worms stop eating; 
any warmer, and you could end up 
with a large worm casserole. They can 
move outside in the summer, but only 
if they're shaded. 
Making your bed 
You can't just throw your darlings 
into a box and expect them to be 
happy. Despite their flexible anatomy, 
For a 12-inch-by-18-inch box, you'll 
need about 5 pounds of paper (5 
pounds is the weight of a bag of 
sugar). Rip the paper into shreds 3 to 
6 inches square and soak it in 6 or 7 
quarts of water. Presto. Dump it in 
your box, don' t pack it. Mary 
Appelhof, of Kalamazoo, Mich., the 
world-renowned Worm Woman, 
contends that her charges are happiest 
among the pages of the Wall Street 
Journal . Mine, though, seem partial to 
the New York Times "Living" section. I 
don't give them advertising inserts or 
the funny pages because the inks may 
contain heavy metals. The worms eat 
their bedding as time goes by, and \ 
want them neither eating poisonous 
substances nor excreting them. 
Because they do eat their linens, 
you'll need to replenish them. Just 
keep adding shredded paper to the 
top of the bin. You'll also use bedding 
to control the moisture that can build 
up in the bin . If things get a little 
odoriferous, it's probably an indica-
tion that the bin's too wet. The pale, 
limp corpses of drowned worms are 
another heartbreaking indicator. 
My bin has a moisture problem. 
My worms came from a thriving 
compost pile made up of wood chips, 
cow shit and food scraps. This heavy, 
wet schlock is what I originally gave 
my worms to live in. Although I 
thre';V paper in on top, it wasn't 
enough to soak up the water in the 
food scraps that I kept adding. When I 
dug into the dense, soggy mass 
recently, I found a pool of water. at the 
bottom of the bin. I shredded a few 
sections of paper and, with a wooden 
spoon, stirred them into the bottom of 
the bin. In addition to soaking up the 
soup, this lightened the whole matrix, 
letting more oxygen in. 
As you grow intimate with your 
worms, you'll develop a feel for their 
moisture requirements. Like you, 
they're mostly water. Unlike you, 
they weigh a few grams and can 
evaporate in minutes. 
Chow time! 
Preparing worm food is as simple 
as saving plate scrapings. A small 
bucket or bowl (with a lid to inhibit 
fruit flies) sitting by the sink will do. 
Almost everything is game: vegetable 
peels, moldy muffins, tea bags, coffee 
grounds and houseplant trimmings. 
Chop up big items, like broccoli 
stems, avocado skins, whole apples, 
etc. Sloppy stuff like yogurt or cottage 
cheese won' t do, but once your 
worms are settled and procreating, 
they'll love meat and fish scraps. In 
municipalities where vermiculture 
(the cultivation of worms) is encour-
aged, meat scraps are discouraged 
because they can attract flies, rats and 
other vermin. But in the privacy of 
your home, go ahead and try it. They 
won't eat the bones, but you can pick 
these out later. 
Citrus peels are supposedly 
another dish to avoid because worms 
don't like them. Hooey, says I. Just 
being in the rich microbial environ-
ment will wear them down, and the 
worms will finish the job, I'm confi-
dent. Leastwise, there's no stack of 
untouched citrus peels in my box. 
When you first get your worms, 
you'll have to take it easy on them. In 
my delight to have established my 
bin, I happily flung pounds and 
pounds of soggy food into it. The 
worms couldn't keep up. Rather than 
being transformed into dark soil, my 
scraps became a slimy, stinking layer 
of mold and pale sprouts. When my 
friends ceased dropping by, I sobered 
up and went back to the outdoor bin 
for a couple of weeks. The worms 
have cleaned up now, but they're still 
not numerous enough to keep up 
with my production. Until they are, 
I'll continue to dump an occasional 
bucket outdoors. 
The problem is that, like us and like 
worms, vegetables are largely water. 
As they decompose, that water is 
released. If it isn't balanced with 
oxygen, you create the perfect habitat 
for anaerobic (oxygen-shunning) 
bacteria, which announce their 
presence with a nasal assault that's 
difficult to ignore. Dry newspaper 
will introduce more oxygen spaces 
and resh?re the balance. 
Although some vermiculturists 
feed their worms every day, I think 
this is disruptive. Worms are shy, and 
Room to loam 
Worms are shy, and they flee 
from light, which means that 
every time you open the bin, 
they leave the buffet and sprint 
for the bedding. I prefer to 
disturb them only once or twice 
a week. 
they flee from light, which means that 
every time you open the bin, they 
leave the buffet and sprint for the 
bedding. I prefer to disturb them only 
once or twice a week. 
To feed them, either lift up the top 
layer of bedding and scatter your 
goodies across the bin, or dig a small 
hole in one corner and bury them. The 
first method is quicker and requires 
no tools; the second gives the worms 
better service. 
Getting good stock 
Where does one come up with a 
thousand head of good worm stock? 
Don't go digging in the yard -
Lumbricus terrestris, your friendly 
neighborhood earthworm, prefers dirt 
to garbage. You're going to have to 
find yourself some Eisenia fetida, a.k.a . 
red wiggler, manure worm, red worm. 
If you know someone with a mature 
and thriving compost pile, check it's 
innards for vigorous, 1- to 2-inch 
worms the color of healthy body 
organs. Gather as many as you can -
a pound is a good start, and take 
along some of their habitat to mix 
with a lighter bedding. 
If worm-napping is out of the 
question, you'll have to buy your 
brood. Stick with reputable garden 
catalogs, as shipping must be done 
with care if the worms are to survive. 
continued on page 11 
Used to be, cities would keep a herd of pigs to trans-
form garbage to bacon. It was a sharp notion, but 
rip-snorting outbreaks of trichinosis proved inevitable. 
We're left with centralized municipal composting, which 
requires money, space and an end market; or home 
composting, which requires space and time - rare 
commodities in urban life. 
compostable food waste, yard clippings and paper sepa-
rately is prohibitive. 
Take municipal 
composting, an interesting 
development in the field of 
delusional thinking: Gar-
bage trucks unload at a 
mammoth mixed-waste 
composting facility. Your 
food waste is pulverized, 
along with your mercury-
laden batteries, your baby's 
diapers, your can of oven 
deaner and the usual glass, 
plastic, metal, paper and 
other crap. 
This is heaped in huge 
piles, and after a decent 
interval, pronounced 
"composted." But compost 
microorganisms have no 
appetite for plastic, mercury, 
etc., and so this compost is 
nothing you'd want to 
spread on the garden. When 
no takers can be found, 
municipal compost may find 
itself at the landfill after all, 
for use as H daily cover" to 
deter gu lls and rats. The cost 
of collecting truly 
Then there's organic-gardening, bins-in-the-back-yard 
composting. But to do real composting, you'll need a bin 
about a yard square. That's the minimum bulk required to 
hold temperatures at 140 to 160 degrees for a couple weeks. 
Then you' ll need to come up with lots of leaves, grass, 
straw or sawdust, as well as 
manure and / or soil. And it's 
also good to have a yard, not 
just because it's a convenient 
place to do your composting, 
but also because you'll have 
to find places to use your 
finished product. 
Unless there's a herd of 
cows in your neighborhood, 
generating copious, steamy 
vittles, winter temperatures 
will shut your bugs down. 
Winter conditions also make 
the cross-yard trek to the 
• compost bin heartily uninvit-
ing. And there's the challenge 
of hitting the proper carbon-
to-nitrogen ratio. If you don't 
get the right combination of 
wet and dry ingredients, your 
compost may take a year to 
break down - or worse yet, it 
may be set upon by anaerobic 
bacteria that will tum the pile 
into evil-smelling slime and 
your neighbors to thoughts of 
homicide. 
H.H. 
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continued from page 9 
Bed your new arrivals down immedi-
ately and feed them lightly until you 
can gauge their appetite. 
Let me guess what you' re thinking: 
"What on earth do you do with 
worm ... uh ... poop?" Well, this is no 
ordinary compost. Organic gardeners 
would kill for worm castings, which 
actually include food scraps that 
decomposed on their own and worm 
bodies. The mixture feels, smells and 
looks like earth. Compared with 
outdoor compost, castings are 
amazingly compact and concentrated. 
If you have a garden, spread the 
castings beneath your plants and 
gently trowel them into the surface . If 
you have houseplants, do the same. 
Each watering will send a meal down 
to the roots. If you have neither, you 
lead a barren life and you' ll have to 
package your castings in plastic bags, 
wrap them in pretty paper and give 
them to friends at Christmas. 
To harvest your castings, wait for a 
point when most of the bedding has 
disappeared. (From move-in day to 
harvest day might be about four 
months.) Then you can either set aside 
the layers that are worm-studded and 
dump out the rest, or try the slower 
bribery method: Push the contents of 
the bin to one end, fill the other with 
fresh, damp bedding and food, and 
wait for the hungry hoards to migrate. 
If you want to dump the whole 
thing into an outdoor compost pile in 
the spring, you can round worms up 
if). the fall and start again. Even if 
disaster slays most of your worms, a 
few survivors can repopulate the bin. 
If you become a vermiconvert, 
compelled to install worms in the 
cupboards of all your friends, you can 
split your colony. 
Like a well-managed forest or a 
good sourdough s tarter, worms are 
self-perpetuating. 
Hannah Holmes lives with her worms on 
the Portland peninsula. 
Why buy worms 
anywhere else, 
when you can get 
them, along with 
her tell-all book, 
from the Worm 
Woman herself, 
Mary Appelhof? 
Write for her free 
brochure, or order: 
Worms, pound: 
"Worms Eat My Garbage": 
"Wornls Eat Our Garbage: 
Classroom Activities for a 
Better Envirollment": 
Small bin, worms, book: 
Large bin, worms, book: 






Flowerfield Enterprises, Dept. 110, 
10332 Shaver Road, Kalamazoo, M1 
49002; (6] 6) 327-0108. 
Facing helminthophobia 
Free-range worlns 
If worms in the cupboard aren't 
your cup of tea, there are outdoor 
composting methods that require 
varying degrees of maintenance and 
commitment. Hard-{:ore com posters 
practice the Indore, or "hot 
composting," method, in which 
carbon-rich and nitrogen-rich materi-
als are mixed in precise combination. 
This invites aerobic (air-loving) 
microorganisms to move in, pig out, 
breed like crazy and generate lots of 
heat. In one to two weeks, with some 
stirring, hot composting can make a 
mountain of grass clippings and food 
waste into dark, rich soil. But that's a 
science. More common is the "Indo-
lent" method of composting: Dump 
whatever's around into your compost 
heap, go to happy hour and hope for 
the best. The following outdoor 
methods vary in their degree of 
effectiveness and ease of use: 
Bastard trenching: The Cro-
Magnon method . If your yard is 
already unsightly, a few holes won't 
matter. Make them deep enough that 
when you cover the week's scraps 
they'll be under 12 to 18 inches of dirt 
to discourage vermin. I employed this 
method beneath the bushes in my 
Brooklyn, N.Y., yard. It being an 
Italian neighborhood with an unusual 
number of Jaguars and assassinations, 
digging holes in the yard was com-
pletely within the realm of normal 
behavior. It wasn't until folks realized 
that I was burying vegetable matter 
that they became alarmed. 
Fence tube: Just make a tube from 
a section of chicken wire or similar 
fencing, 2 or 3 feet in radius, and stand 
it up. Throw in your grass clippings, 
leaves, food scraps and what-have-
you. Go to happy hour. Someday, lift 
the cylinder off and set it next to the 
pile. Shovel, fork or glove the mess 
back into the wire, mixing it up as you 
go. This method is vulnerable to rats 
and canines. My dog used to knock 
the whole thing over, then dance 
around the yard 
with seminoxious 
banana peels 
swinging from his 
face. 
Wooden box: 
much longer. If you can score some 
old shipping pallets, the price (free) 
will probably offset the inconvenience 
of running a rat diner. (Don't let all 
this talk about rats put you off. You 
may get raccoons instead.) 
Tumbling barrel: Generally, 
tumbling barrels are too small to heat 
up, and they don't,get enough air. 
The result? Sticky! incredibly pungent 
balls of muck that exit the bin with a 
frightening sound . These formations 
are virtually impermeable with a 
shovel.I'm using a tumbling barrel 
now, and I hate it. It is, however, 
completely rat- and dog-proof. 
Green Cone*: This weird-looking 
unit was designed specifically for 
Indolent com posters who crave no 
commitment beyond dumping their 
scraps and walking away. The bottom 
half is a plastic basket planted in a 
hole in your lawn. Through a door in 
the top half, you deposit your 
dejectamenta, along with a dusting of 
"activator." When the bottom basket 
is full, you pop off the top half, shovel 
out the bottom and start over. It looks 
a little odd but is much neater than 
most alternatives. 
Call Evelyn Clark at Hannaford 
Brothers, 885-3213. She'll ship one to 
YO,ur local Shop 'n Save for $35. 
Soil Saver"': A pre-fab compost 
bin that's rat-proof and neat, the 
partly recycled-plastic Soil Saver is a 
perennial favorite. HIt looks like you 
can't smell it," says a friend, whose 
former fence tube caused her some 
neighbor-angst. Dump stuff in the 
top, lift a door at the bottom to scoop 
out finished compost - no turning or 
fussing. Skip the "activator" powder 
and trust Mother Nature to deploy 
her own bugs (a shovelful of dirt will 
help). The bin has two drawbacks: 
Dogs can bump the lid off; and the 
price - about $100. Try Skillin's 
Greenhouses in Falmouth. 
H.H. 
The quintessential 
'60s compost bin 
was a wooden 
box about a yard 
square, with space 
between the 
planks to let air in. 
While this was 
intended for the 
Indore method, a 
wooden box will 
also accommo-
date the lazy 
approach. If the 
space between the 
slats is large, rats 
may squeeze into 
your bin. If the 
gaps are slim, 
they'll chew holes 
in it, which takes 
The backyard tumbling barrel tumbles, churning food 
scraps Into compost. 





43 Silver Street, across from Regency, 
Old Port, Portland 0772-8180 
"I see and hear your ads 
everywhere." 
"I finally decided to 
stop in." 
"I can't believe the 
selection." 
"These are the best 
prices we've seen 
anywhere." 
These are just a few of the 
remarks we hear from new 
customers. If you're thinking 
about an oriental rug and haven't 
been to Hard Cider Farm, give 
yourself a treat and come and 
discover . .. 
"The Maine Source 
of Oriental Rugs ... 
and band hooked rugs, 
and hand braided rugs."© 
All at unbeatable prices . 
Since , '" ~ i. 1974 
Remember, the holidays are just 
around the corner, and so is 
Hard Cider Farm Oriental Rugs. 
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Falmouth, Maine 04105 
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Welfare for welders is better than arms exports 
If you want to know why it's so tough to get arms manufacturers to start making 
plowshares, you only have to look at a battle in Maine over converting defense 
industries to non-military products - a battle being waged among the leading 
proponents of conversion. 
When International Association of Machinists President George Kourpias came to 
Bath Iron Work's Portland shipyard earlier this month, he took Rep. Tom Andrews 
to task for his stand on defense conversion, and caUed on him to support federal 
funding for exports of U.s.-made armaments. 
It's hard to fault the unions for fighting for their jobs. They've been put in a 
position where they've been forced to support a shortsighted program because 
there's insufficient political support for industrial 
t4~ crt.]; 61 I r:;~~~:=:~:~~~~nsureamoreprosperous.fu~.re 
A !tttle background on the defense conversIOn Issue: 
BIW wants to make frigates and sell them to Turkey. To gain a competitive edge over 
shipbuilders from other countries, BIW want to offer better terms of sales - by 
having American taxpayers underwrite loans to Turkey to pay for the ships. And 
they want to dip into the pool of funds earmarked for conversion efforts to make the 
deal possible. (See "What peace dividend?" CBW 6.24.93.) 
BIW Chief Executive Officer Buzz Fitzgerald said the company needs deals like 
this to tide it over until it can make the transition to civilian manufacturing. Union 
officials like Kourpias back him on this. 
Andrews balked at raiding the conversion money to pay for arms exports, arguing 
that the United States must end its addiction to arms manufacturing. He said that 
underwriting arms exports is an appropriate place to draw the line. Without doing 
so, he says, the defense industry will transition forever. 
Kourpiasand local union leader Jim Mackie have hammered Andrews on his 
stand. "My position is jobs," Kourpias said during his visit to BIW. "We've got to 
continue building ships, and I hope the message gets across to Congressman 
Andrews. We don't have the luxury [of opposing arms exports]. We're going to have 
to do things that we don't want to do." 
Mackie also bristled at the suggestion that the Turkish deal is wrong-headed. "I 
hope the arms control activists have high-paying jobs because they'll need to support 
a lot of unemployed shipbuilders," he said. 
The protection of jobs has always been the stumbling block for real conversion 
efforts. Any congressional leader who prescribes tough conversion medicine faces a 
firestorm of flak from workers held hostage by weapons makers. Help us sell more 
arms, goes their ultimatum, or face angry unemployed workers. 
But it doesn't have to be that way. 
Bill Hartung, an arms analyst for the World Policy Institute, said he understands 
the union's immediate concerns. "But in the long run," Hartung reasoned, "exports 
are a dead end and a detriment to workers. 
"If we respond only to the short-term issues in each region, we're never going to 
get the kind of monies needed to finance legitimate conversion programs," he said. 
Instead of blasting Andrews, unions ought to be pushing other members of 
Congress to recognize the need for conversion funds, Hartung said. "We need more 
members of Congress willing to take those kind of risks, to generate concrete 
alternatives for the defense industry. But a lot of members are not willing. And 
they've helped put us in the bind we're in." 
Others are now using the arms export dispute to put Andrews in a bind. State 
GOP party Chairman Kevin Keogh - a radio station manager who hasn't said 
anything to promote conversion efforts - recently fired up his fax to blast Andrews 
for not supporting the Turkey deal to "keep jobs in Maine." 
More thoughtful Republicans have compared BIW's dependency on defense work 
to a heroin addiction. And they say the Turkey deal is a gentle way to break BIW's 
addiction, rather than forcing it to shake the habit cold turkey. 
But that analogy is birdbrained. Exporting arms is not like methadone treatment. 
Rather, it continues BIW's addiction but asks the company to get its fix from an 
overseas dealer instead of a domestic one. 
The real solution rests in recognizing that the government ought to do more to 
help BIW's highly skilled workforce make the transition to non-military products. 
Yes, it will cost money. But so will unemployment and health care bills for jobless 
workers. 
The first step is for Congress to demand that other shipbuilding countries, like 
Japan, Korea and Germany, eliminate the subsidies they provide to their commercial 
shipbuilding industries. This measure would allow U.s. shipbuilders like BIW to 
compete on a level playing field and get back into the lucrative commercial ship-
building market. 
The next step requires Uncle Sam to develop a new industrial policy to replace our 
old one - which was the Cold War - and to give companies like BIW immediate 
aid in developing new products. 
Right now, the Clinton administration plans to plow back 40 cents of every dollar 
cut from the defense budget into conversion efforts. Instead, we should spend all the 
defense savings to help companies like BIW make the transition to non-military 
products. 
CaU it welfare for welders, as some have, but shipbuilding is an industry worth 
preserving. The money could go toward research and development of new products 
and new markets, and into retrainingworkers.lt could also go toward subsidies that 
enable BIW to build trains, bridges and cruise ships (until foreign shipbuilding 
subsidies are eliminated). 
CBW again applauds Andrews for his stand on defense conversion and hopes that 
all unions, legislators and citizens of Maine will take a hard look at what the future 
holds. Working to develop lasting alternatives to the continued exports of arms is in 
the best interest of aU . (BY) 
A few parting. sh.ots at NAFTA 
• By Eric T. OJson 
I'm insulted, AI Gore. I'm insulted because you 
insinuated during your CNN debate with Ross Perot that 
my principled opposition to the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was bought and paid for, 
perhaps by Ross Perot. You are wrong, Mr. Vice Presi-
dent. And you have demonstrated why I no longer 
support the government of my party. 
I lived in Maine for 13 years. During that time I was a 
student, a teacher and an editor for an educational 
publishing company. An important part of my life in 
citizen 
Maine was Maine 
politics. I participated as 
a critic of U.S. nuclear 
armaments policy and as 
a member of the Maine Democratic Party's progressive 
wing. 
Although I recently moved to the Chicago area, I will 
always cherish my participation in Maine politics. 
Maine's grassroots DemQ.crats represent the best that 
our nation's political parties offer. 
In 1992, the grassroots Democrats swept the elections 
in Portland. Clinton beat Bush, Andrews beat Bean and 
"No" beat "Yes." But12 months later, Washington 
under Clinton is a wretched amalgam of deception, 
fabrication and trickery - and aU in the service of anti-
worker Republican policies. 
There's no shortage of deceptions. The despicable 
and illegal cruise missile attack on Iraq last summer was 
one. The cave-in to insurance interests on health reform 
was another. The inadequate plan to balance the levels 
of public expenditure and the taxation of the wealthy 
was yet another. 
But the greatest fraud of aU was NAFfA. 
Pure and simple, NAFTA is a plan to enable the 
forces of capital to reduce and control the cost of doing 
business, while freeing these forces to cross national 
borders without restraint. In the process, people who 
work for a living will continue to struggle to find jobs 
paying a living wage with decent benefits. 
N AFTA' s passage was engineered like this: First, 
George Bush, then Clinton, teamed up with their big 
corporate backers, who hired lawyers to write a 
labyrinth of new trade rules, creating a sweeping pro-
capital revision of all business regulation on the 
continent. 
The new rules will reduce tariffs, as NAFfA's 
backers constantly drone. But they will also create the 
machinery to help corporations prevent the enactment 
or enforcement of regulations that might be construed 
as non-tariff trade barriers. These latter provisions, 
perhaps the most valuable for the forces of capital in the 
entire agreement, were rarely discussed in public. 
Meanwhile, the vaunted side agreement to protect 
labor does nothing to safeguard fundamental worker 
rights in any of the three countries. NAFTA gives the 
Salinas administration in Mexico carte blanche to 
pursue its own low-wage strategy. The result will not 
be so much a "giant sucking sound" as a general 
depression of wages and benefits throughout the 
continent. 
Pitting worker against worker and forcing labor 
standards to the lowest common denominator, NAFfA 
codifies working conditions in Mexico. Ask Congress-
woman Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio), who toured factories 
where children barely older than 10 operate machines 
for over 10 hours per day and for only a few dollars per . 
week. 
My Democratic hero, Rep . Tom Andrews, finally . 
decided to vote against NAFTA. Tom: Above aU other 
campaigns, I worked for yours the hardest. Your 
waffling on NAFTA hurt. I wanted to see you beside 
Reps. David Bonier, Richard Gephardt and Kaptur in 
denouncing the bill . Instead, you held out before finally 
coming down on the side of the worker. That was bitter 
medicine for me. 
Nor can I pass up this opportunity to fire a blast in 
the direction of Sen. George Mitchell. I would have 
seriously considered not voting for him in 1994 had I 
remained in Maine. In fact, I would have considered 
running against him in the primary. (There's a chance to 
be trampled into a footnote of Maine history I will 
miss.) The senator's support for NAFTA is only a small 
part of my problem with him. He lost me for good 
during the period early in the Bush administration 
when he helped sweep under the rug the criminal 
looting of the savings and loans . 
So I leave Maine with great respect and admiration 
for the local political scene - yet with deep disappoint-
ment in our national leaders. Without progressive 
Democratic leadership, I'm afraid we'll have to endure 
another prolonged right-wing backlash as we did 
during the Reagan-Bush era. Clinton is busily paving 
the way. 
Eric Olson was the former chnir of the Portland Democratic 
Committee. 
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Fur: a sadist symbol 
Your profile of the "environmentalist 
at heart" from Dino's Furs last week 
(Talk 11.11.93) will be good fora few 
laughs in a couple of years when the 
remaining hold-out furriers have gone 
under due to lack of sales. Face it Jane, 
anyone who wants a fur coat can pick 
one up for a few bucks at the Salvation 
Army these days. People are NOT 






The reasons are simple. Fur has 
become the ultimate sadist's symbol. 
Wearing a fur is NOT about freedom of 
choice, it's about other species being 
slaughtered through excruciating 
methods condemned by the Humane 
Society of the United States. It's about 
cats and dogs, as well as "target" 
animals suffering for days in steel jaw 
leg-hold traps, which are banned in 
more than 70 other countries because 
they are so inhumane but which are 
stiU used by furriers here. It's about 
animals spending their entire lives 
trapped in "ranches" that measure only 
inches in diameter while they await the 
anal electrocution that will kill them 
without marring their precious fur. 
And it's about the whale meat that is 
fed to animals on some of those 
"ranches." (perhaps that fox from 
Norway?) 
I don't know about you Jane, but the 
rest of us environmentalists have a 
slight problem with those little details. 
You want to get a feel for fur? Slam 
your fingers in your car door. As for us, 
we're warm-hearted and we won't 
wear fur! 
AfI!LJ&t5vt<t It ~ ~ /J' _ ~, " 
/ /."C< { d<"t· ·-;r-L 
Amy Brown and Robert LeVangie 
Portland 
If Hillary Jumped 
off a bridge ... 
I'm sure you have an abundance of 
rhetoric pouring into your office 
follOWing your" talk" with the grande 
dame of fur, Jane Sperlazzi (11.11.93). I 
will attempt to be brief. 
1. Ms. Sperlazzi says fur is an 
"enduring and sensible fabric." Is this 
why one must go to a fur store for 
cleaning and a deep freeze, and we all 
seem to have great grandma's ratty old 
stole, hardly enduring except for those 
beady eyes? Gee, I've been tOSSing my 
Baxter State parka in the washer for 
years. 
2. Wow, Hillary wore a mink to 
inauguration night. Aretha was 
wrapped (just barely, I'll bet) in sable. 
So? If HiUaryjumped off a bridge ... 
Censorship in the air 
William Kennedy's letter (Letters 
] 1.11.93) criticizing the use of the 
British Broadcasting Company (BBC) 
by National Public Radio (NPR) at first 
glance appears to be a highly ethical 
argument in favor of free press. I have 
concluded, however, that Mr. 
Kennedy's letter was not such a 
"moral" argument after all. 
The BBC has a well-deserved 
international reputation as being the 
best news service in the world. It has 
held and maintained its superior 
reputation since the 1930s, and its 
World Service has an audience of over 
two billion. It is presently being 
jammed by Iraq, North Korea and 
Libya. 
I have found BBC programs to be 
balanced, accurate and erudite, and 
NPR's use of the BBC, along with its 
production of " A Prairie Home 
Companion," is the reason I annually 
contribute to NPR. Simply put, the BBC 
provides the highest quality of interna-
tional journalism available, and to 
charge it as being the product of British 
government censorship and MIS 
editing is, at best, a misstatement. 
However, upon receiving my latest 
edition of "The Irish Echo," I found that 
the editorial calls upon all IRA support-
ers to "cleanse the airwaves of British 
propaganda" and "bring the war to the 
British pocketbook by boycotting the 
BBC." 
If this is Mr. Kennedy's intention, it 
is a hypocritical one. In my opinion the 
terrorists in Northern Ireland do not 
deserve any publicity. Terrorism is a 
form of warfare geared toward the TV 
cameras. The power of small, hate-filled 
groups is magnified grotesquely by 
media coverage and prompts further 
atrocities. 
If the IRA is banned from the 
airwaves then this is the only sensible 
response to a group that glorifies 
violence to the point where blowing up 
a school bus or fish-and-chip shop is 




Although Britain is subject to its 
official secrets act as Mr. Kennedy 
(11.11.93) so cleverly pointed out, itis 
generally considered to be the right of 
individual countries to govern them-
selves as they see fit. 
Britain is not the United States, and 
why would you believe they should 
govern themselves according to the 
rules that we perceive to be" correct"? 
Intelligent human beings are capable 
of sifting through the information and 
various angles of the broadcasts they 
hear, whether or not bits are edited out. 
3. If I worked for Dino International 
Furs I'd "believe in my heart" that the 
fur industry is pro-environmental too, 
at least until the job market looks up. 
1!Jl'j~ 
Since Utopia does not exist, it is 
unlikely that any public anywhere will 
ever have complete access of informa-
tion to political events. 
Mary Karren 
Poland Springs 
Please realize that it's possible the 
rest of us might want to hear additional 
points of view on world news since the 
United States can tend to be somewhat 
insular regarding what it considers to 
be newsworthy. 
What you have suggested Maine 
Public Radio do sounds remarkably 
similar to what you have just com-
plained the BBC does. 
After all, contributions should not 
imply coercion. 
Jd~ (h ~SS 
Gale Ross 
So. Freeport 
Gay leaders were 
thinking straight 
As the ACT UP/Portland person on 
the steering committee of Equal 
Protection Lewiston, I must correct AI 
Diamon's wildly incorrect assessment 
that" extremists" sabotaged the 
campaign while AI Caron herOically 
struggled to clean up the mess (11.4.93). 
I do disagree with many features of 
Caron's plan. There is much evidence 
from referenda-campaign veterans, 
evidence largely suppressed in Maine, 
that trying to divert attention from" gay 
issues" works against us more than for 
us. 
And campaigns that work to keep 
gays and lesbians in the closet trash our 
dignity, and to what end? An ordinance 
won with literature that goes out of its 
way not to " approve homosexuality" 
works against any possibility of putting 
the ordinance to use: Just as anti-rape 
laws don't work if juries still think 
women who say" no" really mean 
"yes," anti-discrimination laws don't 
work if juries think we are child 
molesters. I did, then, argue against 
many of Caron's strategies. 
But, being in the minority, I agreed 
to go along with his plan months ago, 
and worked to implement it, as did 
many ACT UP people. You'd think 
from Diamon's column that we ran 
around spray-painting buildings. In 
fact, we showed up every weekend in 
October (while "moderate" pro-Caron 
luminaries were noticeably absent) to 
stuff EPL's envelopes and pass out EPL 
literature. 
We did depart from campaign 
strategy when we decided, with other 
so-called extremists, to canvass the poor 
precincts EPL had written off under the 
gross misperception that "those 
people" never vote in local elections, 
and to use a flyer that addressed" gay 
rights" more explicitly than EPL's 
literature did. Guess what? The precinct 
in which "vote no" did best, aside from 
the precinct with Bates College, which 
was won before we began, was one of 
the precincts we canvassed. Get your 
facts. 
Finally, while Diamon thinks that 
pre-planning was insufficient because 
gay leaders weren't thinking" straight," 
the real problem was that straights 
weren't thinking" queer." At the first 
open meeting in December about the 
proposed ordinance, I argued (along 
with Diamon's hero Dale McCormick 
and others) that Mayor Howaniec and 
Chief Gilbert needed to consult more 
gays and lesbians before proceeding. 
We argued this not just on the 
principle that lesbians and gays should 
be setting the timetable for our own 
civil rights struggle, but because we 
knew about things that well-meaning 
straight people simply cannot: the risks 
involved, the resources available given 
other projects already underway, the 
likelihood of winning in referendum 
(which they needed to hear about from 
November 2.5, 1993 13 
lots of people who actually live queer 
lives in LeWiston). 
They didn't listen. How little they 
knew about gay-rights struggles is 
indicated by how shocked they were to 
get hate mail when the ordinance 
passed; how little their confidence was 




Getting steamed up 
As a Munjoy Hill resident who looks 
forward to the operation of a steam 
railroad around the Prom, I'm curious 
to know if those who oppose the 
"noisy, smoke-bekhing, narrow-guage 
train" (Letters 11.11.93) avoid driving 
Baxter Boulevard with their noisy, 
exhaust-spewing automobiles for the 
sake of those using the very popular 
"people's path" around Back Cove? 
Portland is a city where the artifacts 
of the past contribute greatly to the 
quali ty of life of the present, proViding 
constant contact with evidence tha t 
we're all part of the process of human 
history. "History" is a very important 
word in our ci ty. The role of coal-fired, 
19th-century technology steam engines 
in Portland's history was immense. 
Victorian Portland rose from the 
ashes of the 1866 fire on the power of 
steam trains connecting the waterfront 
to inland agriculture and manufactur-
ing, reaching the Mid western grain 
fields of Canada. When post-World 
War II government policy abandoned 
the railroads in favor of highways, 
Portland faded with the trains. Eventu-
ally the city was resurrected by a new 
appreciation of the livability, human 
scale and beauty of its steam~ra 
architecture and environment, rare 
survivors in a nation rapidly being 
covered and encased by concrete, steel 
and plastic. "Quality of life" became the 
reason to live here. 
A railroad museum and operating 
steam train on the waterfront will play 
an invaluable educational role for 
residents and visitors in understanding 
why Portland is the city it is today. The 
opportunity to bring back a significant 
aspect of the city's 19th-century history 
should be as welcomed as the purchase 
of technologically advanced buses by 
METRO. 
Both will contribute to the quality of 
life. One by reducing the noise and 
exhaust on the streets through ad-
vanced 2Oth-century technology, the 
other by prOViding a comforting link to 
an era when "advanced technology" 
was understandable and the world 
was, to our eyes, a safer and saner 
SjT.~CM--
Scott T. Hanson 
Portland 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your 
letters. Please limit your thoughts 
to 300 words, InclUde a daytime 
phone nUmber and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
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NEW NEW NEW NEW 
Try the infamous 1/2 
yard of any of our draft 
beers (KBC included!). 
Join the Yard Card 
Club for member 
discounts. 
1/2 YARDS 
.. PLUCK TH·EATRE 
11-IE BARNIES wi t~e . 
;,. i ., ..•• ROSicrUCians 
SHOCK·RA 
.. FROM GOOD HOMES 
Rustic Overtones 
Paul-Collins Band 
Darien Brahms Band 
IlKludes two new tracks, produced by Rick 





SAID I LOVED YOU ..• 
BUT I LIED 
COMPlETElY 
LEAN ON ME 
These and all Top 2S releases ••• 
TIlt ewe 









these spedols will be good through Thursday November 28th . 
151 Maine SIreel, Brunswick ME 725-1289 
Route 307, Shaw's Plaza, N. Windham ME 893· 1303 
OPEN : Mon.· Sal. IO'9pm, Sun. 17-6pm 
Nawmber 25, 1993 15 
silver screen 18 
Yo, Bobby Fischer 19 
10-day calendar 20 
~~Kingfish " 23 
World AIDS Day 27 
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OPEN HOUSE , 
~ 
=.7' 
Where: 56 Main St. Freeport, ME 04032 
When: December 2, 1993 ' 
Time: 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. ~!i 
Kick off your Christmos shopping with 
a night in Freeport! Enjoy free gift 
wrapping of your purchases & 
refreshments to sustain you. 
Open daily 865-6369 
{,'.' 
.;11 .... 
(:fibula . . . . . . . . 
CUSTOM AND ONE.OF. A.KIND JEWELRY 
50 EXCHANGE STREEET 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
207.761. 4432 
" W H y T H 5 5 v E R y 





BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE DIRECTED BY JAM ES HOBAN 
THURSDAY , DECEMBER 2ND THRU SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5TH 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9TH THRU SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12TH 
ALL SHOWS AT 8PM 
MATINEES ON SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5TH Be 12TH AT 3PM 
• 
OAK STREET THEATER 
92 OAK STREET (JUST OFF CONGRESS ST) PORTLAND , MAINE 
GENERAL ADMISSION $10 STUDENTS & SENIORS $8 




Advice for new customers: 
1) Allow plenty of time. There are thousands of beads to 
choose from and designing and making jewelry is more fun 
(and more succesful) when you're not feeling rushed. 
2) Our busiest times are weekends before 3pm. If possible, come 
in on a weekday when the store is less crowded and it will be easier to gi ve 
you personal help and instruction. 
3) Bring along a friend! Our worktable also serves as a place to sit, 
relax, and chat while making lovely unique gifts for the holidays. Hope to 
see you soon! 
Store Hours: 
449 Forest Ave 
(2nd floor of Forest Ave Plaza) 
Portland, ME 04101 
761-2503 
Monday - Saturday: 
lOam - 6pm 
(fhursday evening till 8plll) 
Sunday: I-Spill 
Toll-free in Maine: 1-800-761-2503 
Fax: 874-2664 
o s 
This Friday and 
Saturday Night 
Nov. 26 & 27 
FRI: Tim Hall, guitar 
John Hunter, acoustic bass 
SAT: Gary Wittner, guitar 
Charlie Jennison, saxophone 
9pm - close . 
Down Stairs Lounge 
u M M E R M A o N E s 
• T 
s " 
SPONSORED BY THE D.L. GEARY BREWING COMPANY 
Art & Soul continued from page 15 
Retrospective perspectives 
"Locusts - End of Summer" (oil, 30" x 36"). 
"One-person shows are best as 
retrospectives, where you can get a 
nice range of work. Look at Gauguin," 
Crotty said. "He hid out on Tahiti for 
years until he felt he had a body of 
work that he wanted to show back 
home. It took him a tremendously 
long time to produce it." Crotty would 
rather show the best works of artists 
as they are created, keeping the artists 
continually before the public eye. 
This exhibition of the work of 
Theophil Groell is a retrospective in 
the sense that it presents work the 
artist has done over a span of 20 years. 
Groell is an unusually accomplished 
artist who is capable of depicting a 
bark swirls around their trunk/ torsos, 
and the leaves sway like so many veils 
held aloft. 
And in "Locusts - End of 
Summer," the close-up view of the 
lower trunk of a stately tree reveals 
the tree to actually be a patrician 
landowner walking around his estate. 
Or perhaps a pilgrim. The grand trunk 
inclines forward and out of the 
painting,. as though striding 
purposefully through the woods. 
Groell, whose work has been 
included in numerous national 
realism shows, uses a technique that 
adapts to his figures and stilllifes, in 
which he mottles, blends and 
broad range of subjects 
-landscapes, figures 
and stilllifes - in an 
equally broad range of 
media. Using oil, 
watercolor, gouache, 
charcoal and silver-
point, Groell produces 
works of outstandingly 
manipulates his paints 
in such a way that he 





there's more realism 
The paintings of Theophll 
Groell show at Frost Gully 
Gallery, 411 Congress St., 
Ptld., through Dec. 11. 
773-2555. 
than simply his 
technique in his figure paintings. His 
unidealized subjects have a physical 
and emotional reality that's palpable. 
These are real human beings - raw, 
weary, pensive, despondent, ungainly 
or merely relaxed - both physically 
and mentally. They're raw-boned and 
big-knuckled, and they emanate the 
often unglamorous drama of the 
human condition. 
high quality. In this sense he is the 
peer of such accomplished painters as 
Andrew Wyeth, Lennart Anderson, 
Cezanne and van Gogh. 
The landscapes depict Maine and 
Greece. Groell spends about six 
months a year in each place. In Maine 
he lives on Deer Isle, and in Greece on 
Hydra. 
The range of Groell's painting 
technique is as broad as his range of 
subject matters and media . In his 
landscapes, for example, the paint is 
applied directly, with little mottling, 
blending or manipulation. He keeps 
the elements simple and direct, not 
seeking reality - the continuous 
melding of transient tones that make 
up, say, real leaves. Viewed close up, 
the paintings don't read, they seem 
merely stylized. But from a distance 
they're convincing and portray a 
heightened sense of reality. 
His landscapes are filled with such 
passion that they become anthropo-
morphized . Each tree takes on a 
personality and seems to be at the 
center of some drama . In "Rhea 
Summons Demeter," for example, 
four trees are engaged in a soaring 
ballet, While three of the trees, looking 
as though they are en pointe, lift their 
branches skyward - in what appears 
to be a gesture of supplication - the 
tree on the far right arches 
horizontally in an urgent, reaching 
gesture, branches thrust out, also 
reaching, as the goddess summons her 
grieving daughter. The fabric of the 
His figure paintings are 
compositionally breathtaking. The 
juxtaposition of colors, shapes and 
tones creates symphonic images that 
force one to stop and listen, The flow 
of lines that exists between the 
contours of the human body and those 
of the buttoned Victorian chair in 
"Victoria," for example, creates a 
lyrical duet. 
And in "Impending Storm" (in 
which a woman sleeps peacefully on 
what appears to be a bed of taffeta, as 
storm clouds gather above her), the 
three parts of the painting - the 
fabric, the woman's body and the sky 
- all stand on their own as three 
distinctly different segments of 
texture, tone and energy. But in 
combination, their harmonics soar. 
Compared with the labored, poorly 
conceived and sentimentalized studies 
of the interminably dour Helga, these 
studies are rich, dramatic and 
inspired. 
It's been well-worth waiting 20 
years to see this body of work. mw 
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COMEDY CONNECTION 
DISCOUNT COUPON 
~ THURSDAY & SATURDAYS ~ 
\@ LATESHOW $2 off \@ 
Nov. 27 thru Dec. 19/10 a.m ... 5 p.m. 
Saturdays & Sundays / Every 15 Minutes 
Weekends between Thanksgiving and Christmas, 
METRO will be offering special Holiday Shuttles for 
just a quarter! These shuttle buses will be decorated 
with colorful banners and service marked bus stops in 
downtown Portland and Westbrook. 
METRO'S Holiday Shuttles will run every 15 
minutes from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and 











J Pine Tree Shopping Ctr. • 










:it e Myrtle St. In 
ui 
CD t Dl 'tI ·c 
~ In 
Cumberland St. 
" ~mETRO 774-0351 . lk _ , Wishing you the very happiest of holidays _ -:I 
• ~ from all of us at METRO. ~. 





Proudly Presents Tqe Original 
$- P/Jana 
lflP/JaU 
Once a month The Ted Manduca 
Orchestra relives a magical bygone era 
with its 18-piece Big Band. 
Saturday, November 27, beginning at 
7 p.m. promptly. Your evening includes 
a cash bar, all you can eat buffet (from 
7-8 p.m.), dancing and entertainment 
for the unbelievable value of just 
$25 per couple 
(includes tax and gratuities). Act Now! 
Space is limited. Tickets on sale at 
Michel's E.I.B. Center, Exit 8, 











But not h~re Our alllldllmll 
inqmlients (st<lJtinqwith unbl~adled, 
unhmmated flour and tJipl~ filteml 
water), dwlovin~y mixed into dough 
Then CdIclully kettl~ boiled and own 
baked at 5000, Soon our 
~xtrnordinarily dclictous bagels d[ll 
crusty on th~ outsid~ 
nic~ and soft on ~ inside 
So stop by and enjoy a wal bag~1! 
.. 
Bay@IWorks 
IS Trmpl. St, Portland, Hl 
Silver 
screen 
Add.ms F.mly v ...... The last time we saw "The 
Addams Family. " Morticla Addams was knitting some-
thing very. very small. The sequel begins With her 
giving birth to Pubert, a da~lng albeit hirsute baby boy 
whose ceaseless crying is disturbing the already 
disturbed family. But who will take care of the fuzzy 
new addition to the strange brood? Enter blond and 
sugary sweet Debbie (Joan Cusack), a nanny with a 
fondness for rich men and a string of rich, dead 
husbands behind her. Also stars Raul Julia and 
Christopher Uoyd. Barry Sonnenfeld reprises as 
director. 
cartlto's Way Ten years after • Scarface, " Brian De 
Palma and AI Paclno reunite for another mobster 
movie. This time Pacino stars as Cariito Brigante, a 
blgshot gangster who tries to go straight alter five 
years In the slammer, Sean Penn came out of self· 
Imposed actlng retirement to play the mobster's 
lawyer. 
Cool RunnInp Based loosely on the reaf.life story of 
the Jamaican bobsled team that participated In the 
1988 Winter Olympic Games In Calgary, this comedy 
stars John Candy as a coach who steers his ragtag 
team - a reggae singer, a helicopter pilot and a 
sprinter-tothe big show. Directed by Jon Turtletaub 
("3 NinJas"), the film also stars rapper Doug E. Ooug. 
The team's bobsled ended up flipping over and 
crashing: one can only guess what will happen to the 
mov;e. 
Dennis _ M.....,. A tow-headed hellion (Mason 
Gamble) drives his parents and his 7().somethlng 
neighbor (Walter Malthau) up a wall. But when a truly 
menacing character comes to town to rob houses, 
Kevtn, I mean, Dennis saves the day. Also stars 
Christopher Uoyd and Joan Plowrlght. Directed by 
John Hughes ("Home Alone" end "Home Alone 2 ' ). 
It's like d6j~ vu all over again. 
The FIrm Tom Cruise stars as Mitch McDeere, a 
Harvard Law School grad who joins a small but cash-
rich law firm In Memphis. Within weeks of accepting 
the position, he's approached by an FBI agent who 
tells him the firm Is laundering money for the Mob 
and his own life maybe In danger. Mitch realizes he's 
trapped: The FBI will bust him if he doesn't cooper-
ate, and the firm will kill him If he does. Also stars 
Gene Hackman. 
Free Wily A troubled boy named Jesse bonds with a 
troubled killer whale named Willy at a local aquatic 
pari<. When Jesse learns the parl<'s owner has grim 
plans for the whale, he decides to retum him to the 
sea. Stars Jason James Richter, Lori Petty and Kelko 
the ·"hale. Supposedly a tear Jerl<er, It will make you 
blubber. 
Gettysburt This 4 1/2 hour CMI War epic recounts 
the pivotal Civil War battle In which over 50,000 
Americans were killed, the highest U.S. casualty 
total for a single battle. The movie was originally 
planned as a miniseries for Ted Turner's cable 
channel TNT, butTumerdecidedthe storywastoo big 
for the small screen. Four hours of bad beards. 
In the line of FIr. Frank Horrigan (Clint Eastwood), a 
maverick (though aging) Secret Service agent is a 
man with a past: He's convinced he let John F. 
Kennedy die in Dealey Plaza by not moving fast 
enough. When a psychotiC (John Malkovich) decides 
he wants the current president's head on his trophy 
wall, Horrigan gets a shot at redemption. Wolfgang 
Peterson ("Das Boot") directs. 
Josh.nd S.A.M. A 12.year-old convtnces his younger 
brother Sam that he Is a "strategically altered mu· 
tantO (SAM.) destined for a military experiment. 
Then the two M the road - away from their unhappy 
family life - in search of the people who can make 
Sam normal (and hopefully less gullible). 
The Joy Luck Club Based on Amy Tan 's popular 
novel , this epiC tearjerl<er tells of the often difficult 
relationships between four immigrant Chinese women 
and their American-born daughters. Stars Kleu Chlnh, 
Tsai Chin, France Nuyen and Usa Lu. 
Juruslc P.rk Entrepreneur John Hammond (Richard 
Attenborough) finances the creation of genetically 
engineered dinosaurs in hopes of opening the ulti-
mate amusement park. Who WOUldn 't want to spend 
the day with a bunch of huge reptiles? The thrills and 
chills become a bit much when Tyrannosaurus rexet 
al. break out of their carefully constructed enviro,," 
ment and run amok, as dinosaurs are wont to do. 
Stars Sam Neill, Laura Dem and Jeff Goldblum. 
Directed by Steven Spielberg. 
Kine of the HIli Steven Soderbergh ("sex, lies and 
videotape ' ) directs an adaptation of A.E. Hotchner's 
autobiography, focusing on Hotchner's boyhood duro 
Ing the Great Depression. When his family virtually 
disappears -his mother Is sentto a sanatorium, his 
younger brother goes to live with an uncle and his 
father leaves to sell watches In Iowa - 12.year-old 
Aaron (Jesse Bradford) Is left without money for food 
or rent. He Is forced to fend for himself among the 
strange denizens of a fleabag St. Louis hotel. Also 
stars Lisa Eichorn, Spaulding Gray, Elizabeth 
McGovern and Karen Allen. 
~ Who's T.lldne How James (John Travolta) Is 
now a successful private pilot: Mollie (Kirstie Alley) is 
now a Santa's helper at a department store. Other 
aspects of life have also changed for James and 
Mollie. Their kids have grown (so don't expect Bruce 
Willis or Roseanne Arnold to lend their vocal talents 
to the baby characters), and now it's the canines that 
are conversing (with the voices of Danny DeVtto and 
Diane Keaton). 
Men's Best Friend The saga of Max, a genetically 
engineered killing machine disguised as a household 
pet dog. Stars Ally Sheedy. 
My L.Ife Michael Keaton plays a Beverly Hills PR man 
who discovers he's dying of cancer and sets out to 
make an autobiographical video for his unborn child. 
Also stars Nicole Kidman. 
M ... Doubtftre Robin Williams stars as an an out-of-
work voice-over artist who loses custody of his 
children during a divorce. Hoplngto Insinuate himself 
back Into the family, he disguises himself as a kindly 
65-year-old English housekeeper. Sally Field plays 
his estranged Wife. Directed by Chris Columbus 
("Home Alone" and "Home Alone 2 "). 
Music of Chance Driving on a remote country road, 
a drifter, with his dwindling Inheritance stashed in his 
BMW's glove compartment, picks up a bruised and 
battered man. The victim, a small-time gambler, 
convinces the Samaritan to stake him in a poker 
game with a couple of eccentric millionaires who 
seem to be easy marl<s. Soon the two men have lost 
their bankroll and their liberty and are obliged to pay 
their debt by hauling 6().pound stones in a toy red 
wagon and building a wall from the rubble of a 15th-
century castle. Stars Mandy Patinkin, James Spader, 
Joel Grey and Charles Dumlng. Based on a novel by 
Paul Auster. 
HI""' ...... Before Christmas Tim Burton's twisted 
animated fantasy about Jack the Pumpkin King, a 
manlc-<lepresslve skeleton who wreaks havoc when 
he kidnaps Santa and tries to take over Christmas. 
The stars are all puppets filmed In stop-motlon a la 
Gumby and King Kong. Not your typical holiday fare. 
According to Burton, "If we can disturb Just one child, 
It Will have been worth It." Music and lyrics by Danny 
Elfman. 
The HutcrllCker That old holiday chestnut comes to 
the big screen with Renaissance brat Macaulay 
Culkin as the Nutcracker Prince (alter all, he did have 
two years of dance classes, and besides, he really, 
really wanted to do It). Hejolns members of the New 
York City Ballet In the Balanchlne version of the 
classic. Directed by Emile Ardolino ("Dirty Dancing"). 
A Perfect World A perfect world for Wamer Bros. that 
is, getting both Clint and Kevin Inthe same film . Clint 
Eastwood directs and stars as a Southern lawman 
hot on the trail of an escaped convict (Kevin Costner) 
who·s taken an S.year-old jehovah's Witness hos-
tage. 
The P ...... A mute unmarried Scotswoman (Holly 
Hunter) travels deep Into the New Zealand bush for 
an arranged marriage, bringing With her a young 
daughter and a plano. Alter her new husband (Sam 
Neill) refUses to transport the plano to her new home, 
she falls for another man - an Illiterate tattooed 
settler (Harvey Keitel) who purchases the plano. The 
film, which was written and directed by Jane Campion 
("Sweetie" and "An Angel at My Table') won the 
Palme d'or at Cannes. 
The Remains of the D.y A devoted butler (Anthony 
Hopkins) reflects on his 30 years of service to an 
English lord -service that required him to subjugate 
all his own desires, Including his love for the head 
housekeeper (Emma Thompson). Another Merchant· 
Ivory ("Howards End," "Room with a View") produc-
tion, this one based on Kazuo Ishlguro's Booker 
Prize-wlnnlng novel. 
Reservoir Docs A seasoned L.A. Jewel thief recruits 
a team of crooks and killers to pull off ajewelry heist 
at a local store. All are assigned false, color-themed 
names so that no one will know anything about any 
of the others . When It becomes apparent that the 
cops have been tipped off, the surviving hoods go to 
gruesome lengths to find the traitor, led by hot-
headed "Mr. White' (Harvey Keitel). The bloody 
aftermath Is supposedly a send up of the climax of 
Sergio Leone's "The Good, the Bad and the Ugly." 
Directed by Quentin Tarantino. 
The Secret GIIrden After her parents are killed In an 
earthquake, a spoiled and unpleasant little girl is 
sentto Yorkshireto live with her slckly- and equally 
unpleasant - cousin and a reclusive, hunchbacked 
uncle. Once there, however, the girl discovers a 
mysterious walled garden, which appears to hold the 
key to her happiness and that of her new family. 
Based on the classic children's book by Frances 
Hodgson Burnett, this film was directed by Agnieszka 
Holland ("Europa, Europa") In her Engllsh-language 
debut. Stars Kate Maberly, Maggie Smith and John 
Lynch. 
Sleepless In Seattle A widower's son calls a national 
radio shrink and describes how badly his father (Tom 
Hanks) needs a new Wife . Annie Reed (Meg Ryan), an 
already affianced reporter, Is touched by his story 
and begins a campaign to track the man down. 
SteppInC Razor A chronicle of the life of folk hero, 
radical activist and reggae star PeterTosh. Narration 
Is provided by Tosh 's own voice from the "Red X" 
tapes he recorded from 1983 until his murder in 
1987, tapes that he had planned to use as the basis 
for an autobiography. 
The Th_ Musket_. Another remake of Alexandre 
Dumas' tale ofthree musketeers (I.e., loyal servants 
to King Louis XIII who like to wear voluminous capes 
and hats With rakish feathers) and a musketeer 
wannabe. This latest Hollywood Incarnation stars 
Chart le Sheen, Kiefer Sutherland, Chis O'Donnell 
and nm Curry. Directed by Stephen Herek ("Bill and 
Ted 's Excellent AdVenture"). 
W.'r. Back: A Dinosaur's Story Cuddly dinosaurs 
travel through time to present-<lay New York City. 
Features the vocal talents of John Goodman, John 
Malkovich, Jay Leno, Martin Short, Julia Child and 
Walter Cronkite. Directed by Steven Spielberg. 
where? 
Owing to scheduling changes after caw 
goes to press, movie goers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Nov 24-Dec 2 
The Remains of the Day (PG) 
1:20,4:10,7,9:45 
The Three Musketeers (PG) 
1, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10 
Addams Family Values (PG-13) 
12:30, 2:45, 4:55, 7:10, 9:20 
Man's Best Friend (R) 
1:10, 3:20, 5:25, 7:30, 9:35 
Mrs. Doubtfire (PG·13) 
1:30,4:15,7,9:35 
The Nutcracker (G) 
12:40, 2:50, 5, 7:10 
Josh and Sam (PG-13) 
12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:25, 9:40 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Nov 24-Dec 2 
Dennis the Menace plays Sat only 
No first show Thurs, Nov. 25 
The Joy Luck Club (R) 
1:10, 4:10, 6:40, 9:30 
The Nlehtmare Before Christmas (PG) 
2, 4, 6:30, 8:30 
My Ufe (PG-13) 
1:20, 4:10, 7:20, 9:55 
Carllto's Way (R) 
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:20 
Cool Runnings (PG) 
2:10, 4:20, 7:30, 10 
We're Back: A Dinosaur's Story (G) 
1,2:50,4:30,7,8:50 
A Perfect World (PG-13) 
12:40, 3:40, 6:50, 9 :40 
The Plano (R) 
12:50, 3:50, 7:10, 9:50 
Dennis the Menace (PG) 
12 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
King of the Hili (PG-13) 
Nov 17-25 
Mon-Fri (11/17-23) 5, 7:15, 9:15; Wed-
Thurs (11/24-25); Sat-Sun 1, 3, 5, 7:15, 
9:15 
Stepping Razor (NR) 
Nov 24-30 
Wed-Thurs 7:15, 9:15; Fri 5, 9; Sat-Sun 
1, 5, 9; Mon-Tues 5, 7 
Reservoir Dogs (R) 
Nov. 26-30 
Fri 7; Sat-Sun 3, 7; Mon-Tues 9 
The Music of Chance (R) 
Dec. 1-7 
Wed-Fri 5, 7, 9; Sat-Sun 3, 7; Mon-Tue 7 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Nov 24-Dec 2 
* Second shows Thurs-Fri (Nov. 25-26) 
and Sat-Sun only 
No first show Thurs, Nov. 25 
Free Willy (PG) 
12:50, 3:50* 
The Secret Garden (G) 
12:30, 3:40* 
The Finn (R) 
12:20,3:20*,6:30,9:30 
Sleepless In Seattle (PG) 
7:15,9:50 
In the Una of Fire (R) 
6:40,9:20 
Jurassic Park (PG-13) 
12:40, 3:30*, 6:50, 9:40 




Art & Soul continued on page 22 
All the right moves 
Checking out the world of chess in 
II Bobby Fischer." 
Ya, the kid's cute, but don't hold It against the movie" 
• By RonZuba 
Nonnally, I'm not one to question a 
couple's family-planning practices. To 
me, that's their business. But every 
now and then I do wonder why some 
people even bother getting into the 
baby business at all. 
sorry, that's Elvis. And as far as I 
know, The King didn't play much ' 
chess (although he was once mated to 
a big-haired woman). 
Pandolfini's first move is to 
prohibit Josh from 
Take the case of 
Frank and Kathie Lee screen playing at Washington Square anymore. 
Learning about chess on 
the streets makes the 
Gifford . Now I'm sure 
"Sean:hlng for Bobby 
they're both warm and Fischer" flashed In and out 
loving parents who care of town. Watch for Its 
deeply for their 
game seem, you know, 
sort of dirty, when it's 
really a very special and offspring, just as I'm 
sure they'll both file a 
Impending release on 
video. 
court injunction someday to keep 
"Uncle RegisH at least 1,000 feet from 
their property. However, I'm troubled 
by this age thing. I mean, it's got to be 
embarraSSing for Frank - the 63-year-
old father of a newborn - to drag his 
wrinkled butt into a 7-Eleven and ask 
for diapers, only to have the store 
clerk return with a box of Depends. 
Anyway, the subject of child-
rearing is also the focus of the months-
old family drama, "Searching for 
Bobby Fischer," which has finally 
made it to a Maine theater. 
Now please, don't be misled by the 
title. This movie isn't about a group of 
people with flashlights walking up 
and down a darkened street hollering, 
"Bobby!" "Yo, Bobby Fischer!" Rather, 
it's the true story of a 7-year-old chess 
whiz named Josh Waitzkin (Max 
Pomeranc), who just may be 
America's next Great White Hope of 
the chess world. 
Surprisingly, this is all news to 
Josh's parents, Fred and Bonnie aoe 
Mantegna and Joan Allen). They don't 
realize their son even knows how to 
play chess until he struts his stuff one 
day at New York's Washington 
Square, where chess matches (and 
crack sales) are held continuously. 
The Waitzkins are amazed at their 
son's gift, although Fred's a bit 
concerned about the boy becoming a 
dweeb. But Bonnie assures him that 
Josh could be involved in a helluva lot 
worse; he could, for instance, come 
home wearing an ACT UP T·shirt. 
Next thing you know, Fred hires 
chess coach Bruce Pandolfini (Ben 
Kingsley), who likens Josh to a young 
Bobby Fischer - before the champ 
went off the deep end, that is, and 
started shooting out his television 
screen whenever singer Steve 
Lawrence came on. Oh wait, I'm 
beautiful thing shared 
between two people. 
Soon, Josh is traveling to 
tournaments across the country, 
winning match after match, while an 
overbearing Fred keeps pushing 
harder and harder. But if he' doesn't 
lighten up, he'll be responsible for 
Josh's growing up to be one of those 
horribly maladjusted adults who 
thinks The New Yorker is entertaining. 
So, herein lies the conflict: Is 
winning a game worth losing a child's 
soul? (Heavy, huh?) Now I know 
what you're thinking: Sit through a 
movie about chess? I'd rather let Newt 
Gingrich borrow my comb. 
Of course, you are entitled to your 
own opinion (provided you're not a 
practicing Catholic). But if you skip 
this flick' cause you think it's gonna 
be a bore, then you'd be missing out 
on a real gem. This movie actually 
makes chess exciting. And - to 
legitimize the critical portion of this 
review - the lighting's not bad either. 
Much of the credit for the movie's 
success belongs to its young star. Now 
it should come as no surprise that I 
don't like kid actors or kid movies or 
kids anywhere in the vicinity of a 
movie theater. (In fact, the last time I 
admired a child's performance this 
much was back in 1974 when I 
watched the killer mutant baby 
deliver the goods in "It's Alive!") But I 
have to admit, lliked this Pomeranc 
kid a lot. The other cast members -
Kingsley, Mantegna and Allen - are 
also fine, all screwing on just the right 
"game face" for their roles. Plus, 
there's a solid outing by Laurence 
Fishburne as Vinnie the fast-talkin' 
chess cowboy. 
A good opening move by first-time 
director Steven Zaillian. I only wonder 
if Bobby and the Giffords will find it 
as good. OW 
Sweet Honey 
In The Rock 
Six African-American women. 
Six of the greatest voices in American music. 
A special celebration of the holiday spirit. 
"Forthose of us who think the human voice 
November 25, 1993 19 
is the most perfect instrument of all , Sweet Honey 
in the Rock comes close to being the uHimate dream." 
Saturday, December 18 
- Sydney Sun-Herald tOUt 
Anni~e\'Sa\'~ 
lou\, \ 
Two shows: 6:30 and 9:00 PM 
State Street Ch u rch 159 State St, Portland 
Tickets $18 1 $1 0 children under 12 
Call 774-046510 charge or at Amadeus Music 
Sponsored by Shop n' Save, Maine Times, Quality Suites and WClZ. 
GINGERBREAD HOUSES 
A Tradition at 
Cak~s Extraodinair~ 
We've done the Work· You have the Fun 
• Completely Decorated $24.95 
• Assemble-Your-Own Kits $14.95 
(Baked and ready to decorate) 
Call 874-2253 










• Goddess Creations • 
Books • Art • Fashions 
Jewelry • Stones 
• Essences • 
Conversation 
74 India Street Portland, ME 
(207) 871-0273 
Open: Tue-Sat II am-5:30 pm 
Sun 12-5pm 
The Adventure of the Holiday Season! 
The Young People's Theater 
and Secondstage presents 
Peter Pan 
by J. M. Barrie 
November 1.-Z1, Z7-Z8 
" December 3-5 
Friday" Saturday 7:30PM 
Saturday" Sunday matinee Z:OOPM 
sponsored by 
Momlng Glory Natur.1 Foods 
Brunswick Coal" Lumber 
e·, Tickets $' O. & $8. . " 
For reservations call 7Z9.aS84 
Family rates 
available 







v f7 87 Marginal Way 
Portland, ME 
(207) 773-1441 
~r f' PORTLANDrI>r (' POTTERY U . ' 
Announces Its Fifth Annual 
STUDENT HOLIDAY 
SHO\V & SALE 
.. 
Saturday, Dec. 4, 10·6 & 
Sunday, Dec. 5, 11·6 
Uniquely handcrafted gifts at affor!iable prices! 
Refreshments! Come join the fun! 
7724334· 118 WASHINGTON AVE" PORnAND 
Th. COMMUllity T.I.vllioll N.twork 
WHk of 11/29/93 ... 1fI--7 
, ~'!Y~ 
7 PM tHE fAMILY AFTER D1VORa ~ 4 
1 PM SACXYARD MAINE: Polios 
1:30 PM tHERE IS NO PLACE UKE HOME 
9 PM STAKEHOLDERS' VISION: A 5ocrofi: Diologue 
HOLY MARTYRS MASS: Sunlby 10 IITI & 5 JI11 
Special Day of Progr_ing 
World Aid, Day 
Wednesday, Dec. I, 2-' PM 
wi1h "TIlt Main, Perspective" .t a PM 
ProgllTlS premiere MOliIOY evenilgs aI 7 pm. ProgfIITIS ~ I!IeI'( 
evening hom 7-10 JI11 & ooily hom 1-1 pm, JU8S-JllJ~ 9 om-12 noon. 
Lazy Mercedes. In addition, there is an 
Old Port Window Walk, during which 
you can peruse the window dressings, 
hear the strolling carolers and pop into 
an alehouse for a winter warmer. 
Events are sponsored by the Portland 
Chamber of Commerce and Old Port 
Retailers. 772-f>828. 
saturday 
Revive your spirits: The HARLEI SPIRI-
TUAl ENSEIIBLE, a national and interna-
tional touring group, returns to 
Portland for another encore perfor-
mance at 8 p.m . at The First Parish 
Church, 425 Congress St. 
The ensemble, consisting of six singers 
and two instrumentalists, was fonned 
in order to keep the American Negro 
spiritual alive as both a valid and 
important art fonn and an integral part 
of American history. This special 
Christmas program, which also 
includes best-loved classics and a sing-
along, will surely move even the 
scroogiest humbug into the holiday 
spirit. Tix: $20. 772·8630 or 800-639·2707. 
sunday 
Do you believe? "PETER PAIl," J.M, 
Barrie's classic children's tale of the boy 
who did not want to grow up (hence, 
the complex), has sparked the imagina-
tion of young and old minds for nearly 
a century. 
The staged version of this story is 
presented at 2 p.m. at The Theatre 
Project, 14 School St., Brunswick. The 
production, which opened Nov. 19 and 
continues through Dec. 5, is the first 
fonnal collaboration between The 
Young People's Theater and the 
Secondstage Theater and includes 31 
community members, Friday and 
Saturday evening perfonnances are at 
7:30 p,m.; Saturday and Sunday 
matinees are at 2 p.m. (There is no Nov. 
26 show.) Tix: $10 ($8 students and 
seniors). 729-8584. 
a 
'" 1981 Apple Bee Co. 
Quality Educational Materia~ • Fun Learning Toys 
Teacher Supplies 
"Pru{essional educator owned 
and managed" 
772·8940 
J70JUeStreet Portlar>:!, Maine' Call FtI FreeCarnlog 
I' •• 
OUR <;'f.AJCl UM.. CD 
MAK[S A 111m l:TOCKIIIG 
l:TUmR & Cf/~CK"~irT~ .. 1 
DlJR UN~ or: 100" 
LOUIIG~W[AR. CH~AP, 
GROOVALATIOU!:I 
r:DR 111m: 1?71?-2g gO 
(~AT ~9S t ~9~9S 
J r:RIDAY~B& 
/.tl.~I~;S~ J:ATURDAY 27 
monday 
Luna-see: The shows in the sky this 
morning between the hours of 1:02 and 
1:50 a.m., when stargazers will be 
treated to prime viewing of a TOTAl 
LIIIIAI EQIPSE. During this period of 
totality, the moon will glow dun red 
from the sun's refracted light. 
The moon actuaUy begins to dim at 
] 0:27 p .m. on Sunday, Nov. 28, when it 
glides into the earth's outer shadow, or 
penumbra, At 11 :40 p.m., a small bite 
will appear to be taken out of the moon, 
and that bite will grow larger over the 
next 82 minutes . lv,lid~clipse occurs at 
] :26 a.m, You don't have to poke holes 
in the bottom of Dixie cups for this 
viewing; lunar eclipses can be ogled' 
with the naked eye with no danger. 
tuesday 
Dropping(s) by the museum: The 
guano trade is examined in a colorful 
and infonnative talk titled, "On 
Deposit: Maine Vessels and the 19TH 
aNTURY GUAIIO TUDE," by local maritime 
historian Bud Warren at the Maine 
Maritime Museum, 243 Washington St., 
Bath, at 7 p,m. 
Guano, it seems, was big business for 
seafaring Mainers in the 1800s, who 
mined (harvested? collected?) the guck, 
which was a rich natural fertilizer, from 
islands off the coast of Peru. (How was 
your day, dear?) But alas, the guano-
greedy entrepreneurs exhausted their 
sources within 30 years, and the trade 
faded into history. The talk will be 
illustrated with contemporary photc-
graphs, so you might wish to have you 
suppah aftah. Tix: $3 ($2 for members). 
443-1316, 
wednesday 
Diddley squawk: Rock 'n' roll legend 
10 DIDDlEY has influenced musicians 
since the year zot, including the likes of 
such hackers as Elvis and The Beatles. 
Of this iIltJuence Diddley says, "[ was 
the beginning. , . me and Chuck Berry ... 
Truthfully, I'm not just jacking my jaws, 
we were the first." 
You'll have a chance to hear this rock 
pioneer jack his musical jaws and to see 
his famous brick-shaped guitar at the 
State Theatre, 609 Congress St., at 8 p.m. 
Joining Diddley is the Greater Portland 
Philharmonic Blues Quartet, And with 
any luck, he'll cut loose with his 
how lin' version of "['m a Man." Tix: 
$15. 879-1112. 
thursday 
Cats in the hats: The Chicago-based 
experimental alternative band BIG HAT 
brings their" sculptured sound," which 
the Chicago Tribune called" a dreamy 
tonal wave," to Granny Killam's, 55 
Market St., at 9:30 p.m. 
The band features Yvonne Bruner 
(vocals), Preston Klik (samples, 
melodica, trumpet), Char Malloy 
(electric violin) and Jim Stallman (misc. 
percussion). The unique blend of these 
various instruments creates a sound 
that defies genre pigeonholing, but the 
band credits influences ranging from 
Hank Williams Sr. to the Grateful Dead 
to Miles Davis and boasts having no 
bass, no guitar and no drum kit. Hang 
your hat on that, Jack. 761-2787. 
friday 
Where there's a Will, there's a play: 
American Renaissance Theater (ART) 
begins its first full season ever with the 
bard's romantic romp "lWElfTII NIGHT" at 
the Oak Street Theater, 92 Oak St., at 8 
p.m. The play concerns two young 
nobles, Viola and her brother Sebastian, 
who are separated in a shipwreck and 
are eventually drawn into the same 
web of desire; it contains such famous 
lines as, "If music be the food of love, 
play on" and "Here comes the trout 







Our grand mountain lodge is right at 
the lifts and in the village at SugarloaflUSA. 
Everything is at your doorstep! And after skiing a 
great mountain, enjoy our spac.lous ~ooms, 
private spa, and dining and Illghthfe In 
the Hotel and village. 
Our Early Season Ski and Stay Packages start at $60 
pPdo per night. thrOUgh December 23 
Sugarloaf's {inest liftside lodging! 
1~800~527~9879 
from the US & Canada 
SUGARLOAF jUSA 
" .. Sug~r~2~LMs~I~~1~\i.f,~lJJotel 
'" , 
Tip your hat to these hat heads Dec. 2. 
ART is a Portland-based professional 
non~quity organization dedicated to 
presenting the classics in an intown 
setting, "where theatre is needed most." 
The production, which opened on Dec. 
2, continues through Dec. 12, with 
Thursday·Sunday performances. 
Shows are 8 p .m., with a 3 p.m. matinee 
each Sunday. Tix: $10 ($8 for students 
and seniors). 871-9325~ 
saturday 
Jane mania: "One half of the world 
cannot understand the pleasures of the 
other," so penned Jane Austen in her 
novel "Emma." If you're with the half 
of the world who likes to laud writers, 
then join the JANE AUSTEN soclm of 
Maine as they celebrate the author's 
birthday from ]0 a,m. to 3 p.m. at the 
Stuffed Iloalt Pork • 
Succulent J~,oast laced w~th a SPnlacll.;f 
sundried tcjmato and bastl stuffing :} 
served' with a warm spinach sala4f" ~ 'Z' 
Corabria"~@JmDa ", 
with sundried,.to and Wi1 
mayonnaise aiia:gtilled 0 
Turkey Diaaer , 
'tis the'season with fresh roasted bird. 
mOr\l'~ftuff'n ""d gravy • the best in town 
In case your mbni overcooked it! ., 
Piel leat ~ the Godl # 
As always our t1.sty Sunday brunch. 
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Maine Historical Society, 485 Congress 
St., Portland. 
The festivities include a keynote speech 
by William Sayres of UNH, Jane Austen 
games (what, pin the tail on Emily 
Bronte?), a presentation of scenes from 
»Pride and Prejudice" by audience 
volunteers, plus luncheon, cake and a 
birthday toast by Constance Hunting. 
Tix are $7.50. Reservations are reqUired 
and should be made ASAP by calling 
677-2620 or 767-3949. 
Submissions for An & Soul must 
be received In writing on the 
Thursday prior to publication. 
Send your Calendar and Ustlngs 
information to Eizabeth Peavey, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 55.1A 
Congress St., Ponland, ME 
04:10:1. 
TlisralonsCl- 1.'1 PI'y lill',c/ayr 
MAINE 
POn~RS 
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A coo~ntive of 15 Maine Potters 
Comer of Fore &: Exchange 












Visit the independent 
booksellers. They're the ones who 
know and love books. 
• 
In the real dark night of the soul it is 
always three o'clock in the morning. 
-F. Scott Fitzgerald (1896·1940) 
• 
Harbour Books 
Lower Falls Landing. At 88 
Yarmouth. ME 04096 207-846-6306 
M-Th & Sat 9-6; Fri 9-8; Sun 12-5 
A tovely selfing, on Yarmouth harbor, next to 
The Cannery restaurant. Very complete 
selection. Special orders. Books, cards, 
calendars ar in plentiful supply (We do 
gift wrapping too). Hardcover bestsellers-
always 20% Off. 
Gulf of Maine 
Books 
61 Maine St., Brunswick 04011 
207-729-5083 Man-Sat 9:30-5, Sun 12-5 
Maine's independent alternative 
Holiday Shopping for the independant book 
buyer. Open 7 days a week til Christmas. Our 
Gulf of ME. T-shirts and gift certificates make 
perfect Solstis gifts. 
Book signing Sal, Dec 4th, 10-11arn, Helen 
Prejean, author of Dead Man Walking; an eye 
witness account of the death penalty in the U.S. 
Carlson Turner 
Books 
241 Congress Street. Portland 
773-4200 
The calendars are here. Illustration and design 
by Art Spiegelman, Pulitzer Prize Winner and 
New Yorker artist. This specially commissioned 
work is beautifully printed by The Ascenius 
Press in an edition of only 1000 copies. This is 
our 18th and maybe our best calendar yet. 
Ant...its free. (one to a customer, please) 
Lots of new tities in stock, including many sets. 
For best selection and service visit us daily lO-
S, Sun 12-5. 
Annie's Book Stop 
295 Forest Ave., Portland 
207-761-4474 
1-800-298-4474 
Man -Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5 
Recycle your gently-read paperback's at Annie's. 
We have thousands of pre-read paperbacks 
from current bestsellers to the classics for 
readers of all ages. 
20% off special orders for Christmas. 
Gift Certificate available 
Maine Street 
Books 
148 Main Street. Freeport 
Mon.-Wed. 10-7. Thur-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 
865-4682 
Come see Santa! Thurs. Dec. 2, S-8pm 
Dec. 4 & 11 , 10am-12noon, & 1-3pm 
Dec. 5 & 12, 1-3pm, 
with 20% off children's books. 
Just two blocks north of L.L. Bean in Freeport's 
unique shopping area! We offer a large selection 
of new books, including current bestsellers at 
10% off, children's books, horror, sci-fi/fantasy 
and many, many more. Special orders are 
welcome. We will even help to recycle your 
'gently-used" paperbacks by taking them in trade 
toward our used books. Come in and browse. 
The Store at Maine 
Audubon Society 
P.O. Box 6009 
118 U.S. At. 1, Falmouth 
phone # 781-2330 
9-5, 7 days a week 'til Christmas 
(Closed December 24, at 3pm) 
Maine's natural history book store stocking 
field guides, i.d. guides, children's books & 
toys, binoculars, bird feeders and gifts. 
Come visit the bookstore at our lovely 
wildlife sanctuary. We have the books to 
help you enjoy and understand nature. 
Special gifts and books for the nature lover 
on your list. 
Still Wood 
19 Pleasant Street (next to Alberta's) 
Portland 
871-0480 
A Feast lor the Mind & Spirit 
Wonderful Holiday Gift Ideas featuring : book 
• tapes' videos' puzzles & cards on 
spiritual growth, metaphYSical alternative 
medicine, self healing, cooking, organic 
gardening, religion & politics. Also a great 
select:on of children's books. 
Raftl es Cafe 
Bookstore 
555 Congress Street, Portland 
Open 7 Days, Wed.rThurs. till 8pm, Fri till 9pm 
761-3930 
Come celebrate the holidays with Raffles 
- the most incredible harvest of magazines, 
periodicals, & books this close to the North 
Pole. 
- a dazzling array of 1994 calendars to give or 
to keep 
- and now ... Aallles' unique selection 01 
children's books! 
- fine handcrafted food & drink to spoil 
yourself with 
- hot soups for cold dayslhot milled cider 
Light Of The' Moon 
Portland's Metaphysical Center 
Tools lor healing the body, mind and spirit 
324 Fore Street, Portland 
828-1710 
Honor your spirit with knowledge at Light Of 
The Moon. We have books, crystals, tarot 
cards, rainstickS, singing bowls, candles, 
angel and goddess figures , unique jewelry, 
incense, music and much more. We hold 
classes on a variety of metaphysical subjects 
and offer tarot and physic readings. Stop by 
and see why people say that just walking 
through our door makes you feel good. 
Art & Soul continued from page 18 
stage 
"Charlie and Algernon" Saint Joseph 's College prE>-
sents a musical based on the novel "Flowers tor 
Algernon- Dec 3-5. 10-12 & 17·18 - Fri-5at 7 pm, 
Sun 2 pm - at the Bishop Feeney Auditorium, 
Heffernan Center, SaintJoseph's College. Standish. 
Tlx: $5, $3 seniors and students with ID ($3 tor 
matinee performances). 89J.{)572. 
"The Cowboy and the n,er" Hank Beebe's musical 
tor children is performed at Dos Locos Mexican 
Restaurant, lridia and Fore streets. Portland. Shows 
every Sat aftemoon at 12:30 pm through Dec 18. Tlx: 
$4 ($16 tamily max). 77~267. 
"Death WIth Father" Try to figure out who killed Judy 
Tremont and who stole the money tram the • Bingo Till 
Ya Burst- toumament at Father Patrick O'Sullivan's 
orphanage during the Mystery Cate Dinner Theatre, 
Na Tomatoes Restaurant, 36 Court St. Auburn. 
Shows every other Saturday at 8 pm. For Into and 
reservations call 1-800-370-7469. 
"A Gap In Generations" City Theater presents Its 
season opener Nov 12-28 - Frl & Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 
pm - at 205 Main St. Blddetord. Tlx: $12. $10 
seniors and kids. 282.Q849. 
"Holiday Memorl .. " Portland Stage Company prE>-
sents a holiday treat tor the whole tamily about a 
young man who leams the true meaning at the 
holidays Nov 21-Dec 19 -Sun, Man & Tues (Nov 21, 
22 & 23 previews) 7:30 pm, Tues·Thurs 7:30 pm. Fri 
8 pm. Sat 5 & 9 pm, Sun 2 pm (Sun evening 
performances Nov 21.28 & Dec 19 7:30 pm) - at 
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. Tix: $13-$28. 774-0465. Portland Stage 
Company offers a curtain call discussion with cast 
and artistic staff members toll owing the Dec 5 
matinee performance. A humanities discussion with 
BoWdoin College protessor Franklin Burroughs dis-
cussing ·Amazing Grace: Truman Capote's Child· 
hood Memories" is offered tollowing the Dec 12 
matinee performance. 
"Kln&ftsh" Mad Horse Theatre presents a new play 
about the struggle tor dominance and power In a 
bizarre relationship Nov 111·Dec 12 - Thurs-Sat 8 
pm. Sun 7 pm- at 955 ForestAvenue, Portland. Tlx: 
$17.797·3338. 
"A Uttle NICht Music" Portland Lyric Theater prE>-
sents a musical Nov HI·!)ec 5 - Frl & Sat 8 pm, Sun 
2:30 pm - at Lyric Theater, 176 Sawyer St, South 
Portland. 79~509. 
"Musk:" Comedy Mu~ of 1940" Portland Play· 
ers presents a comic romp about a stage door 
slasher Nov 2Wec 11-Fr~Sat 8 pm. Sun 2 :30 pm 
- at 420 Cottage Road. South Portland. Tlx: $13. 
799-7337. 
"The Nutcrack .. " The Maine State Ballet, with The 
Maine State Ballet Orchestra. The Boy Singers at 
Maine and a cast of over 100 dancers and actors, 
presents that nuttytairytale classic Nov 26-2B-Fri· 
Sun 2 pm & B pm - at Portland' s City Hall Aud~o­
rium, 20 Myrtle St. Tlx: $8-$18. 87!1·3032. 
"The Nutcracker" The Portland Ballet Company prE>-
sents the classic tale with costumes, sets and 
staging Inspired after Portland 's Victoria Mansion 
Dec 1·5. 9-12 & 16-19-Wed& Thurs 6 pm. Fr17 pm, 
Sat 1 & 7 pm, Sun 1 pm - at Portland High School 
Auditorium, 284 Cumberiand Ave, Portland. Tlx: $16, 
$12 seniors. students and kids. 772·9671. 
"Peter Pin" The Young People's Theater and 
Secondstage Productions present the story at the 
boy from Never Land and the Darling children Nav 19-
Dec5-Fri 7:30 pm. Sat2 & 7:30pm, Sun 2:30 pm 
- at The Theater Project. 14 School St. Brunswick. 
Tlx: $10, $8 seniors and students. 729-8584. 
"Rlwn and the Vlllqe WIthout DlyiICht" Starbird 
Puppet Theater presents the tale at an Eskimo 
village, greedy Sky People and a tricky raven Nov 27 
- Sat 2 pm - at The Center tor the Arts at the 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. Tlx: 
$10. $5 kids under 12. 442-8455. 
"Sesame street UVel" Big Bird returns to teach the 
ABC 's Dec 2·5 - Thurs·Frll0:30 am & 7 pm. Sat 1 
& 4:30 pm, Sun 1 & 5 pm - at the Cumberland 
County Civic Center. 1 Civic Center Square, Portland. 
Tlx: $9.50 & $7.50. 775-345B. 
"The Snow Queen" The Theater at Monmouth prE>-
sents a story-theater telling at Hans Christian 
Andersen's tale ot the Scandinavian gI~ and the 
Queen at Ice Nov 27 - Sat8 pm -at Cumstom Hall, 
Main Street, Monmouth. Tlx: $10. 873-4085. 
"Tuscaloosa" Dinner theater featuring New York 
stories set to music at Dos Locos Mexican Restau-
rant, India and Fore streets, Portland. Shows every 
Tues at 8 pm through Dec 14. TIx: $8. 77~267. 
"Twelfth NICht" American Renaissance Theater prE>-
sents a romantic comedy about mistaken Identity 
and misplaced affection Dec 2·5 & 9-12 - Thurs-Sat 
B pm, Sun 3 & 8 pm - at Oak Street Theatre, Oak 
Street, Portland. Tlx: $10. $8 seniors and students 
with ID. 871·9325. 
auditions 
City Theater Astoelat .. , Inc., In Biddeford hold 
auditions tor their musical comedy ·Nunsense" Nov 
30& Dec 1 from 7·10 pm at 205 Main St. Blddetord. 
Please come prepared w~h a vocal selection and 
sheet music. Pianist provided. Show tunes prE>-
f erred . 775·3614. 
Portland Lyric: Theater auditions for • Ollver- Nov 29 
at 7 pm (boys ages six to 13); Nov 30 at 7 :30 pm 
(men and women); and Dec 1 at 7 :30 pm (men and 
women). 774431B for into and location. 
Portland Play .. hold general auditions tor ·The Uon 
In Winter" Nov 27 from 1-4 pm and Nov 29-30 from 
6:30-9 pm at The Portland Players, 420 Cottage 
Road, South Portland. 799-7337. 
concerts 
wednesday 24 
Uilian Axe & AnnihIlator (rock) 7 pm. State Theatre. 
609 Congress St. Portland. Tlx: $61n advance, $8 at 
door. 879-1111. 
Mercy, TwIsted Roots and Psychoysky (benefit tor 
The Center for Grievlng Children) 8 pm. T·Blrds. 126 
North Boyd St, Portland. Tlx: $10. 874-2800. 
friday 26 
Schoon .. Fa .. and Tommy Makern (folk) 8 pm, 
Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland. Tix: 
$12.50, $10. Adu~s only. 761·2143. 
saturday 27 
Harlem SpIritual E ....... bI. (Christmas concert) 8 
pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, 
Portland. Tlx: $20. 772-8630 or 1-80().639-2707. 
ChrIsU"" lavin (folk) 7:30 pm, The Center for the 
Arts at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, 
Bath. Tlx: $12, $10 seniors and students with ID. 
442-8455. 
All .. Mc:Hale& TheOlo.n .... Radio G...,(tolk) 7:30 
pm, Saco River Grange Hall. Salmon Falls Road, Bar 
Mills. Tlx: $8, $6 seniors and students with ID. 929-
6472. 
sunday 28 
Rick Charatte (Christmas benefit concert) 3 pm, 
Bishop Feeney Auditorium, Saint Joseph's College/ 
Standish. No admission cost. but please bring a 
wrapped gift tor a child, marked with the appropriate 
sex and age group. 892-6766. 
Judy Tenuta (comedy) 7 pm, State Theatre. 609 
Congress St, Portland. Tlx: $16. B79-1111. 
wednesday 1 
So Dlddley (rock) 8 pm, State Theatre. 609 Congress 
St. Portland. Tix: $15 . 879-1111. 
• upcomzng 
Jackson Gillman 12/ 03/93 (talk) 7 :30 pm, 
Swedenborglan Church. 302 Stellens Ave, Portland. 
Tlx: $6 In advance. $8 at door. 773-9549. 
Pat .. Wolf & Band 12/ 03/93 (rock) 9 pm, State 
Theatre. 609 Congress St, Portland. Tlx: $12. B79-
1111. 
Community Orc .... tr. of tile PorUand Symphony 
12/04/93 ("Prelude to Christmas· concert) 7 :30 
pm, Narragansett School, Main Street, Gorham. Tlx: 
$6. $3 seniors and students with ID (available at 
door). 
USM Jazz Combo 12/04/93 Uazz) 8 pm, Corthell 
Concert Hall, USM/Gorham. Tlx: $3. $1 students, 
taculty and staff. 7BO-5555 . 
Portland Strlne Quartat 12/ 05/ 93 (classical) 3 pm, 
Woodfords Congregational Church. 202 Woodford 
St, Portland. Tlx: $15, $10 seniors (over 60) and kids 
(under 12). 761·1522. 
USM Concert Band .... Wind E ....... bI. 12/ 05/ 93 
(concert) 3 pm, Corthell Concert Hall, USM/ Gorham. 
Tlx: $3. $1 students. taculty and staff. 7B()'5555. 
Tony Barrand, John Roberts, Fred Bruenl, and Andy 
Davlll12/ 10/ 93 (-Nowell Sing We Clear·) 7 :30 pm, 
The CentertorThe Arts atThe Chocolate Church, 804 
Washington 51. Bath. 442-8627. 
Herb Pomeroy 12/ 10/ 93 Uazz) 8 pm. Corthell Con-
cert Hall, USM/ Gorham. Tlx: $5, $3 seniors and 
students with ID. 78().5555. 
Art & Soul continued on page 24 
Reality check 
Mad Horse's "Kingfish" challenges 
the rational mind. 
See this mad dog at Mad Horse. 
• By Cathy Nelson Price 
You can count on Mad Horse Theatre 
to keep its audiences involv~d. Their 
current production of Mariane Meyer's 
"Kingfish" is at times off-putting, at 
times profoundly moving but always 
compelling, despite its less than cheery 
view on life, families and the Meaning 
Of It All. 
HKingfishH is not about.Huey Long, 
or Amos 'n' Andy's Mystic Knights of 
the Sea, although faint hearts may 
uttimately wish it was. The title refers to 
the central character's pet attack dog, a 
sort of Lassie-turned-Hannibal Lecter, 
whose personality influences and 
ultimately decides the fate of several 
characters. 
This puts a huge responsibility on the 
actors. "Kingfish" has a cast consisting 
entirely of guests artists - none of the 
resident ensemble appears - but they 
are true to the Mad Horse spirit. Each 
takes an extreme, stylized character and 
invests it with a degree of humanity 
communicable to the audience. Some 
succeed better than others, largely due 
to the unevenness ';Vitti which Meyer 
has drawn her characters. 
Michael Howard is commanding as 
Wylie, a part played by Buck ("Saturday 
Night Live") Henry in the original West 
Coast production. Howard's character-
ization strongly suggests Jack Lemmon, 
and his physical transformation from 
the broken-down to the Kingfish's owner 
Wylie (Michael Howard) 
is an alcoholic, 
emphysemic retired 
newspaper photo-
journalist who, while 
cruising for stray young 
men, is mugged by one 
who takes his prized 
Hasselblad and attempts' 
to pawn it. Wylie is 
"Klngflsh" runs through 
Dec, 12 at Mad Horse 
"regeneratedH Wylie 
keeps the latter half of the 
play believable and fresh. 
Dennis Scott is appropri-
ately vulnerable and 
sensual as th~ weak-
willed Hal. Christopher 
Price takes Finney from 
CIA stereotype to a man 
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., 
ptld. See Stage for 
perfonnance tImes. Tlx: 
$17.797·3338. 
shattered by the experience. "I am an 
old man now, and I wasn't this 
morning: he tells his nurse. The 
luckless ·thief, Hal (Dennis Scott), 
reconnects with Wylie and' becomes a 
surrogate son-cum-lover, anticipating 
the elder man's demise and the 
inheritance that will follow, even though 
it's bequeathed to the dog. 
But there are complications. One is 
Hal's lover Finney (Christopher Price), a 
CIA-type whose orderly life has been 
shattered by the inconvenience of his 
passion. He follows Hat to Wylie's 
house determined to retrieve him but is 
drawn to the etder man. Following 
Wylie's stint in rehab, the three men 
form an uneasy surrogate family until 
Hal, to his eventual regret, betrays his 
pseudo-father. 
That, at least, is the minimalist plot. 
Weaving through it is Kingfish's 
caretaker Edward aD. Merritt), who is 
under the spell of Wylie;s seductive and 
sadistic nurse Wanda (Odelle Bowman). 
Atso on hand is Finney's erstwhile 
colleague Mack (Chris Horton), who 
sees Finney's infatuation with Hal as a 
fatal professional flaw. 
Granted, Meyer is no Arthur Miller. 
"Kingfish" is a play to make you feel, not 
think. Its explicit language is designed 
to shock. Written in 1986 and first 
produced two years later, "Kingfish" 
nevertheless is a throwback to those off-
Broadway experimentat black comedies 
of Albee and Pinter, which everyone 
called avant garde. Today the naughty 
words and actions are commonplace 
rather than titillating, so the primal 
emotions must be stirred by something 
else. 
more at ease with his 
needs and loves. J.D. Merritt is a funny, 
crazed minion in charge of Kingfish, 
while Odelle Bowman brings a steamy, 
comic sexuality to a role that admittedly 
doesn't give her much etse to work with. 
. The production, however, is not 
without its flaws. Several references to 
the obviously svelte Bowman as . 
"morbidly obeseH and "fat" make no 
sense; if the part of Wanda is supposed 
to be played by a heftier actress, then 
recast. Otherwise, cut the lines. 
Additionally, Hal springs to his feet 
after being viciously kicked and beaten 
by Finney; are we supposed to think it 
was all a pantomime? 
The set by Laura Haddad is a 
pleasant change from the starkness 
usually associated with" non-linearH 
theater. Her phantasm of dark blues, 
complemented by Michael Reidy's 
lighting design, is oddly comforting and 
helps to sustain what little reality the 
play has. 
Director Andrew Sokoloff calls this a 
play for those who "like to leave their 
rational minds at home and just let it 
happen.H He adds that Mad Horse has 
been waiting for several years to do this 
show and thinks it wit! attract devotees 
of "alternative forms of art." 
This is a tightly run technical show, 
with audio and visual cues necessary for 
the actors to maintain their cadence. 
Mad Horse comes through. The show 
runs about the length of a feature film, 
but is infinitety more challenging. And 
well worth the time. CIW 
Made in Maine, our solid ash 
sleeper opens to a full size bed. 
Also available in queen. Written 
workmanship guarantee. 
Futonsby ~ 
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The Big Easy. 416 Fore St. Portland . 78o.1207. 
Brl .. Klay, David Se_nck WId Bob Mar"'y (com-
edy) The Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St .. Portland. 
774-5554. 
The Sense (rock) Granny Killam's Industrial 
Drinkhouse. 55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Ume Rockets (alternative rock) Moose Alley. 46 
Market St. Portland_ 774-5246_ 
Tha Leftovers (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444_ 
Rockln' Rusty (karaoke) Spring Point Caf~, 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Turkey Day with Damlen .. Grall-x (rocking Thanks-
giving) T-Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040. 
Paneea Oazz swing) Seamen's Club Restaurant. 1 
Exchange Street. 772-7311. 
Skeleton Crew (rock) Shamrock. 436 Fore St. Port-
land. 78o.1111. 
RocIdn' Rusty (karaoke) Spring Point Caf~. 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Deejay Andy (heavy dance) The Underground. 3 
Spring St .• Portland. 773-3315. 
The Raze (Thanksgiving auction to benefit Maine 
Chlldren's Cancer foundation) The Wrong Brothers' 
Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-
1944. 
friday 26 
Red UCIrt R_ (blues/R&B/soul) The Big Easy. 
416 Fore St. Portland. 78o.1207_ 
BrI .. Kley, David Sewenck and Bob M .... y (com-
edy) The Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St .• Portland. 
774-5554. 
The a-hNds (rock) Dos locos Restaurant. 31 
India St. Portland. 775-6267. 
Sty,,-ed (hard rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland. 
772-7891. 
SwlnClne St .. ks (country rock) Granny Killam 's 
Industrial Drinkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland. 761-
2787. 
Dance Music (rap) l-beez. 939 Congress 51. Port-
land. 87~525. 
Elderberry Jam (rock) Leo' s Billiards. comer of Ex-
change and Fore streets. Portland_ 78o.1111. 
Bicycle Thlev. (alternative rock) Moose Alley. 46 
Market St. Portland. 774-5246. 
The Leftove .. (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Sevoy Truflle .nd Elderberry Jam (rock) Raoul 's 
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave . Portland. 773-
6886. 
Cool 5_ of Blue (big band jazz) Seamen 's Club 
Restaurant. 1 Exchange Street. 772-7311. 
Skeleton Cr_ (rock) Shamrock. 436 Fore St. Port-
land. 78().1111 . 
The Raze (rock) Spring Pol ntCaf~. 175 Pickett St. S. 
Portland. 767-4627. 
JeMY Woodman (rock) T-Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St. 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Stra~ Up (pop) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton Tara 
Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Joe at tM plano and D"J.y Ken Curr"'r (popular 
music/ heavy dance) The Underground. 3 Spring St .. 
Portland. 773-3315. 
Decibel (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
All ACes Chem-Free (alternative) lootz. 31 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
saturday 27 
Jimmy and the Soul Cats (blues/ R&B) The Big Easy. 
416 Fore St. Portland. 78o.1207. 
BrIan Kiley, David Sewenck and Bob Marlay (com-
edy) The Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St.. Portland. 
774-5554. 
The Boneheads (rock) Dos locos Restaurant. 31 
India St. Portland. 775-6267 . 
Daddy Black Bocts and Rotors to Rust (GothiC rock) 
Geno·s . 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891. 
Islandslde (reggae) Granny Killam's Industrial 
Drinkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland. 761·2787 . 
TBA l-beez. 939 Congress St. Portland. 87~525. 
Elderberry Jam (rock) leo's Billiards. corner of Ex-
change and Fore streets. Portland_ 78o.l111. 
Bicycle Thlev_ (altemative rock) Moose Alley. 46 
Market St. Portland. 774-5246. 
The Leftovers (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Rockln' Vlbratl ..... (reggae) Raoul 's Roadside At-
traction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886_ 
Laat Can (folk rock) Seamen's Club Restaurant. 1 
Exchange Street 772-7311. 
Skelaton Cr_ (rock) Shamrock. 436 Fore St. Port-
land. 78().1111. 
The Raze (rock) Spring PointCafl!, 175 Pickett St. S. 
Portland. 767-4627. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St. 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Stra~ Up (pop) TIpperary Pub. Sheraton Tara 
Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161. 
DaoPJ' Ken C ...... (heavy dance) The Underground. 
3 SprIng St.. Portland. 773-3315. 
DecIbel (h ... d rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
Ry SplMCh Fly, ShaU. __ of Joy (rock) lootz. 
31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 28 
TBA The Big Easy. 416 Fore 51. Portland. 78o.1207. 
Leavlne City Umlta (country) GrittY McDuff·s. 396 
Fore St. Portland. 772-2739. 
TrI<:ycl_ for HI .. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Marla Muldaur (folk/blues/rock/pop) Raoul's Road-
side Attraction. 865 ForestAve. Portland. 773-6886. 
Rocket Rusty (karaoke) Spring Point Caf6. 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
National H.adllner comedy wtth Anthony Clark T-
Birds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040. 
Uve karaoke and danclrIC (no cover) The Under-
ground. 3 Spring St .• Portland. 773-3315. 
Jim Dully (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Port-
land. 773-0093. 
DeeJay Bob Look (request night/no cover) lootz. 31 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 29 
laMr Karaoke The Big Easy. 416 Fore St. Portland. 
780-1207. 
773-3315. 
Trlcycl_ for HI .. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland_ 774-0444. 
Open Mic with Ken Grimsley (acoustic) Wharfs End. 
52 Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 30 
Open Bluee Jam (b.y.o - drum set available) The Big 
Easy. 416 Fore St, Portland. 78o.1207. 
Open J8l2 Jam Bebop's Caf6. 548 Congress St. 
Portland. 82~551. 
Stat. Street Traditional J8l2 Band (New Orleans 
jazz) Parker's Restaurant. 1339 Washington Ave. 
878-3339. 
Tuscal_ (musical comedy) Dos locos Restau-
rant. 31 India St. Portland. 775-6267 . 
DWlnyGravals (piano favorites) GrittY McDuff·s. 396 
Fore St. Portland. 772-2739. 
In City Dreams (rock) Old PortTavem. ll Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mic wtth Michael D .... hy (b.y.o.) Raoul 's 
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
6886. 
Open Mlc with Pet. Gle .. on (b.y.o. Jam) Spring 
Point Caf6. 175 Pickett 51. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Joe at the plano (popular tunes) The Underground. 3 
Sprlng St .. Portland. 773-3315. 
Solstice (acoustic & electriC) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf 
51. Portland. 773-0093. 
wednesday 1 
The Red UCht Revue (R&B/ blues/ soul) The Big 
Easy. 416 Fore St. Portland. 78o.1207. 
TBA Dos locos Restaurant. 31 India St. Portland. 
775-6267. 
Bachelors' NIt\1t (topless) Moose Alley. 46 Market 
St. Portland. 774-5246. 
In City Dreams (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
TBA Raoul 's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Irish NICht with Mlc O'BrIen (Irish folk) Shamrock. 
436 Fore St. Portland. 780-1111. 
Rock NICht with Damlen (the Pavarottl of hard rock) 
T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland . 773-8040. 
DeeJay Stormln' Norman (laser karaoke) The Under-
ground. 3 Spring St . • Portland_ 773-3315. 
Electric Open Mlc with 'n It's Bone (b.y.o. jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Collece NICht (alternative dance) lootz. 31 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 773-8187 _ 
dancing 
Gotts Dance. Inc •• 657 Congress St. Portland. Smoke-
and chem-free dances with swing. Latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm. $5. Free parking. 773-
3558. 
Maine Ballroom. 614 Congress St. Portland. Every 
Sat 9-midnighl. Cost: $5. No reservations required. 
773-0002. 
The Moon, 427 Fore St. Portland. Open nightly. 8 pm 
on .. . Naked Thlrstdays: no cover. drinks $1.25 & 
drafts 25t. 772-1983. 
Salutes, 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly until 1 
am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland . Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays : special events; Fri & Sat: rock & 
roll. dance. 773-8040. 
The Undercround, 3 Spring St. Portland . Open nightly 
until 1 a.m. Thurs-Sun: heavy dance (no cover on Fri); 
Wed & Sun laser karaoke; Frl & Tues piano bar. 773-
3315. 
Zootz. 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Techno. rave. trance 
and progressive open house with Deejay Dale Charies ' 
on Thursdays. Request night (no cover) with Deejay 
Bob look on Sundays. 773-8187. 
art 
• openzng 
The AIDS ProJect 22 Monument Square. 5th Aoor. 
Opening reception Dec 1 from 2 :30-4:30 pm for 
' Photopositive: Uving With HIV - a Photographic 
Joumal: photos by Tom Antonik. Shows through Jan 
7.774-6877. 
The Art G.llery at Six DeerirIC Str .. t 6 Deering St. 
Portland. Preview and opening reception Dec 3 from 
6-9 for watercolors by Milton Christianson. Gallery 
hours: Tues-Sat 11-5 the first two weeks of the 
month. Thereafter, by chance or by appointment. 
772-9605 . 
G ..... hut GaI_ 146 Middle St. Portland. Recep-
tion Dec 5 from 2-5 for paintings celebrating sculpted 
details In Maine architecture by C. Michael lewis. 
Show and sale through Dec 24. Groupshowofgallery 
artists shows Dec 1-31. Paintings by Nancy Brown 
show through Nov 30. Gallery hours: Mon-fri lo. 
5:30. Sat lo.5. 772-2693. 
One Earth Imports 140 Main St. Freeport. Opening 
reception Dec 3 at 4 for "Born of Dreams and 
Whimsy.' works by the mastercarvers of the Oaxaca 
Valley. Shows through Dec 17. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
9:3().6. Frl-Sat 9:30-8. Sun 11-6. 865-3255. 
Photo .... phy ~ 547 -A Congress St. Portland. 
Opening reception Dec 2 from 5-8 for 'Familiar 
Photos: new work by Jay York. Shows through Jan 4. 
Hours: Tues & Thurs 12-7. Sat 12-5. or by appoint-
ment. 761-2113 or 773-8830. 
around town 
African Imports and New EncIand Arts 1 Union 51. 
Portland. ' Recent Acquisitions/ New Dimensions: 
traditional African arts. works by modem artists from 
Nigeria and New England and rare carvings. Hours: 
lo.9 Mon-Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772-9505. 
AREA Gallery Campus Center. USM/ Portland. ' Pho-
tographs of People: Andhorn. Scotland . and Port-
land. Maine. ' photographyexhib~ by Charles Melcher. 
Shows through Dec 18. Gallery hours: Mon-fri 7-10. 
Sat-5un lo.7. 780-4090_ 
The Baxter Gallery Maine College of Art. 619 Con-
gress 51. Portland. ' ReCiprocities: Artists Choose 
Artists. ' two MECA faculty members select an artist 
whose work has had an Impact on their Ideas (Honour 
Mack selects Hanneline Rogeberg and Margo 
Halverson selects James Hajlcek). Exhibit shows 
through Dec 17. Hours: Tues-Sun 11-4. Thurs 11-9. 
775-5152. 
Black Moon Gallery 26 Free 51. Portland. Works by 
Judy O'Donnell and Brett Morrlson. Shows through 
Nov 30. Hours; Mon-Fri 12-5, Sat 11-4 and by 
appointment. 774-4423 and 774-4237. 
Christine's Dream 41 Middle St. Portland . ' Feathers 
of Knowledge: oil paintings by Andy Curran. Hours: 
Mon-frl 7-2:30. Sat-5un 9-2. 774-2972. 
Dos Locos 311ndla St. Portland. 'Images of Mexico.' 
photographs by George Riley. Hours : Sun-Thurs 11-
10. Fri-Sat 11-mldnlght_ 775-6267. 
Danforth Gallery The Maine Artists ' Space. 34 
Danforth St. Portland. 'The Maine Contemporary 
Landscape," winners and selected works from a 
show jurled by Martha Severens. Shows through Dec 
10. 'Paper Prayers." a collaborative art Installation 
that Incorporates painted strips of paper as prayers 
to sustain good health and to cure the sick. shows on 
Dec 1 In honor of World AIDS Day_ All proceeds 
benefit The AIDS Project. Gallery hours: Tues-5at 11-
5 . 775-6245. 
Exchange Str .. t Gallery 7 Exchange St. Portland. 
Portland and coastal scenes and new works by John 
Holub and R_N. Cohen show through Dec 30. Gallery 
hours: 10-6 daily. 772-0633. 
June Fitzpatrick Gallery 112 High St. Portland. 
Works by Noriko Sakanishi. Shows through Dec 4 . 
Gallery hours; Tues-Sat12-5. Thurs 12-8. 772-1961. 
Frost GullyGaliery 411 Congress St. Portland. Works 
by Theophil Groell show Nov ll-Dec 4 . Gallery hours: 
Mon-fri 12-6. or by appOintment . 773-2555. 
Gleason Rne Art 3 Milk St. Portland. Works by Greg 
Parker ShOl, through Dec 11. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 
10-6. 87~919. 
Hendrlck's Studio 164 Middle St. Portland . Oil paint-
Ings of Civil War heroes and classical sculptures . 
Hours: Sun-fri 9-5. 
Jewelers Work 30 Exchange St. th ird floor. Portland . 
Cooperative showroom of original, contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artists. Hours: 
10-6 daily. 773-6824. 
Jewell Gallery 345 Fore St. Portland. Works by 
gallery artists. Including Bill Jewell and Cynthia 
McMullin currently show. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat lo. 
5. or by appointment. 773-3334. 
Katahdin Restaurant 106 High St. Portland. Acrylic 
relief paintings on canvas by David Cedrone show 
through Dec 15. Hours: Mon-Thurs 5-10. Fri-Sat 5-
11. 774-1740. 
lewis Gallery Portland Public Ubrary. 5 Monument 
Square. Portland .Word-generated Images by con-
temporary artist Michael Winkler shows Nov 1-30. 
871-1758. 
Maine History Gallery 489 Congress St. Portland . 
"Urban Evolution : Maine's Downtowns in Transition-
and "Flora, Faubna and Stuffed Birds: Alook Back at 
at the Portland Society of Natural History: show 
through March 5. Hours: Wed-Sat 12-4. 87~427 . 
Maine Potters Market 376 Fore St. Portland. Spe-
cial display of menorahs shows through the end of 
the holiday season. Hours: 10-6 daily. 774-1633. 
Nancy Margolis Gallery 367 Fore St. Portland. 
"'Menorahs ... an exhibition of contemporary menorahs 
by 30 American craftspeople. shows Nov l0-0ec 31. 
' Fiber. " a collection of handmade wearables by over 
15 fiber artists. shows Nov 26-Dec 31. "Recent 
Work.' colorful jewelry by Kim Ellwood. Mike Abbott. 
Esther Ward and Ann Anlay and wool and scarves by 
Wallace Sewell and Susie Freeman. shows Dec 15-
Jan 31. Gallery hours: Mon-Wed 10-6. Thurs-Sat lo. 
9. Sun 11-6. 775-3822. 
Meander Gallery 40 Pleasant St. Portland. 'Dream 
Weavers: Rugs. basketry and paintings from Aborigi-
nal Australia: shows through Dec 31. Gallery hours: 
Tues-5at 12-6. or by appointment. 871-1078. 
Naturally Maine 5 1/2 Moulton 51. Portl and . Water-
colors by William Denicco. Earth visions by Andrew 
Ruel. photos by Christine Gallant and watercolor 
prints by John Dimillo. Hours: Sun-Thurs 10-6. Fri-Sat 
lo.9. 774-0808. 
The New Art Gallery 121 Center St. Portland. ' Casco 
Bay Revisited." paintings by Gomez Ricker. Ongoing. 
Hours: 11-10 daily. 874-2844. 
The Photo Gallery Maine College of Art. 619 Con-
gress St. Portland . "Works by Richard langham" 
shows Nov 15-Dec 17. Gallery hours: Mon-fri 9-5. 
775-5154. 
Plnetr .. Shop and Bayview Gallery 75 Market St, 
Portland. 'Prlnts-lH'lenty," a broad selection ofprfnts. 
shows Dec 1-31. 'Carol Sebold Oils. A New Direction 
for a Maine Watercolorist." paintings byCarol Sebold. 
show through Nov 30. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 9;3o. 
5:30. 773-3007. 
Portland Cham .... of Commerce 145 Middle St. 
Portland. Jurfed showunderthe auspices ofUpCountry 
Artists shows through Nov 30. Gallery hours: Mon-fri 
8-5. 772-2811, ext. 223. 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square. 
Portland. Hours: Wed-Fri 10-4. Sat 1().5. Sun 12-5. 
Admission: adults $4. senior citizens and students 
with 10 $3. youth 6-1B $1. children 6 and under are 
free. Museum admiSSion Is free lQ.noon the first 
Saturday of the month and 4-8 on the first Thursdey 
of the month_ 773-2787. 
'A Day Without Art metal sculpture installation by 
Rae Eastman will be on view In observance of Worlds 
AIDS Day Dec 1. 
·WIth Plerclne Eye: The Work of Waldo Pelfce Oil 
paintings and watercolors illustrating Peirce's great 
love of family and the state of Maine_ Collection 
includes envelopes personalized with outlandish 
caricatures and whimsically Illustrated chlldren's 
books. Shows Sept 21-Jan 21. 
'ProJect Face to Face An exhibition featuring 20 
plaster life masks and recorded oral histories of 
people with AIDS by Jason Dill~y. Shows Oct 19-Dec 
5. 
'Make .. '93: A Biennial Exhibition of Maine Crefts 
A juried exhibition of metalwork. ceramics. wood-
working. quilts and woven objects by members of the 
Maine Crafts Association. Shows Nov 2o.Jan 30. 
'From Courbet to Moth_ell: 19th-and 2otM: .... 
tury European and American Art Paintings. sculp-
tures and works on paper by Monet. Renoir. Picasso. 
Matisse and other masters olthe past two centuries. 
Ongoing. 
'The Scott M. Black Collection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and 
sculptures. Including works byChagall and Toulouse-
lautrec. Ongoing. 
'Vlncent's Journey A porcelain life mask sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people living with AIDS. Ongoing. 
Rames Cafe Bockstore 355 Congress St. Portland. 
' Folk Art Images. ' painted furniture by Three Fish 
Guild. shows through Jan 9. Hours: Sun 12-5. Mon-
Tues & Fri 9:15-5:30. Wed-Thurs 9:15-8. 761-3930. 
Renaissance Antiques and Fine Art 37 Wharf St. 
Portland . Nlneteenth-eentury paintings: marine an-
tJques. 18th- and 19th-eentury Oriental furnishings. 
sterling sliver and paintings by Terry Wolf and John 
Dehllnger. 87~789. 
The Seaman's Club 1 Exchange St. Portland. "Alghts 
and Fantasies: works by members of the Freeport 
Art Club. shows through Dec 6 . 87~919. 
Art & Soul continued on page 26 
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PLAN YOUR HOLIDAY PAR1Y WITH US! 
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I or 
! US $2 
L_..' f"." 
BEST PIZZA IN NEW ENGLAND 
Saturday, December 4, 1993 8:00 p,m. 
IS1LUl(lay" December 5, 1993 2:30 and 7:00 p,m. 
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception 
307 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 
Featuring: 
The Portland Brass Quintet 
The Handbell Ensemble 
Rebecca Schnell, Conductor 
Organist: Shirley Cuny 
Keyboards: Paul Schnell 
"Choral music is the richest musical tradition 
associated with the holidays. and there is 
no choral ensemble in Maine that does a fmer job 
of weaving together the strands of the season 
than the Choral Art SOdety ... • 
Portland fuss Hera/d. December, 1992. 
Tickets 
In Advance; $8 Students/Seniors, $12 Adults 
At the Door: $10 Students/ Seniors. $14 Adults 
Tickets are available at Gallery Music, Amadeus 
Music, Harbour Books, Starbird Music Shoppe 
and MacBean 's MUSiC, Brunswick. or by calling 
The Choral Art Society at (207) 828-0043. 
"'--
A~ 
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~~- 4TIi ANNUAL <!!/ 
-~V.-I · HoLidAY SAL~ (. ;" 
~
. rr-:,& OPEN STudIO~ 
.) . __ ,,'1 
featuring work by Nancy Carroll, 
. Robbi Fritz Portella & Lynne Perry 
Friday, Nov. 26th, 9-5 
Saturday, Nov. 27th, 9-5 
Sunday, Nov. 28th, 12-4 
colorful terra cotta & stoneware 
on Rte. 302 in Westbrook' 854-0160 
Selections from the Dinner Menu 
Nov. 24·Dec. 2 
IIAhhPti7PT! Chicken Liver Pate 
Entrees: Pheasant 
with Raspbenies & Brown Sauce 
Veal Chop 
with Wild Mushrooms & Creme Fraiche 
We will be closed Thanksgiving Day. 
58 Pine Street • 773·8223 
We are now dosed Monday nights. 
We accePt dinner reservations' Parking available 
Wishing :You tfie :flappiest 
of rrtianlGgivings 
HARMON'S ~~BARTON'S 
Fru P"rkbtg at both locations. 
All major t:re:dit ellrd 
accrpied 011 phone ortkrs. _.......;.;.:: 
GIVE Calphalonw@ 
THE COOKWARE COOKS CHOOSE 
7" Omelette/Fry Pan $14.99 reg $28 
Give the ioy of Calphalo~ - cookware designe.d for chefs. Pe.rfe.ct for single 
servings and qUick sautes, thiS pan heats quickly and evenly; the surface is 
stick-resistant and easy-to-clean. Boxed. 
The \Vhip and Spoon 
161 Commercial Street, Portland • 774-4020 • M-Sat 9-9 Sun 10-6 
198 Maine Mall Road, S. Portland. 774-7191 • M-Sat 9-9, Sun 10-6 
TOll FREE 1-800-937-9447 • We ship via UPS. Mastercatd, Visa, American Express, Discover welcome 





Event begins at 
approx. 8 pm 
Where: The 
Amazing Wrong 
Brothers Pub and 
Restaurant at Port 





I terns & services donated by local 
merchants & businesses to be sold at 
absolute auction. Too many great items 
to mention. Buy great Christmas gifts 
for a song and help others at the same 
time! Highlight of the auction will be a 
Bahamas cruise vacation for two 
donated by Port Billiards. It could go 
for $40 or $400. Your bid. 
TERMS: CASH • VISA/MC (SORRY NO AMEX) 
MUSIC DONATED BY "THE RAZE" 






SPONSORED IN PART BY 
ALL PROCEEDS GO DIRECTLY TO MAINE CHILDREN'S CANCER PROGRAM 
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The Stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland. Works by 65 
nationally recognized and emerging contemporary 
American studio glass artists including Peter Andres, 
Rick Eckerd, Melanie Guernsey, Robert Mickelsen, 
Thomas Scoon, Robert Willson and leah Wingfield. 
Gallery Hours: MorrSat 11-6, Sun 11-5. 772-9072. 
Stlawood Books 19 Pleasant St, Portland. Polaroid 
photographs by Tom Marino currently show. Hours: 
MorrSat 10-6. 871'()480. 
UnlYersity 01 Southern Maine Art Gallery USMj 
Gorham. Faculty exhibition shows Nov 29-0ec 14. 
Gallery Hours: Sun-Thurs 12-4. 780-5409. 
Victory Dell & Bakeshop One Portland Square, 
Monument Square, Portland. Fantasy pastels by 
Marie S.W.B. Croteau show through Dec 31. Hours: 
Mon.frl 7-8, Sat-Sun 8:30-6. 
out of town 
Bowdoin College Mu .... m 01 Art Walker Art Building, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. The museum Is open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 
2-5. 725-3275. 
"The Lepcy 01 Jam.s Bowdoin III An exhibit of 
James Bowdoin's 1811 bequest of paintings, draw· 
ings, books and mineralogical specimens show Oct 
15-June 26. 
"Crosscurrents Works originating from Africa, Asia. 
the ancient Greek wortd and the Americas that 
represent the cultural diversity of the museum's 
collection show Oct 15-June 26. 
"Drawing on Basics: Selectlonslrom Drawings and 
Watercolors at Bowdoin Colleg. The oldest collec· 
tion of drawings in America, bequeathed to the 
college in 1811 by James Bowdoin III, shows Oct 15-
Dec 19. 
·Other Places, other Times: Th. Photographer's 
VI.w Images made by photographers working out-
side their native milieu. Through Dec 22. 
Cent .. lor Th. Arb at The Chocolat. Church 804 
Washington St, Bath. Works by two contemporary 
figurative artists, Artene Morris and Barbara Sullivan, 
shows through Nov 27. Hours: Tues-Frt 9-4, Sat 12-
4. 442-8627. 
Cry 01 the Loon Art Gallery Route 302, S. Casco. 
·Old Friends .. . New Faces, - affordable art for the 
holidays, shows through Dec 24. Galleryhours : daily 
9:30-5:30. December hours: 655-5060. 
Freeport Town Hall Main Street, Freeport. Works by 
art club members show Oct l-Dec 6. Hours: Mon-
Tues & Thurs &4:30, Wed 8-7, Fri 8-1. 865-4672. 
Icon Cont .... porary Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. 
New paintings by Dean Richardson show through Nov 
27. Hours: Mon.fri 1-5, Sat 1-4. 725-8157 
KrIstina's Restaurant 160 Center St, Bath. Recent 
oils by Maine painter J. Day Mason show Dec 2-Jan 
3. Hours: Mon-frl 8-9, Sat 9-9, Sun 9-2. 442-8577. 
Main. Maritime M .... um Maritime History Bldg, 
243 Washington St, Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9:30-
5. 443-1316. 
"Shlpwreckl Oil and watercolor paintings and photo-
graphs review the perilS of the sea In the days before 
modem radio communication. On view through Janu-
ary 1994. 
Th. McArthur Ubrary 270 Main St, Biddeford. lim-
ited edition Civil War prints by nationally known 
military artists and Civil War artifacts show through 
November. Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-8, Fri 10-5, Sat 
9:30-3:30. 2844181. 
Sabbathday lak. Shak.r M ..... um Route 26, New 
Gloucester. An exhibit of Shaker furniture Is currently 
featured. Hours: MonoSat 104:30.926-4597. 
Union 01 Main. Visual Artists, Inc. 19 Mason St, 
Brunswick. Artists' explorations of the cultural and 
personal symbolism of pink. Shows through Nov 27. 
Gallery hours: Mon·FrI1-5, Sat 12-4. 737-4749. 
other 
Bookbinding Susan Holland offers weekend wOrk-
shops and Individual Instruction in the craft of book-
binding and box making at the Holland Bindery, 20 
Danforth St. Studio #201, Portland. 874-<l909. 
Call tor Work ·Paper Prayers· exhibit In conjunction 
with VIsual Aids -A Day Without Art. - Open to all 
artists, laypeople, adults and children. To receive 
prospectus, send SASE to Danforth Gallery, 34 
Danforth St, Portland, ME 04101. Deadline for work 
is Nov 20. 797·5661. 
C __ Wreath Workshop Walker Memorial li-
brary presents a workshop by Karen Smith of 
Shearbrooke Farm Nov 29 from 4--7 pm at 800 Main 
St. Westbrook. 854-0630. 
Crllft Guild Open H ....... The Harpswell Craft Guild 
invites the public to a holiday open house and sale 
Nov 26-28 and Dec 4 & 5 at various guild members 
on Route 123 In Harpswell. Enjoy mulled cider and 
watch guild artists work. Participating guild members 
Include Ceramic Choreography, Widgeon Cove Stu-
dios, Ma Culley's Old Softies, Michelle Henning 
Porcelain Jewelry and Ash Cove Pottery. 833-6081. 
Creatlye Arts Procram Portland Recreation offers 
classes In drawing and painting for senior adults 
Tues and Frt from 9 :30 am-12:30 pm at Northfield 
Green Community Room, 147 Allen Ave, Portland. 
874-8793. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
World AIDS Day 
In 1993 the AIDS pandemic 
continues to spread with no vaccine or 
cure in sight. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) estimates that 
14 million people have been infected 
by HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. In 
response to this public health 
nightmare, WHO established Dec. 1 as 
World AIDS Day. On this day people 
throughout the world commemorate 
the many lives lost to AIDS and act to 
increase awareness of HIV and AIDS. 
In Portland the day will be marked by 
the following events: 
AIDS Awareness Stamp 
The U.S. Postal Service issues the 
AIDS awareness stamp, providing a 
significant visual symbol for World 
AIDS Day 1993. 
AIDS Memorial Quilt Display 
The NAMES Project/Maine displays 
the AIDS Memorial Quilt at the 
YWCA, 87 Spring St. This display, the 
largest ever in Maine, will feature over 
400 panels, each commemorating the 
life of someone who has died of AIDS. 
It will be the first time that all the pan-
els made in Maine will be displayed 
together. Opening ceremonies begin at 
6 p.m. The display runs through Dec. 4. 
Donations collected will be distributed 
among 1610cal AIDS service providers. 
871-1641. 
A Day Without Art 
VISUAL AIDS, a national group of 
art professionals, has designated Dec. 1 
as A Day Without Art: A National Day 
of Action and Mourning. On this day, 
artists, arts administrators and arts 
organizations use the expressive power 
of art to educate and heighten 
awareness of AIDS. A Day Without Art 
will be observed at the Danforth 
Gallery and the Portland Museum of 
Art. 
• Danforth Gallery 
The gallery presents "Paper 
Prayers," a collaborative art 
installation intended to focus on AIDS 
awareness and to raise money for The 
AIDS Project. "Paper Prayers" was 
inspired by the Japanese tradition of 
offering painted strips of paper as 
prayers to sustain good health and to 
cu re the sick. 
Conceived by artist Tom Grabosky, 
the installation will feature paper 
pieces created by people in Maine. 
Viewers are invited to take home a 
prayer and to make a donation to The 
AIDS Project. The installation is on 
view at 34 Danforth St. through Dec.10. 
The gallery also presents a panel 
discussion on healing from 5-7 p.m at 
20 Danforth St. Panelists include Rev. 
Brooke Alexander, an Episcopal 
minister who works with Hospice of 
Maine; Walter Christie, M.D., a 
psychiatrist and naturalist; Ken 
Hamilton, M.D., founder of Project 
HOPE in Maine; Sharon Pratt, a cancer 
survivor and founder of "The Helping 
Hand," a newsletter for cancer victims; 
Regina Kelly, an instructor at the 
Maine College of Art; and Carol 
Schoneberg, a volunteer services 
coordinator for Hospice of Maine. The 
panelists will address the issues of 
health and healing for people with 
serious illness. 775-6245. 
• Portland Museum of Art 
The museum will hold a press 
conference and dedication ceremony 
for the AIDS Awareness Stamp in the 
museum's Great Hall at .l0: 30 a.m. On 
hand will be PMA Director Dan 
O'Leary; Susan Dow of the U.S. Postal 
Service; artist Jason Dilley, who created 
"Project Face to Face"; and Beth Shorr 
of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Maine, sponsor of "Project Face to 
Face." 
The Portland Post Office will set up 
a temporary postal station in the Great 
Hall to sell the stamps. Stamps can be 
cancelled with special World AIDS 
Day pictorial postmarks, only available 
in Maine at PMA. 
Works on the first floor sculpture 
atrium will be draped in black crepe, 
and a metal sculpture designed 
specifically for this day by Rae 
Eastman will be on view. These two 
installations symbolize mourning in 
response to the toll AIDS has taken in 
the cultural community. Staff members 
from the Portland Department of 
Public Health, the AIDS Lodging 
House, People With AIDS Coalition 
and Maine Medical Center's AIDS 
Consultants Service will be available to 
answer questions and provide written 
material on AIDS. 
"Project Face to Face" will also be on 
view. Created by artist Jason Dilley, 
Project Face to Face consists of 20 finely 
detailed life masks of people with 
AIDS and viewer-activated oral 
histories. 
The museum's located at 7 Congress 
Square. 773-2787. 
Fighting AIDS 
Join keynote speakers Frannie 
Peabody and John Preston and 
volunteers from The AIDS Project as 
they share their experiences in the fight 
against AIDS. The Gay Men's Chorus 
will provide music. The program runs 
from 12:10-12:50 at the First Parish 
Church, 425 Congress St. At the end of 
the program, representatives from the 
local AIDS service organizations will 
be available to provide information on 
volunteer opportunities. From 1-4 p.m. 
the church will be open for those who 
wish to remain and reflect. 774-6877. 
Open House at The AIDS Prolect 
Meet the staff at The AIDS Project 
and learn more abou t their services 
from 2:30-4:30 at 22 Monument Square, 
Portland. There will also be an opening 
of "Photopositives: Living with HIV," 
a photographic journal by Tom 
Antonik (see below). Refreshments will 
be served. 774-6877. 
"Photoposltlves: Living with HIV" 
A photographiC journal by Tom 
Antonik opens Dec. 1 at The AIDS 
Project, 22 Monument Square. Antonik, 
a person living with AIDS, chronicles 
the people and events that have 
touched his life since his diagnosis. 
Text accompanies the photographs, 
which include many local people 
affected by or living with HIV and 
AIDS. Join the artist for an opening 
reception from 2:30-4:30 p.m. Light 
refreshments will be served. The show 
runs through Jan. 7. 774-6877. 





_II A Factory Oudet • Freeport Fashion Mall 
...,~ 2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865-0462 
YES, WE ARE OPEN 
The Eighth in our Mental Health Awareness Series 
Free Holiday Stress 
~anagernentVVorkshop 
For many of us, the expectation of holiday magic can 
turn to holiday stress and depression. Instead of 
experiencing seasonal joy, we experience intensified 
feelings of: 
• Isolation • Physical Illness 
• Sadness • Depression 
• Financial Crisis • Stress 
The Professionals at Jackson Brook Institute, I~d by Gina 
Mosher, GTRll, are offering a free program on the prevention 
of stress and depression during the holiday season to help 
you recognize and deal with any of these symptoms, If you are 
experiencing any of these feelings, please plan to attend 
this free program, 
7:00 P.M. Monday, 
November 29, 1993 
Seating is limited so reservations are recommended, Please call Julie Manning 
at (207) 871-5135 to reserve your seat. (If Julie is not available, please leave a 




175 Running Hill Road 
South Portland, Maine 
(At the Maine Mall , take the road that runs west between 
Toys 'R Us and the new Lexus dealership.) 
Or, call us at the number below for more information. 
1·800·JBI·2200 
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Art & Soul continued from page 26 
art 
Donations Requested Greater Portland landmarks 
needs you to clean out your attics and basements 
and give them a calli They're collecting architectural 
bits and pieces for a fundraiser auction and garage 
sale. Requested items Include knobs, latches, door 
knockers, sinks, tubs, tOilets, faucets, woodwork, 
stoves. ceramic tiles, furniture. windows, doors, 
arbors, slate shingles, books, tools and any other 
Items that may be of value to someone working with 
an older home. 773-1756 or 774-6680. 
Entries Sought The Center for the Arts at The 
Chocolate Church seeks entries for Its annual mem-
bers ' exhlb~ that runs Dec 3-25. This year's theme 
Is "Small Treasures." Member artists can submit up 
to five small works with a value of $150 or less. New 
artist to the mickoast area or former Chocolate 
Church members are Invited to partiCipate in this 
event. Work, wired for hanging, will be received Nov 
30 from 9 am-4 pm. 442-8627. 
lMm to U .. Your C ........ l. Murray Jamison offers 
basic technical and aesthetic Instruction to Improve 
your skill as a photographer. Small classes and 
weekend workshops. Individually tailored. ~71-8244. 
Open Slide NICht The Union of Maine Visual Artists 
(UMVA) invites artists, craftspeople and anyone In-
terested in the UMVA to attend an open slide night 
the second Friday of each month at 7:30 pm at Jay 
York Affordable Photo, 58 Wilmot SI. Portland . Art-
Ists are encouraged to bring slides for discusslon/ 
feedback. 773-3434. 
outdoor Palntln, Class Freepert Art Club's resident 
artist Eric Glass offers outdoor painting classes for 
beginners using any medium. Cost: $30, $25 mem-
bers. 865-3024. 
Portland Camera Club meets every Man at 7 :30 pm 
at the American legion Hall, 413 Broadway, S. 
Portland. Public is welcome. 
Portl.nd Ch ... berofCommerce ls 100kingforMaine 
artists to share their work. 772-2811, ext. 223. 
Student Holiday Show & Sale Portland Pottery pre-
sents Its 5th annual student holiday show and sale 
Dec 4 from 10 am-6 pm and Dec 5 from 11 am-6 pm 
at 118 Washington Ave, Portland. 772-4334. 
Women's Independent Palntln,Studlo Painter Jane 
Wray offers fine art guidance to women focused on 
exploring their own independent study of painting 
(oil, watercolor, etc.). Small groups forming now. 
77S-2442. 
World AIDS Day In observance of World AIDS Day 
(Dec 1), The Portland Museum of Art holds a press 
conference and dedication ceremony for the AIDS 
Awareness Stamp Dec 1 at 10:30 am in the Great 
Hall. The museum's first floor sculpture gallery will 
be draped In black crepe and a sculpture designed 
specifically by Rae Eastman for A Day Without Art will 
be on view. Also, representatives from various agen-
cies will be on hand to distribute material and answer 
questions about AIDS. The museum's located at 7 
Congress Square, Portland. 773-2787 . 
sense 
Death Penalty Dlsc .... lon Helen Prejean , C. S. J .. 
author of "Dead Man Walking: An Eyewitness Ac-
count of the Death Penalty in Maine: speaks Dec 4 
at 7 pm at Catherine McAuley High School, 631 
Stevens Ave, Portland. Donation. 
FIction Workshop Kristina Neihouse offers an ongo-
ing week,l' writing workshop conceming anything 
from sudden to short fiction, starting out or works in 
progress. Cost: $10 per session. 874-2949. 
fIChtIncAIDS Join keynote speakers Frannie Peabody 
and John Preston and volunteers from The AIDS 
Project as they share their experiences in the fight 
against AIDS Dec 1 (World AIDS Day) from 12:10-
12:50 pm at the First Parish Church, 425 Congress 
St, Portland . 774-6877. 
Find Your Voice Singer-songwrlt ing group now form-
ing. Holistic approach to expressing oneself through 
original songs performed solo acoustic, solo electric, 
with keyboard or a cappella . Will incorperate perfor-
mances at open mike nights or song swaps. Meets 
Mondays from 7-9 pm. Cost: $20 for two-hour ses-
sion. 774-8666. 
Fr .. I., the Astrolo, .. WIthin A six-week course to 
teach you the principles of astrological Interpreta-
tion, focusing on Identifying deep patterns of fear, 
delusions and emotional wounds, as well as Identi-
fying genius and creativity. Next class starts Dec 6 _ 
Cost: $50. 772-6351. 
Fr .. I., the Writer Within An elght-week course 
designed with the spirit of Natalie Goldberg's book 
"Writing Down the Bones.' Develop the capacity to 
write deeply and pewerfully. Next class starts Dec 1 
& 7. Cost: $45. 772-6351. 
Guano Trade Bud Warren presents "On Depesit: 
Maine Vessels and the 19th-Century Guano Trade" 
Nov 30 at 7 pm at Maine Mar~ime Museum, 243 
Washington St, Bath. Illustrated with contemperary 
photographs_ Cost: $3, $2 members. 443-1316. 
Happy Birthday to hlnel The Maine Historical Soci-
ety celebrates Jane Austen's birthday Dec 4 from 10 
am-3 pm atthe society at 485 Congress St, Portland. 
Program Includes keynote speaker Wil liam Sayres, 
presentation of scenes from "Pride and Prejudice, ' 
Jane Austen games and lunch with toast by Constance 
Huntlng_ Cost: $7_50. Registration. 677-2620 or 
767-3949. 
Lenclne Ubrary USM's Portland Women's Center 
seeks donations of women's literature, both fiction 
and nonfiction, to stock their lending library. Dona-
tions may be made Mon-Fri from 8 am-2 pm at the 
center in Room 40, Payson Smith, Falmouth Street. 
78Q..4996. 
La Petit Prtnce The Alliance Francaise of Portland 
holds its monthly brown bag lunch Dec 1 from 12-1 
pm at the Portland Public library, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. The event features a presentation 
of Ole Petit Prince" from Saint-Exupery as part of a 
celebration of the 50th anniversary of Its first publi-
cation. The presentation Includes insights on the 
New York exhibition featuring the author's original 
manuscript and drawings. Open to all. Free. 772-
0405. 
lotus/IBM learnlne Centers The Small Business 
Development Center at the University of Southern 
Maine has two lotus/IBM learning Centers avail-
able to help people In business learn how to use 
lotus 123, One-Write Plus , lotus Works and 
WordPerfect 5.1 software. learning centers are avail-
able Mon-Fri. Free. 780-4420. 
The Theat .. Project seeks new, unproduced plays 
(one-acts with small casts, minimal sets, props, 
costumes) and individual performance projects. Win-
ners will be produced as part as their 1994 season . 
Please send entries to NewWorks, The Theater 
Project, 14 School, St, Brunswick, ME 04011. In-
clude SASE for script return and results . Winners 
notified March 1,1994. 729-8584. 
"Twlced Bless: Growlne Up Jewish and Gay· Mem-
bers of Am Chofshl, Maine's lesbian and gay social 
group, celebrate Hannukah and discuss what's it like 
being Jewish and gay in a predominantly Christian 
culture at the meeting of the Matlovich Society Dec 
9 from 7:30-9 pm in the Rines Room, Portland Public 
library, 5 monument Square, Portland. 
World Atlalrs Council sponsors historian Paul 
Gottfried, who delivers "The CIA Blew It. The State 
Department Blew It. The Academics Blew It. " Nov 30 
from 5-7 pm at St. luke's Cathedral , 143 State St, 
Portland. Gottfried's discussion focuses on what he 
believes was the failure of the Kremlin Watchers In 
predicting the end of the cold war and how it has 
influenced U.S. foreign policy. Cost: $5.780-4551. 
wellness 
Adult Screenln, Clinic on the last Wed of every 
month for blood pressure and testing for sugar, 
anemia and cholesterol, from 11:30 am-1 pm at the 
Peoples United Methodist Church, 310 Broadway, S. 
Portland . Fee for services. 767-3326. 
Astrolocy and the Vedic Tredltlon Maharishi Jyotish 
Is the authentic science of prediction, giving knowl-
edge of the past, present and future. Attend a free 
Introductory lecture Nov 30 at 7 pm at the Maharishi 
School of Vedic Science, 575 Forest Ave, Portland. 
774-1108. 
Awareness ThrouCh Movement Jane Burdick offers 
classes in awareness through movement throughout 
the month of November. Classes are Man evenings 
(Nov 8, 15, 22 and 29) from 5 :30-7 pm at On 
Balance, 4 Milk St, Portland, and Wed mornings (Nov 
3, 10, 17, Dec 1) from 10-11:30 am at 75 Gray St, 
Portland. Cost: $10 per class. 773-6809. 
Back Care Basics In Yoca learn how carefully 
selected and modified hatha yoga pestures can be 
used to free yourself from common back pain Dec 4 
from 8 :30-11 am at Portland Yoga Studio, 616 
Congress St, Portland. Cost: $20. 797-5684. 
Buddhlst.()rtented Meditation Group meets every 
Sun from 10-11 am at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. 
Small donation. 839-4897. 
Chemical Dependency Procram The Department of 
Veterans Affairs offers outpatient substance abuse 
treatment for veterans . They will provide community 
outreach, individual care , education, evaluation, refer-
ral and suppert_ 780-3577 or 780-3578. 
Child Health Clinic Visiting Nurse Association and 
Hospice of So. Portland offer a welt child clinic for 
kids age two months to two years the first Friday of 
every month from 8:30 am-noon at First Congrega-
tional Church , Cottage Road , So. Portland . Services 
include Immunizations, lead tests and physicals. 
Medicaid accepted. By appeintmentonly. 767-3326. 
Chiropractic Dlscuulons Dr. Roger Nadeau pre-
sents chiropractic health care discussions Tues from 
1-1 :30 pm and Thurs from 7:30-8 pm at Saco Island, 
Suite 1214, Saco. Free. 284-7760. 
Flockin, Expressive therapist Diana Sorus leads a 
playful creative movement group enhancing empa-
thy, relationships and nonverbal communication the 
first and third Thurs of each month from 6-8 pm atthe 
United Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, So. Portland. 
Sliding scale. 828-3908. 
Fr .. Meditations Every Sunday at 7 pm atThe Yoga 
Center, 137 Preble St, Portland. 799-4449. 
friends of the Western Buddhlot Order Invite all 
Interested Individuals to a period of meditation and 
study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings 
are on Man eves, from 7:15-9:15 pm. 642-2128. 
Hathe Yoce for p ....... with AIDS Is available every 
Wed and Fri from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument 
Square, Portland. Cost: $1, for those who can afford 
It_ 797-5684, 
Heallne P.nel Dlac .... lon The Danforth Gallery pre-
sents a panel dl,cussion addressing the Issues of 
health and healing for people w~h serious Illnesses 
such as AIDS or cancer, for people who suppert and 
nurture these patients and for all people In general 
Dec 1 from 5-7 pm at Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth 
St, Portland. In conjunction with the gallery's "Paper 
Prayers" exhibit. Free. 
Health lecture Susan M. Reverby, Associate Profes-
sor In Women's Studies at Wellsley College, dis-
cuses "The Metalanguage of Race" and "The 
Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment" at a lecture Nov 30 at 
7:3D--pm In Kresge Auditorium , Visual Arts Center, 
Bowdoin College , Brunswick. Free, but tickets re-
quired. 725-3253. 
Heartllne Cardiac Rehabilitation USM lifeline offers 
an exercise program for people who have had a heart 
attack, angina, bypass surgery or angioplasty or are 
at risk for heart disease. Classes are ongoing Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:30 am and 6 pm 
at Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth St, Portland. 
78Q..4649. 
Holistic Health Care Dr. Glen Knock spensors a 
series of free workshops on holistic and Integrative 
approaches to health care. lynn Garner, ND. gives an 
introduction to naturopathy and homeopathy Nov 30. 
Workshops run from 6 :30-8 pm and are held at 21 
NorthbrookDrive in Falmouth. Reservations required. 
781-5900. 
Homeopethlc study Group leam about an alterna-
tive medicine that works! Study group meets one 
Sunday afternoon each month from 2-4:30 pm_ 
Small donation welcome. Call 865-9220 or 725-
0408 for info. 
Hospice Forum learn about the role of the hospice 
in the community Nov 300ec 1 at the Dana Center, 
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. 
774-4417 . 
UCht of the Moon offers a Transformational Breath 
Therapy workshop Dec 7 at 6 :30 pm at 324 Fore St, 
Portland . Cost: $25. 828-1710. 
Men Movlne Men An eight-week interactive work-
shop designed to help you move your self, emotions, 
body and mind starts soon on Fri afternoons from 5-
6:30 pm. 865-6027 or 828-1182. 
My Choice PreJP1ancy Resource Ctr offers counsel-
Ing. referrals and housing for women and teens 
experiencing an untimely pregnancy. Counseling fo-
cuses on the options of parenting or adoption. A birth 
mother suppert group is offered to any woman who 
surrendered a child for adoption or Is considering 
doing so. 772-7555. 
Not .... 1 Foods Solutions learn all about the pur-
chase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian 
meals in your home. Classes. presentations and 
consultations are also available. 774-8889. 
Pediatric Basic Uf. Support & Safety Brighton 
Babies presents a course to teach caregivers about 
·lhe hazards to which children are expesed, how to 
make a safe envfronment and rescue techniques for 
Infants and children_ Course Is offered Dec 4 from 
8:30 am-2 pm at Brighton Medical Center, 335 
Brighton Ave, Portland. Cos!: $15 per person, $25 
per couple. Reservations. 879-8458. 
Planned P.enthood has a new health center lo-
cated at 970 Forest Ave, Portland. HIVtesting Is now 
available for women and men in addition to annual 
exams, pregnancy testing, birth control Information 
and supplies (free condoms), testing and treatment 
for SIDs and Infections. menopause services and 
more. Handicapped accessible, confidential and af-
fordable . Medicaid is welcomed_ 874-1095. 
"The PoIltica and Practice of Nutritional Therapy· 
Joan C. Priestly, M .D., describes her five-pcint pro-
gram for the treatment of chronic illnesses and 
disease, including AIDS, cancer, PMS and chronic 
fatigue syndrome Dec 1 (World AIDS Day) from 7-9 
pm atthe Unltarian-Unlversallst Church,15 Pleasant 
St, Brunswick. Cost: $3-$5 donation . 
Pulmonary Rehabilitation USM lifeline offers a pro-
gram designed for individuals with various lung dis-
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15 am-noon at the 
USM Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth St. 78D--
4170. 
Sah8ja YOCa Meditation Experience thoughtless 
awareness. No charge. Call 767-4819 for Info on 
summer schedule. 
Self Esteem group now forming. Small group format, 
reality-therapy based. facilitated by a licensed pro-
fessional counselor. affordable. comfortable envi-
ronment, fun. focuses on life, love, work and play. 
772-6892. 
SIttIn, Medlt.tlons In the TIbetan Tradition Medita-
tion practitioners are Invited to j oin In regular slnlng 
sessions Sunday mornings from 9 am-noon In the 
Shrine Room of the Dharma Study Group, 98 Maine 
St, Brunswick. Open to the public. Meditation Instruc-
tion available_ Free. 871'()586. 
Somatic Intecratlon Craig Wi lliamson offers a differ-
ent kind of exercise class for pain relief, relaxation, 
Improved pesture and injury prevention . Small group 
classes held at On Balance, 4 Milk St, Portland . Call 
799-5 749 for fall schedule. 
Spirituality Awareness Become one with the cre-
ator, "You. " Come join the gathering with spiritualist 
Magda Adrien. 774-9036. 
Stretchln, The Spirit Ongoing open class of basic 
Hatha yoga Including breathing and deep relaxation 
Tues from 6-7 pm althe Swedenborglan Church, 302 
Stevens Ave, Portland. Wear loose clothing and bring 
a mat or blanket . Cost: $3 donation. 772-8277_ 
Sufi Meditation Join the Portland Sufi Order for 
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat 
Inayat Khan and PlrVilayat Inayat Khan. Experienced 
teachers offer sessions working with creative visual-
izat ion, breath, sound , light and divine qualities. 
Sessions ongoing and open to all; no experience 
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench if 
deslred_ No fee , but donations accepted. Sessions 
at Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St. John St, 
Portland. 774-1203. 
The TeenjYoung Adult Clinic is a place to go If you 
have a health concern or medical problem, need a 
sports/school physical done, or have birth control 
Issues to deal with . Open to anyone 13-21, every 
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22 
Bramhall St, Portland. Walk-ins seen If they arrive by 
7 pm. 871-2763 . 
VIsion USA The Maine Project provides fTee eye 
examinations to low-income. uninsured Mainers and 
their families. Eligibility requirements_ Contact the 
Maine Optometric Association for info. 268-2031. 
Women's Meditation Workshop learn to listen to 
your Inner voice . 767-1315. 
Women Ov .. 50 A suppert group facilitated by louise 
Bennen will explore this vital time of life and those 
that follow. 772-1910. 
family 
Aerobic. for Kids Children ages 7-11 can learn funky 
new steps and get great exercise each Wed from 
5:15-6 pm at the Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett St, Portland_ Cost: $12 first month, $10 
each month thereafter. 874-8873. 
Basketball for Youths begins at the Portland YMCA 
Nov 20. Now registering boys and girls in grades one 
through eight. 874-1111. 
Children', M .... umofMalne invites kids to enjoy the 
upcoming programs. Gorham Coin Club' sJerry Fortin 
displays old dimes at "Crazy for Coins" Nov 27 from 
11 am-3 pm; use seeds, grains and grass to make a 
picture at "Fall Mosaics" Dec 1. Ongoing activities: 
Leam more about space at "Space" Nov 16-29; learn 
how and why people use maps at "Maps" Nov30-0ec 
13; computer workshops for school-age and pre-
school kids; join local firefighters to learn about fire 
prevention at "Meet the Firefighters" every other 
Wednesday at 10 am & 2 pm: build simple machines 
using gears, levers and pulleys at the Dacta lego 
Club that meets every Tuesday from 3:30-5 pm 
through Dec 31; make weekly explorations Into the 
world of the unknown at Young Scientists Club that 
meets every Tuesday from 3 :30-4:45 pm through 
Dec 31; Star Science Club offered every Saturday 
(except Nov 27) at 11 am (ages five to six), 1:30-3 pm 
(ages seven to nine), and 11:30 am-1 pm (ages 10-
12); Art based Workshops with Annie Boyden every 
Wednesday at 10 am, 1 pm & 3 pm. The museum 's 
located at 142 Free Street, Portland. Admission's 
$3.75. Pr .... egistration required for some activities. 
828-1234, 
Children'S Story and Activity Hours Select Bookland 
stores hold special children 's story and activity hours 
throughout November. Greater Bookland Mall Plaza, 
South Portland: 27 from 2-3 pm. Bookland, Saco 
Valley Shopping Center, Saco: Nov 27 from noon-
12:30 pm_ Bookland, Cook's Comer Shopping Cen-
ter, Brunswick: every Sat In Nov at 1 pm (story hour) 
and 2 pm (arts and crafts); Bookland, Bath Shopping 
Center, Bath: every Sat In November at 2 pm. 
Creative Resource Center offers fun activities for 
klds_ Upcoming programs Include: marbelizing paper 
demonstrat ion (older kids and adults) Nov 27 from 
11 am-noon; hand-<lecorated wrapping paper dem-
onstration (all ages) Dec 28 from 12-3 pm; lapel pin 
making demonstration (older kids and adults) Dec 5 
from 12-3 pm; card making demonstration (all ages) 
Dec 12 from 12-3 pm;. Events are freel The center's 
located at 1103 Forest Ave, Portland. 797-9543. 
DruC, Alcohol and Youth Greater Portland YMCA 
offers a class for parents dealing with the topic of 
drugs, alcohol and youth Dec 3 from 6:30-7:30 pm in 
the Kinder Klub Room, YMCA, 70 Forest Ave, Port-
land. Discussion Includes a panel of recovering 
young people and their counselor. Cost: $2, free for 
members. 874-1111, ext. 222. 
Fa",~ly NlCht The Greater Portland YMCA hosts 
Friday Night Family Night every Fridayfrom 6 :30-9 pm 
at 70 Forest Ave, Portland. Enjoy swimming, open 
gym, game room, weight room and walleyball. Cost: 
$5 per family, free for YMCA members. 874-1111. 
Fun-fllied Fridays The Greater Portland YMCA offers 
free child care the last Friday of each month from 
6:30-8:30 pm for kids ages three tofive. Registration 
required . 874-1111. 
FrIday NICht Special Portland Recreation offers orga-
nized gym programs for middle school children at 
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 
Gorham PTA holds open business meetings the 3rd 
Thursday of each month at 7 pm at Shaw Jr. High 
School library, 75 South St, Gorham. Hear commit-
tee reperts, discuss goals and share Information. 
The PTA also spensors Bingo every Wed at 6 :30 pm 
at the Bingo Hall off Exit 8_ Volunteers needed. 839-
4299. 
Gym & Swim Portland YMCA offers gym & swim for 
preschoolers to develop beginner dance, gymnastic 
and swimming skills through guided discovery and 
play. The YMCA is located at 70 ForestAve; Portland . 
874-1111. 
Music for KI .... Starbird Music Sheppe offers pro-
grams for kids in keyboard, expressive singing, note 
and rhythm reading and movement and dancing. 
Available for preschoolers and three year aids. 775-
2733 or 1-800-322 SONG. 
Parentln, Classe. Portland YMCA presents a series 
of parenting classes on the last Friday of the month 
from 6:30-7:30 pm at 70 Forest Ave, Portland . Free 
for YMCA members; $2 per family for non-members_ 
874-1111. 
Polarity Yoce CI .... s Kathleen Spellman offers 
classes for kids ages 11-18 Wednesdays from 3-4 
pm (Nov Wec 8) at Warren Memorial library, 479 
Main St, Westbrook_ Free. Registration. 854-5891. 
Portland Public Ubrary invites children to enjoy its 
upcoming programs: Finger Fun for Babies Nov 24 at 
9:30 am; Tales for Twos Nov 26 at 10:30 am; 
Children 's used book sale (Rines Room) Nov27 from 
9 am-3 pm; Preschool Story Time Nov 29 at 10:30 
am; Rnger Fun for Babies Dec 1 at 9:30 am; 
Grandparent's tea and holiday gift and book buying 
suggestions with staff Nov 2 at 7 pm; Tales for Twos 
Dec 3 at 10:30 am; Origami workshop with Nantz 
Comyns Dec 4 at 9 :30 am (K.grade 2), 12 pm and 2 
pm (kids over eight years). The library's located at 5 
Monument Square, Portland. 871-1700. 
Riverton library invites children to enjoy Its upcom-
Ing programs: ToddlerTime (kids ages one and two), 
Including games, stories and songs, Wed at 10:30 
am & Fri at 9:30 am; Creation Art with Phyllis (kids 
ages six to 12) Wed at 1 pm; Preschool Story TIme 
(kids ages three to roye) fri at 10:30 am. The IIbrary's 
located at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland_ 797-2915. 
Story Hour Munjoy Branch library invites children 
age 3-5 to its story hour each Tues at 10:30 am. The 
IIbrary's located at 44 Moody SI. Portland. 772-
4581. 
T .. n Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball, 
fioor hockey and more at Portland gyms and commu-
nity centers. King Gym: Tues 6-8 pm (middle school 
age), Thurs 6-8 pm (high school age). Jack Gym: Tues 
& Thurs 6:15-8 pm. Peaks Island Community Center: 
Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm. Cummings Community Center: 
Mon-Thurs 6-8 pm. Reiche Community Center: Man 
& Wed 5:15-7 pm. Riverton Community Center: Mon 
& Wed 6-9 pm, Fri 7:30-9 pm, Fri 6-7:30 pm (for 
grades 6-8). Cost: 50' _ 874-8873. 
youth Indoor Soccer Procram at Portland YMCA for 
children 6-11 years of age. Registration Is ongoing. 
874-1111. 
YMCA Clubs The Greater Portland YMCA Invites kids 
ages eight to 13 to check out its Youth Membership 
Club Mon-Fri from 3-6 pm. Teens ages 13-18 can 
have fun and learn skills and services at the Teen 
leaders Club. 874-1111. 
'--
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Aerobics Ongoing classes lues & Thurs from 5 :15-
6:15 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett 
St, Portland. $4 drop In. 797-<)464. 
Aerobics Plus USM lifeline offers a ten-week ses-
sion of aerobics plus starting Dec 20. Classes are 
held Man, Wed and Fri from 6:15-7:15 am, 4 :30-
5:30 pm and 5:30-6:30 pm In the Campus Gym, 
USM/Portland. Register by Dec 10. 780-4170. 
African Dance CI_ Casco Bay Movers offer an 
African dance class taught by lisa Newcomb and 
drummer Jeff Densmore Dec 4 from 2-3:30 pm atthe 
studio at 151 St. John St, Portland. Cost: $10. 871-
1013. -
Aquatic FItneu & Aqua Aeroblca USM Ufeline 
offers a ten-week session of aqua aerobics and 
aquatic fitness starting Dec 20. Aquatic fitness 
classes take place at the Riverton Pool (1600 forest 
Ave, pertland) at 6 am and at the So. Portland 
Municipal Pool at 6 pm Man, Wed and Fri_ Aqua 
Aerobics are held at the Riverton Pool at 6:45 am on 
Man, Wed and Fri. Register by Dec 10. 780-4170. 
ArthrItIs FoundatJonA",atlc Procr.m Portland YWCA 
offers an aquatic program developed by the Arthritis 
Foundation and the YMCA designed to help relieve 
the pain and stiffness caused by arthritis. Classes 
are held Nov 2!Hlec 22 and meet Mon-Wed-fri from 
1:15-2 pm at 87 Spring St, Portland. 874-1130. 
Basketball for Adults Pick-up games every Man & 
Wed from 7-9 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett St, Portland. Cost: $2. 874-8873. 
Bodyshop Procnm USM lifeline offers a bodyshop 
program with fitness evaluation and personal orien-
tation and training. Equipment Includes lifecycles, 
lifestep, Concept II and Uferower, treadmills, Nordic 
Track, Schwinn AlrOyne and Universal and free 
weights. Ongoing registration_ 780-4170 for Info and 
brochure. Boomer.., Club meets every Sunday at 10:30 am 
on the High Plains at Fort Williams Park, Cape 
Elizabeth_ 775-0411. 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club meets every third Tues at 7 
pm at the Walker library, Maine Street, Westbrook. 
Call 892-8257_ 
Contact Improvisation and movement jam every 
Wednesday from 6-8 pm at United Methodist Church 
Dance Studio, 168 Elm Street, off Broadway, So. 
Portland. 775-4981. 
Contr.dance with Crooked Stovepipe Band every 
third Fri at 8:30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange, 
1644 Forest Ave, Portland (across from Tortilla Aat 
Restaurant). All dances taught. Singles always wel-
come. Cost: $5. 774-3392. 
Dance From the Inside Out Expressive movement for 
dancers and non-dancers to discover your body 's 
innate wisdom_ Five ongoing classes meet weekly. 
Cost: $7 and $9. 772-7549 or 883-1035 for Info and 
schedule. 
Downeast Ski Club Sale The largest one-day ski sale 
in New England takes place Nov 27 from 9 am-8 pm 
at the Campus Gym, Falmouth Street, USM/Port-
land. New and used ski equipment, accessories and 
clothing sold at deep discounts_ Want to sell your 
used ski equipment? You can register atthe gym Nov 
26 from 4-8 pm and during the dayofthe sale. 1-800-
505-SAlE. 
En&llsh Country Danclne with live music by the 
Merrymeeting Musical Menagerie and caller Dan 
Seigel Nov 28 from 7-10 pm at Bowdoinham Town 
Hall, School Street, Bowdoinham. All dances taught 
and refreshments served. Please wear soft-soled 
shoes. Cost: $4.50. 666-3090. 
Flfty-FIYe & At The Greater Portland YMCA offers 
fitness classes and programs for active older adults 
who love to get involved and treasure their Indepen-
dence. 874-1111 for more info. 
First Step and Beyond USM lifeline offers a personal 
fitness evaluation for the first-time exerciser through 
to the performance athlete. Program Includes body 
fat compesition, muscular strength and endurance, 
flexibility and cardiovascular endurance. 780-4649 
for Info & brochure. 
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NEW , VINTAGE & CONSIGNED CLOTHING 
500 Congress St, Portland 77 -4--1241 
Mon.-Sat 10:00-6:00 Sunday12-S 
'TIs the season to be gr .... 
Come by The Resourceful Home 
• 
and get your holidays off to 
a good. green start. Check 




HARDWARE, HOUSEWARES, PERSONAL CARE 
111 COMMERCIAL ST., PORTLAND 1780-1)14 
There are no small 
victories in the fight 
against heart disease, 
American Heart 
Association 
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(SALE ALL 14K GOLD CHAINS ~ ~ $13.95 per gram J ~ 
• :z: 
~ FOR ALL YOUR SHOPPING NEEDS ~ 
~ 3: 
'f ~W·.·f,.~.;s~ 19;, i 
:z: " . . UU,~Vi "" .... 
G 498 Congress St. Portland, ME 04101, 772.3932 ~ 
• ANTIQUES • TV'S • TOOLS • SILVER • GOLD· CAMERAS· SILV~ 
COME IN OUT 
OF THE COLD. 
Enjoy warm hot chocolate or hot 
apple cider drink specials! 
Rbemejiember to purchase your ra.lJ1e tickets 
to en t the Bruce Roberts Christmas v. d run. 
Friday Night, way From Your Re/lot;\,a 
Che~-Free Dancing 
9-12 AlternatIve 12-3 Techno Rave House 
, $5 Cover (All ' , 
SaturCl~y Nov 27th 
Bands That Don'f Suck! 
3 Bands 3 Bucks 
Fly Spinach Fly 
Shagg & Puddles Of Joy 
Doors 9PM $3 Cover (21 +) $1 PBR's All Night Long! 
Sat Dec 4th Thanks To Gravity 
Wed Dec 8th Mercy 
Thursday D.ec 9th Trash Disco Inferno 
DJ John Mmnehan & Ultimate 70's Video Show 
The Best & Worst of the 70's Doors 9PM No Cover (21+) 
Sat Dec 11th Soul Kiss with Daddy Black Boots 
Friday Dec 31st New Years Eve 
TWISTED ROOTS 
& Special Guests + DJ Bob Look 
31 FOREST AVE PORTLAND (207) 773-8187 
Dt' s r[ime fo Change l)our 7h. k· . m mO! 
If you beheve consignment shops 
are filled with outdate tattered 
clothing, we'll change your mind! 
At 3or9d-.:Jrk-QVol5 you may find ... 
Career ~ear • Leisure Wear • Evening Wear • Such as 
. GeIger • Tamotsu • Joan Vass • Anne Taylor· . 
Special purchace of exceptional new sterling jewelry ... 
Jorget - J'Vte - ~ots 
Featuring quality consignment women's apparel 
1232 Shore Road, Cape Elizabeth ME 04107 
lOam to 6pm, Tues through Sat, Sun 12pm-5pm ·799-3796 
Now FALL and WINTER 
The Fall Colors Have Fade(/; 
Don't Let Your Hair Do the Same. 
Brighten Your Hair Up With a 
New Color or Highlight From Framesi. 
®framesi 
? TLJDIO ONE LTD 
Hairstyling Wamen & Men N'I 
127 Middle Street Portland ME 04101 2~~~774-5756 
A bowli~ trophy 
can't play 30 stations of 
commercial-free music. 
Which is why this 
Me tuner belongs on 
your stereo anCi a 
boWling trophy doesn't. 
"J\ll/%~ 
c;; ~ 
1/11 \ ~", 
M~ stands for Music Choice. TIle new 
,!,USIC service that gives you 30 different 
statiOns of commercial-free, CD-quality sound. 
Just ~II your local cable company. 




• • SM 
3O-Station Music Service 
Call 1-800-0RDER-MC toda • 
And get free installation. 
clJi!jtol c.bIe _ Assodot<s, LP" 1993. IK. ~~, LP., Hoohlm, PA andM.JsicChoic:e lnscMc:e merksd ~ Cable RiIdo .. #~.......!-
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6~~""'t 'to nuAS AT 
1\ & ;:r . • Fresh flour tortillas 
s.cel Breakfast Bagel Works offers a bagel break-
fast Thanksgiving Day (Nov 25) from 7·11 am at 15 
_ ~ • No preservatives 
J '-.... _ · Guaranteed not to crack or break 
~ 'v--V ~ · Served locally at Alberta's Cafe, Raff's, 
~~ ,t ~ ,- Amigos, Dos Locos, Raffles, La Posada, 
,; Great Lost Bear, and others 
sweat 
Temple St, portland. All proceeds benefit the Preble 
Street Resource Center. Bagel Works also offers a 
complimentary breakfast on Thanksgiving to those in 
need. 879-2425. 
aooney Rat Donations Help benefit Maine's vets 
and the local community by donating your working 
electronics, kitchen ware, furniture and tools to The 
Booney Rat, 239 Congress St, portland. Open 10 -
Ann Tenpenny 
Call 878-5824 noW to order yours 
am.5 pm dally. 
areakfaStlol' AllTuttle Road United Methodist Church 
in Cumberland offers all the eggs, sausage and 
muffins you can eat and all the juice and coffee you 
can drink Dec 4 from 7:30-9:30 am. Cost: $3 adults, Atn_ CI.- Greater portlond YMCA offers a 
variety of fitness classes Including step aerobics, 
body shaping and aerobic fitness. Beginner, Interme-
diate and advanced classes available. Stop by the 
YMCA at 70 Forest Ave, portland, for details or call 
$1.25 kids. 
ChrI_ at Victoria Mansion The Victoria Mansion 
celebrates ·The Queen's Christmas: honoring the 
arts and culture of the reign of the great Queen 
(1839-1902), Dec 2-5 and 9·12. Designers, florists 
and architects have transformed the mansion into a 
Victorian ChristmaS spectacle, Hours are 1-7 pm Dec 
2.5 and 9-12. Gala preview party Dec 1 from s.s pm 
( Cost: S25/reservations required.) Admission lor 
tours: $5, $4 members, $2 kids under 12. 772· 
874-1111. 
In_ Soccer Pick·up games every Fri from 6-8 pm 
at the Reiche community Center, 166 Brackett St, 
portland. Cost: $2 residents, $3 nOMesidents. Call 
B74.a873. 
International Folk Dancing Come to an evening of 
line and couples dances 1rom Eastern Europe, the 
Balkans, Israel, Turkey and Scotland Dec 1 from 7· 
9:30 pm in the Main Lounge, Moulton Union, Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. Dances taught from 7-8 pm. 
Cost: $3, free for Bowdoin students. 729-8857 or 
4841. 
Chrlltmal Gift Wrllfl Event Bring your packages to 
the American Cancer Society's gift wrap booth lo-
cated outside of Jordan Marsh in the Maine Mall and 
let the volunteers wrap them for you! Donations are 
gratefully accepted. Volunteers are still needed. 729-1555 . 
Maine (IUtdoor Adventure Club brings together people 
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips and 
events to people of all skill levels, beginner to expert. 
Upcoming events: Nov 29 full moon hike at Morse 
Mountain (637·2216); Dec 1 monthly meeting at 7 
pm at North Deering Congregational Church, Port· 
land; Dec 4-5 winter backpacking (77~4 76); Dec 4-
5 hot air balloon festival at North Conway, NH (772· 
4730); Jan 8-9 Moosehead Lake(772·2311). Weekly 
walk around Back Cove every Tues & lhurs at 6 pm 
(meet in Payson Park). For updated trip Info, call the 
Outdoor Hotline at B28-0918. For club and member-
ship information call 774-3886. 
729·3339. 
Crall Fair Central NoW'S the time to get a head start 
on your holiday shopping. Most fairs feature hand· 
made crafts and plentyoffood.lhe following fairs are 
coming soon to a location near you: 
'Christmas and Craft Fair Dec 5 from 9 am·3 pm at 
the American Legion, Route 100, Gray. Tree trim-
mers, jewelry, crafts, wood stuff, kid's stuff and 
knitwear. Snack bar. Proceeds benefit charities. 
'Christmas Fair Dec 4 from 9 am-2 pm at St. 
Bartholomew's Church, Gilman Road, Yarmouth. 
Unusual tree decorations, jewelry, books. attic trea-
sures, raffies and hayrides. Fire-side lunch served 11 Martlal Arts for SeniOrs Master's Self·Defense Cen-
ter offers a martial arts program designed for those 
over 50 years of age. Program includes fitness, 
weight control, relaxation and self~efense. The 
center's located at Union Station Plaza on St. John 
5treet, portland. 761-<)114. 
am·lpm. 
'Family Crafts Fair Dec 4 1rom 10 arr>4 pm at the 
presumpscot Grange, lB44 Forest Ave, portland. 
Soft dolls and toys, puppets, batik, quitted items, 
jewelry, stilts and wooden toys. Luncheon and snack 
paddlln, Alan, Participate in an introduction to 
kayaking and basic strokes Nov. 28. 77~910. 
Pool Hours portland Rec announces its winter pool 
hours starting Nov 15. Riverton PooI,16oo Forest 
Ave, portland: Adults 12:15·1:15 pm Mon-frl; 12:30-
1:30 pm Sat; 6:15-7:30 pm MonWed-Fri. Open 
swims 7:3().8:45 pm Man & Wed: 6 :1s.s pm lues; 
1:30-3:30 pm Sat (8748456). Reiche Pool, 166 
Brackett St, portland: Adults 12:15·1:15 pm Tues & 
Thurs; 4:3(}6 pm Moo-Wed & Fri; 4:30-8:30 pm 
Thurs. Open swims 6:3().8 pm Thurs (B74-8874). 
RoW R_ RoW Learn hOW slide seat rowing can keep 
you fit for life. Call Casco Bay Rowing Center at 846-
bar. 
'Gala Christmas Fair Dec 4 from 9 arr>4 pm at the 
Williston-West Church, 32Thomas St, portland. Home-
baked goods, food, wreaths, ornaments, bird feed-
ers, sweaters, mittens, jewelry. Raffle for fabulous 
prizes. Performance by the Williston-West Choir. 
Santa will be there, tool 
'Holiday ·Bizarre· Dec 5 from 9 am-3 pm at USM 
Cafeteria. USMjPortIand, sponsored byWMPG. Great 
gifts, party goods. 
• Holiday Craft Fair Dec 1 from 9 arr>4 pm at Brooks 
Student Center ,USM/Gomam. Free admission. 780-
5139. 
Saturday Dance Dance the night away every Satur· 
day at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614a Congress St, 
portland. Dancing for beginners from 8-9 pm; all 
others dance from 9-12 pm. Cost: $5, $3 for begin· 
ners dance. 7730002. 
Senior fitness 101' Men 10. women 55+ USM lifeline 
offers classes Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from 
10:30-11:15 am at the USM portland campus gym 
on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive 
e rcises. Registration is ongoing. 78().4170. 
SenIor Stratch • Step S. portland Parks & Recre-
ation offers stretch & step exercise classes on 
Mondays and Fridays. Call 767-7650 for details. 
5In&1'" Dance The Singles' Network invites you to 
dance to live music provided by Cheyenne Nov 27 
lrom at 8:45 pm at the Italian Heritage Center, 40 
Westland Avenue, portland. Cost: $8, $5 members. 
Smoke-free. 1-800-375-8509. 
So, Me. Sea Kayakln, Network People of all skill 
levels are invited to join the network for paddling fun. 
Call the newsllne at 874-2640 for updates and 
membership information. 
Sports of All Sortllhe Boys & GirlS Clubs of Greater 
portland offers a variety of activities including swim-
ming, basketball and volleyball at 277 Cumberland 
Ave, portland. 874-1070. 
Swimming Class" Sign up your preschooler for 
Tuesday morning swimming classes (start NoV 30) 
and Saturday morning swim classes (start Dec 4) at 
Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave, portland. Registra-
tion starts Nov 17 at 7 pm. 8748456. 
ThIrty Somethln' Soccer People 30+ meet to play 
soccer Sunday evenings at 6 pm on the Middle 
School Field, Scott Dyer Road, Cape Elizabeth. Events 
include plck-up games, challenge matches and occa-
sional tournaments. 799-8669. 
Volleyball Plck-UP games every Tues & Thurs from 
7:30-9:30 pm at the Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett St; Wed 7·9 pm at Peaks Island Community 
Center, Peaks Island. Cost: $2 residents, $3 non-
residents. Call 874-8793. 
Waik/JoC/Aerobicl USM lilellne offers a ten-week 
session of walk/Jog/aerobics starting Dec 20 at a 
variety of times and locations. Register by Dec 10. 
78().4170, 
Walleyball Casco Bay Bike Club hosts Informal 
walleyball games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the 
Racket and Fitness Center, Outer congress Street, 
portland. Cost: $5. 772-8465. 
western Une Daneln, USM's linda Seidl offers a 
class NoV 29 from 7·9 pm In the Brooks Student 
Center, USM/Gomam. Free. 78().4173, 
W_'I RUCbY The portland women's rugby club 
welcomes new and old players. Call 865-4419 or 
929-5984 for more Information. 
5470. 
'Holiday Fair Dec 4 from 10 am-3 pm atthe Unitarian-
Universalist Church, 524 Allen Avenue, portland. 
Foods table, antiques, recycled items, ornaments, 
wreaths, CDs, jewelry and quitt raffle . 
'Holly and ivyFairDec4 from 9am-2 pmatSt. Luke's 
Cattoedral, 143 State St, portland. Silent auctions, 
holidaycafe,live music, kid'scorner, wreaths. crafts. 
'Holly Jolly Fair Dec 3 from 6-9 pm and Dec 4 1rom 
9 am-3 pm at First Parish congregational Church, 
Maine Street, Freeport. Countrycupboard, woodWorks, 
handknit Items, jewelry, candy, kids korner. Fish 
chowder and sandWich luncheon available Sat 11 
am.l:30 pm. 
'Maine Audubon Society's Holiday Bazaar Dec 4 
from 10 am-6 pm at the portland Expo, 239 Park 
Avenue, portland. Nearly 100 crafters offer fine gifts, 
crafts. and a benefit drawing for terrific prizes. Free 
admission. 781·2330. 
'Old Fashion ChristmaS Fair Dec 4 from 9 am-2 pm 
at Trinity Episcopal Church, corner of Coyle Street 
and Forest Avenue, portland. Omaments, crafts, 
antiques and Santa! Lobster stew luncheon from 
11:30 am-l:30 pm. 
'Shaker ChristmaS Fair Dec 4 from 10 am-3 pm at 
Shaker Village, Route 26, New Gloucester. Home 
baked goods, elder, herbs, wreaths, cheese, pickles, 
posters. calendars. furniture and more. 
'Society of Southern Maine Craftsmen Show Dec 4 
from 9 arr>4 pm at Saco Middle School, Buxton Road, 
Sacco No admission. 
'United Maine Craftsmen's holiday craft show Dec 
11 & 12 from 10 am-5 pm both days at the USM 
Campus Gym, USM/portland. Over 90 exhibitors 
participating. Cost: $1 admission. 621-2818. 
'X-Mas Fair Dec 4 from 9 am-3 pm at Franklin 
Towers, 211 Cumberland Ave, portland. Crafts, 
bakeware. white elephant table, flea market and 
chance table. Luncheon served 11:30 am-1 pm. 
Freeport Hlltorlcal society holds their annual holI-
day open house Dec 21rom 6-8 pm at the Harrington 
House, 45 Main St, Freeport. Hors D'oeuvres, hot 
mulled cider and festive music set the scene for a 
wonderful evening. Free . B65-3170 , 
Goodw\I DrOP SIt .. New Goodwill donation boxes 
are located at 353 Cumberland Avenue In portland 
and pond Cove Plaza on Ocean House Road In Cape 
Elizabeth. Attended donation centers are located at 
Northgate Shopping Plaza In Portland and behind 
Hansen Chrysler on Waterman Drive in South Port· 
land, Clothing, shoes and hard good Items are 
accepted. Furniture must be donated at the portland 
GoodWill Store, 353 Cumberland Avenue, portland. 
Larger donations may be picked up. 774-0323. 
Art & Soul continued on page 
Here'. what's happening at 
RaOul'. pad this week: 
Thursday Nov. 25th 
Turkey Day: 
Blue Roots No Cov" 
';t:"'IF'"".~1 Savoy TrUffle 
~~=~~~~~~~ 9pm Sat Nov. 27th C Rocking Vibration 
8pm sun. NoV. 28th 
Maria Muldaur 
8Rm lues. NoV. 30th 
Writer's Open Mlc hosted 
~~~~~~~~~l~~i~~~~~~~~~ by Annie Clllrkkllturlng: 
Michael Danahy 
8pm Thurs Dec 2 
Dave Mason 
ROADSIDE A TTRAcrION Ticket Hotline nS-2494 
~! 
Offering a huge selection of videos, .._---.... -
magazines and toys for the 
discriminating adult ... 
~£w~ffot", 
Jrui fJlwn fkw! II 
PORTLAND Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO •• VIDEO EXPO • 
666 Congress St Route 236 
774.1377 439·6285 
Open M-Thur 9:30 am-11 pm Open M-Th 1 Oam-1 1 pm 
Fri & Sat 9:30 am-Midnight Fri.-Sat 10am-Midnight 
Sunday 11 am-11 pm Sun. 12pm-10pm 
• ( 
I , , 




Victims and their 
families 
Where an experienced aHorney personally 
handles your case. 
If you have been injured in an accident, you may be 
~~tiUed to compensal!on for your losses. I accept cases of 
Injury caused by neglIgence, such as automobile accidents, 
or injuries from dangerous or defective products. If you 
have received a serious injury as a result of someone else's 
fault, you need professional legal advice. 
For a 'rea consultation without obligation, call today. 
781-5700 
1-800-879-7876 
• Free Parking 
• Convenient Location: 
Foreside Place, Falmouth 
• • .• .•• .•••••••••• I ••••••• 
• ••••.••• .•• .••• I iii ' ·11 • 1 ·11 "1' . 




"Old Fashioned Food at 








In Our Deli sandwiches - 1.99 
Dail)' Specials o;:;:";'!:.ade pizzas to go 
Sandwtch~s & ke oUt 
&wme to ta Beer & cheeses to go 
Sliced meats 
Homemade de;serts 
In Our Cahrf,~ d'nner menu daily 
NeW lunc ~ I. 
Extensive wtne l,st 
774-2120 
M-T-W· 6 a.m.-JO pm 
Th-F-S • 6 a.m.-12 p.m. 








2 India Street • Portland • Free Parking on Site 
Reservations Accepted • All Major Credit Cards Accepted 
Give A First Guitar 
That Lasts. 
Give someone a guitar from 
Buckdancer's Choice for the Holiday 
Season. They'll get an instrument 
built to last a lifetime. With the 
quality that only comes from the 
finest woods and craftmanship. 
Every Buckdancer's guitar 
sounds great and plays easy. 
~""'- Visit us for the kind of 




Buy Sell • Trade • Repair • Lessons 
Union Station Plaza, 270 St. John Street Portland ME 04102 
Exit SA off 1-295, right at first light. 774'-2219 • 8'00-734-2219 
MOD-Pri 10-8 • Sat 10-5 • SUD 12-5 
fEE CIC III @~ t-jii] 




Get out- standing protection and out-
standing value- the ADT Safe Watch 
Plus® security system at less than half 
its actual $395 value. Backed by 120 
years experience, ADT protects over 
400, 000 homes nationwide. Your 
package includes: 2 Door Sensors. 
1 Motion Detector· ControVKey Pad 
• 1 interior Alarm Sounder' Window 
Sticker & Yard Sign. 
TIle ADT Moniloring Center watches 
over your home 24 bours a day, 7 days a 
week With the required $19.95 per 
month" monitoring fee. So get the peace 
of mind that comes with ADT SafcWatch 
Plus®. It may be the safest choice you 
ever makc. 
CAll 1-800-AOI-4636 
• Moniwring agreement required. Monthly 
Momtonng ree IS $19.95 with credit card 
payment. Telephone connection required. r-----------I 
: Get 150 : 
! OFF ! 
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Art & Soul continued from page 31 
our 
towns 
Morsell Cookbook St. Joseph's Manor has pub-
lished 'More Morsels." a cookbook containing 374 
recipes from the facillty's best cooks. The cook-
books cost $10 and are available at St. Joseph's 
Manor, 1133 Washington Avenue, Portland. Pro-
ceeds benefit the manor's patiO renovation project. 
79H)6QO, 
Pancake BreakfastThe Windham Lion's Club invites 
you to a pancake breakfast to benefit the Gi~ Scout 
Troops of Windham Nov 20 from 7:30-10:30 am at 
the North Windham Union Church. Route 302 (across 
from the North Windham Fire Station), North Windham_ 
Cost: $3, $2 seniors and kids. $10 family of five. 
PMA Holiday Festival The Portland Museum of Art 
invites you to enjoy the holiday season at the mu· 
seum with holiday caroling from Dec 22-19 in the 
Great Hall at lunch time featuring local choruses. 
Don't miss the annual lighting of the Copper Beech 
Tree Dec 2 at 3:30 pm and the unveiling of the 
solstice tree adorned with objects created by na-
tional and international contemporary artists. Mem-
bers of Portland Ballet perform scenes from 'The 
Nutcracker Suite" followed by a visit from Santa 
Claus Dec 4 at noon. No admission charge for 
performances. The museum's located at 7 Congress 
Square, Portland. 775-6148. 
Portland Oblervatory opens on Saturdays from 10 
am4 pm and Sundays from 14 pm through Christ-
mas week weather permitting. The observatory will 
also be open for at least one snowfall in December_ 
Watch for the flags on weekends and after the first 
snowfall. The observatory's open when the fiags are 
flyingl 774-5561. 
Skt Sal. Bonney Eagle High School hosts a ski sale 
to benefit Its Project Graduation Dec 4 from 9 am-
3:30 pm In Bonney Eagte High School Cafeteria In 
Standish, New and used equipment. clothing, door 
prizes. 6424816 or 247·5284. 
11Iankqlvlng Dinner Those who are in need and 
those who are alone and wish to share In the 
fellowship are Invited to enjoy a complete holiday 
dinner with all the fixln's Nov 25 at noon at The 
Salvation Army. 297 Cumberland Ave, Portland. A 
short service will be held at 11:45 am. All are Invited 
to attend. 77 4.{;304. 
Tr .. Lighting The Downtown Improvement District 
presents Its annual holiday tree lighting ceremony 
Nov 26 at 6 pm at Monument Square In Portland. 
Performance by The Boys Singers of Maine. 772· 
6828. 
Uled Book and Bake Sal. Enjoy coffee and freshly 
baked treats as you browse through used books Dec 
11 from 9 am-2 pm at the Swedenborgian Church , 
302 Stevens Ave, Portland. Books by the bag and 
holiday baked goods. 772-8277. 
Volunteer Center The World Heritage Center Is look-
ing for five volunteers In Maine to serve as links 
between students, host families , the community and 
Wo~d Heritage offices. Mad Horse Theatre seeks a 
poster coordinator and a part-time receptionist. The 
Salvation Army needs drivers for its Meels.Qn-Wheels 
Program. Youth Alternatives. Inc., needs volunteers 
to teach life skills on Tues & Thurs afternoons. The 
Portland Museum of Art is looking for docents to give 
guided tours and perform desk duty twice a month . 
The Woodford Park Nursing Care Center seeks volun-
teers to lead groups, visit patients and help with 
special events for its Therapeutic Recreation Depart-
ment. Scarborough's Campfire Office needs clerical 
help for two hours each week day. 874-1000. 
X-Mal Decorations The Scarborough lions are cur-
rently selling their annual tree ornament featuring 
historical buildings in Scarborough. This year's orna-
ment features Winslow Homer's Studio in Prout's 
Neck and are available at several local locations 
including Aaherty Farms. Package Plus, Cumbe~and 
Farms, Town Hall , Pleasant Hill Gardens and Dottie 's 
Place. Cost: $6. 883-1427. 
etc 
Accent Improvement Classe. for adults wishing to 
reduce foreign or regional accents start this fall. 
Offered by speech/language pathologist. 879-1886. 
ACT UP/Maine (AIDS eoalltlon To Unleash Power) 
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct 
action to end the AIDS crisis. Our goals Include the 
establishment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center and 
the self-empowerment of People Living with AIDS 
Community. For more Info write ACT UP/Maine, P.O. 
Box 5267, Portland ME 04101 or call 774-5082. 
ACT UP/Portland Join us In the fight for universal 
rights! Get active on local, state and national issues 
of education, dlsc~mination, access to health care, 
and AIDS services. Straight or queer, boy or gi~, HIV-
positive or negative, black. brown or white - act on 
your beliefs In a dynamic. nolWiolent grassroots 
organization dedicated to direct action to end the 
AIDS crisis. Meetings every Sunday at 7 pm at the 
YMCA, 87 Sp~ng St, Portland. Wheelchair acces-
sible. Drop by our workspace on Mondays from 6-8 
pm at 142 High St, #222, Portland, ME 04101, 828-
0566. 
Book S,,"lng _ Celebration Author David Wagner 
signs copies of his book 'Checkerboard Square," 
based on Portland's homeless, Nov 30 from 4-5:30 
pm at The Preble Street Resource Center, 5 Portland 
St, Portland. 7804120 or 775-0026. 
Com. 81_ Yo .. Hom The Casco Bay Concert Band, 
an adult wind ensemble. Invite all those who pursue 
music professionally or seml-professlonally as well 
as those who Just enjoy playing to their weekly 
rehearsals Monday evenings from 7-9:30 pm at 
Memorial Middle School, 120 Wescott Road, South 
Portland. No auditions. 799-8836. 
Cookbook Signtng Cont~butors to the 'Maine Col-
lection Cookbook, ' a cookbook by the Portland Mu-
seum of Art Guild. sign copies of the book and give 
outcooking samples from reci pes at several Bookland 
locations Nov 27: Bookland. Mall Plaza, So_ Port· 
land, from 24 pm; Bookland, Mill Creek Shopping 
Plaza, So. Portland, 24 pm: Bookland, Cook's Cor-
ner Shopping Center. Brunswick. 24 pm. 
DIvorce Perspectives Thanksgiving meeting - small 
groups with social hour Nov 24 at 7:30 pm. Greggus 
Yahr discusses "Surviving Your Children Through 
Divorce" Dec 1 at 7:30 pm. Support group for people 
facing problems In divorce meets year-round Weds at 
7:30 pm In Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodfords St. Portland. Donation of $1,50 requested. 
774-HELP. 
Enriched Golden Age Center Invites men and women 
60 and over to daily luncheons at 297 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. Meal at noon_ The following programs 
are offered at 12:30 pm: Thanksgiving celebration 
and musical entertainment Nov 24; Russell Webster 
of the U.S. Coast Guard talks about the group's 
missions and activities Dec 1; craftsale and Chanukah 
presentation by Lynn Hecht Dec 8: Salvation Army 
celebration of music with brass band and guitars Dec 
15; Rotary Christmas dinner (reservations neces-
sary) Dec 22; December birthdays with music by 
Beau & Mike Dec 29. Line dancing every Monday at 
10 am. Donation: $2.50. 774.{;974. 
Funrals., ACTUP /Portland Invites you to a funralser 
featuring a wet jockey shorts and t-shirt contest and 
a chance to dart a picture of the person you most 
hate Dec 5 at The Underground, 3 Spring St, Port-
land. Contests start at 11:30 pm. $3 donation 
suggested. 828-05<;6. 
Fur-Free Friday The Maine Animal Coalition holds 
their annual Fur-free Friday Nov 26 from 12-2 pm in 
front of the Maine Mall (near Sears), Maine Mall 
Road, South Portland. 
Gllsland Farm Programl Maine Audubon Society's 
Gllsland Farm offers weekend activities at the farm 
at 118 U.S. Route 1. Falmouth. Upcoming programs 
Include: 'Nature Walk," highlighting the seasonal 
changes in the forest, field and marsh, Nov 27; 
"Learn About Loons,' a hands-on look at the magical 
bird, Nov 28; learn how to make a beautiful wreath 
out of mate~als found In nature at "Wreath Making" 
Dec 4 (cost: $15). All programs run from 1-2:30 pm. 
Advanced registration recommended. Cost: $4. $3 
nonmember. 781-2330. 
Grandparents S..,...,rt Group meets Nov 29 from 7· 
9 pm at Keeley's Banquet Center. 178 Warren Ave, 
Portland . Guest speaker Eva Jordan discusses child 
abuse. 797-9227. 
Maine DOS Users Group holds their monthly meeting 
Dec 1 at 6:30 pm at the Machine Tool Auditorium, 
SMTC, South Portland. This month's program fe ... 
tures basic DOS commands and Christmas party. 
B39-2280 . 
Maine Media Women hold their holiday dinner meet-
ing Dec 1 at 6 pm at The Muddy Rudder Restaurant, 
Route 1, Yarmouth. Netwooi<lngbegins 815 pm Inthe 
cocktail lounge. ReselVations by Nov 29. 721-<)955 
or 72~858. 
A Mycel Merye Yule Fest. Travel back to a holiday 
feast in medieval times with everything from the 
Wassail Bowl to the Boar's Head ProceSSion at 
USM's Mycel Merye Yule Feste Dec 2-3. Festivities 
include hors d'oeuvres and procession, period mu-
sic, feasting and costumed merriment Dec 2 at 6:30 
pm in the Brooks Student Center, USM/Gorham 
(cost: $25) and Dec 3 at 6:30 pm in the Baliroom In 
the Sonesta lfotel.157 High St, Portland (cost: $50). 
Reservations (by Nov 29), 7804640 , 
Namel Project/AIDS Memorial Quilt holds a panel-
making workshop the first and third Sun of each 
month. A display of the AIDS memorial qulit be 
exhibited Dec 1, Wo~d AIDS Day, at the YWCA, 87 
Spring St, Portland. The quilt shows through Dec 4 _ 
8)1-1641-
Portland Camera Club meets Mondays at 7:30 pm 
at the American Legion Hall, 413 Broadway. S. 
Portland. Monthly events Include B&W. color print 
and color slide competition. 
Portland Juggling Club meets Sundays from 5-7 pm 
in Deering Oaks Park, Portland. All levels welcome. 
Puppy Raisers Wanted The New England Assistance 
Dog Service seeks puppy raisers to open their hearts 
and homes to foster puppies In the assistance 
program. The organization trains and provides dogs 
to physically disabled people. If interested, call 934-
1963 or write P.O. Box 604. Old Orchard Beach, ME 
04064. 
SCORE Service Corps of Retired Executives, a volun-
teer organization supporting small business , holds 
' The Business Plan and Cash Flow Projections" Nov 
30. Seminars are from 14 pm at 66 Pea~ St, Room 
210, Portland. Cost: $20. 772·1147. 
Saalhore Trolley Museum "TIs the season to bejoliy 
at the Seashore Trolley Museum In Kennebunkport. 
Year-end special events Include Ch~stmas prelude 
Dec 4 from 12-7 pm and Dec 5 from 124 pm. Trolley 
rides. Santa and Mrs. Claus, Refreshments, music 
and pictures. 967-2712. 
51"". Harmony All single adults are welcome to a 
forum forfun and friendship with positive interaction 
In an atmosphere of acceptance every Monday at 7 
pm at the United Methodist Church, Church Road, 
Brunswick. 725-2185. 
SIngles' Network Invites you to make new friends 
and get answers to your questions aboulThe Singles' 
Netwooi< at a slide presentation Nov 27 at 7 pm aIThe 
Italian Heritage Center, 40 Westland Avenue, Port-
land. 1-800-375-6509. 
Social Sanlors Is a senior adult program encompass-
ing activities, contemporary classes and events for 
men and women 55 and older at the Jewish Commu· 
nity Center, 57 Ashmont St, Portland. 772-2234 for 
Info. 
111,.. Score Plus Club Is a socl al meeting group for 
So. Portland senior citizens age sixty and older. The 
club offers weekly bingo, monthly luncheons and 
occasional trips. Meets at So. Portland Rec Center, 
21 Nelson Road, So. Portland . every Monday. 767-
7650. 
V.getallan ThanksgIving Potluck Nov 27 at 6 pm at 
35 Saunders St, Portland. Call Southern Maine 
Vegetarians at 773-6132. caw 
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Maine Audubon Society 
presents 
THE HOLIDAY BAZAAR 
Come and enjoy Christmas Shopping from a selection 
of 90 New England quality artisans and shops. 
There's something for everyone! 
FREE ADMISSION 
Saturday, December 4, 1993 
10:00 a.m./6:00 p.m. 
NEW LOCATION: The Portland Expo 




IITIME TO ACT!" 
WORLD AIDS DAY 1993 
DEC. 1, 2-9 P.M. CHANNEL 4 
Special Program Marathon 
including 
8 P.M. THE MAINE PERSPECTIVE 
sponsored by ME. HIV /STD Program, 
Maine Medical Center's AIDS 
Consultation Service, and TV 4 
Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's 
Fiction Slam 
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for 
original, unpublished short stories that 
reflect life in the Casco Bay region. The 
most lively and compelling stories will 
be showcased in CBWs Fiction issue 
next February. 
While literary merit is a plus, we're 
looking mostly for strong voices that 
say something about life as we know 
(or don't know) it. Shock us, inspire us, 
amuse us, compel us to think (we dare 
you!) - but show us your Portland in 
all it's vibrant detail. 
Play by th2 rul2!!: Double·spaced 
manuscripts of 3,000 words or less will 
be accepted until 5 p.m, Jan. 3, 1994. 
The author's name, address and phone 
number must appear only on the cover 
page of the manuscript. Subsequent 
pages should be identified by story titles 
and page numbers only. Proofread your 
stories carefully. Neatness counts. No 
works· in-progress, please. One entry 
per contestant. Only manuscripts 
accompanied by a self·addressed 
stamped envelope will be returned. 
A panel of three judges will choose 
the winning stories based on originality, 
insight and zip. Selected authors will 
each receive 50 bucks. and their stories 
will be published in the Feb.17 issue of 
Casco Bay Weekly, Wait - there's 
more! The authors will also be invited 
to attend a gala awards dinner with the 
judges and CBWeditors at a local dining 
establishment. 
Send your manuscript by Jan, 3 to: 
Casco Bay Weekty Fiction Slam 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 0410 I 
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A SERVICE OF CASCO BAY WEEKLY AND THE PENNY$AVER NEWSPAPERS 
bulletin board 
Lowest metered rates in townl 
Compare and savel 
773-1711 
buDetin board 
ADOpnON IS A GIFT OF LOVE- Our wish for 
you: Peace of mind; lor your baby: secure, 
loving home; lor us: baby to lov. & chorish. 
Ploasecall Stephani. and Michael, 1(800)959-
5133, at home. 
BAHAMA CRUISE- 5 days, 4 nights, 
underbooked. Must sell. S299/couple. Lim-
~ed tickets. (407)676-0208, ext. 4553, Mon.-
Sat.,9am-fOpm. 
CREDIT REPORTS REPAIREO- Rapos, bank-
ruptcies, late paym.nts, etc. Guaranteed. Call 
10:00am·9:00pm. C.F. Agency, l-Boo-395-
6665. 
DO YOU NEED CASH? We purchase notes. 
mortgages and any type of receivables nation-
wide, for cash. DAD Investors, 839-3628. 
FREE CLASSIFIEOS!?! That's right... Every 
purchase 01 three weeks 01 Tho Sure S.II 
Classlfleds gets you the lourth week FREE! 
Call775'12~ for more d.tails. 
INTERVIEW SUCCESSFULLYI Proven prep, 
hidden job market. S7 each, both Sl 0 (specify). 
ISB, P.O.Box 9715-339, ponland, ME 04104. 
LETS GET HIGH- Rock Climbing, The Uni-
mate Experienc.- Highest Peak. For lessons 
call 76t -2727. 
LIVE PERSONAL PSYCHIC! Consu~s you on 
love and money! 1 (900)820-3055. ext.8648, 
$3.99/mln. t Byrs .•. ProCall Co. t (602)~-
7420. 
lost a found 
LOST· SIAMESE CAT, lemale, answers to 
THEA. Wearing orange collar wHh 1.0. tag. 
Lost on t 1/6, in Dunstan School Restaurant 
area, Scarborough. NEEDS MEDICALATIEN-
TION! Reward offered. 883·9611 . 
rideshare 
NEW GLOUCESTER -> CASH CORNER, Dec. 
thru March, Weds.!Thurs. One·way/round-trip. 
Share or gas money. 926-4225 eves. aner 
6pm. 
help wanted 
EARN S6-S8 PER HOUR- Must be available for 
a min. of 2 hours on Saturday. Must have 
proal of insurance. Caliver Maine's newest 
newspaper. for more Information call 1-800-
355-55f8. 
SALES OPPORTUNITY FOR LtCENSED ACCI-
DENT AND HEALTH AGENTS- Are you willing 
to work lor a guaranteed Income with rapid 
advancement to management according to 
your abilities? S20,000-$35,000 Income first 
year. Please send resume and phone number 
to: Sales Director. 45 Schooner Ridge Rd., 
Cumb.rland Foreside, ME 041 t O. Positions 
availabl. in your locale. 
business opps 
child care 
BRING YOUR CHILD to a happy home setting 
to spend their days. Central Scarborough lo-
cation, excellent references. Call 883-5043 or 
883-63t~ . 
CASCO BAY DAYCARE- Willard Beach· Ac-
cepting 2-5 yr.oldsl Licensed, CPR, fi~t aid. 
799-8654. 
HIGH QUALITY, ENRICHING child care for 
ages 2-5 at new Ponland Daycare Center. 
R .. sonable rates. call Creative care at 772-
CARE! 
LETTERS FROM SANTA! Send your child a 
personalized letter lrom Santa. $4. 283-2804. 
MOTHER OFONE 3yr. OLD would love to care 
for your child in my Gorham hom •. full or 
pan-tim •. call 839-3329. 
SOUTH PORTLAND HOME DAY CARE- Meals, 
snacks provided. Activities, arts/crafts, lots of 
fun and TLC. R.ferences. 767-1707. 
TODDLE INN DAY CARE has openings for 
6mos. to 5yr. olds. M-f, 7:15·5:30. Lunch, 
gym and ballot program. 883-4563. 
WOULD YOUR CHILD LIKE an afternoon play· 
mate? 4yr. old needs reliable, quality, inex-
pensive, weekday afternoon child care. Also 
transport to and from Friday morning pre-
school. Greater cape Elizabeth, Nancy. 846-
3397. 
roommates 
BEAUTIFUL SOUTH PORTlAND APT.- Qui.t 
building, gas heat, female, N/S. S237.501mo. 
.utils. Laundry, parking. 799-084t, LM. 
FESSENOEN ST .. PORTlAND- 26 yr.old prof. 
f 100klngfor25. femal. to shara2BR. t.5bath 
condo. $300lmo . • 112 gas heaVutils. Call, 
772-7~4. 
FURNISHED ROOM-USM for rent in private 
homo. seeking 3rdlemal •. $300lmo., all in-
cluded. 4300 sec.dep. 773-8206. 
GORHAM- Sunni, spacious house in quiet, 
conv.nlent location, large yard. S2501mo. 
.utils. 839-4794/839-3803. 
M/F SEEKING 3rd roommate 10 share house 
on Po~ landlWestbrook line. S2751mo. 871-
t 352 for details. 
NEAR USM - GM seeking N/S. Mlf ,"spon-
sible housemat. to share 3BR home. WID, 
deck. off-street parking, storag •. S2601mo 
plus tl3 utilities. 773-0362. 
aptslrent 
13 MORNtNG STREET- Spacious 3BR apart· 
ment, water views, laundry, parking for two 
ca~. S8251mo plus utilities. 77~-~27 after 
6PM. 
30 CALEB ST- 2BR in nice neighborhood. 
Hardwood floors, natural woodwork. Dinlng-
room, sunroom, large deck, yard, and park-
ing. S6501mo. plus uli1ities. No pets. 772-
3057 or 879-1626. 
COLONIAL VILLAGE, South Portland· Sunny 
2BR condo, inexpensive heat, maintained, off· 
street parking, includes WID in unit. quiet 
building. NIS, Nlpets. S575/mo .• utils. 799-
6083. 
EAST DEERING- 2BR duplex, han1woodfloors, 
WID hookup, parking. Available 1211 , S5951 
mo. heated. 775-0845. 
L1MINGTON- Sunny, quiet, cozy country set-
ting. t BR, larg. LR, dining area and kitchen. 
$3751mo .• utils. Sec.dep. and references re-
quired. 727-3332. 
MUNJOY HILL, 101 North S1.- 2BR. quiet, 
parking, NIS, $4951mo. heated. Available im-
mediately. 772-6005. 
MUNJOY HILL-Daylight basement studio apt. 
w/ldtchen and bath. Rent negotiable. call 76 t-
8000 eves. 
MUNJOY HILL- Large, sunny 2BR apt., newly 
renovated Victorian 3-unit, S5SO/mo. includes 
heat, water, parking. Available endINov. 773-
9549. 
MUNJOYHILL-Quiet2-story, t BRtownhouse-
style apt. Patio, yard, off-streot parking, pets 
O.K. $450/mo .• utlls. Avail. 11 It 5. Call Deb, 
871-1885 days. 
NORTH DEERING-Small, sunny, modern. f BR 
cottage, quiet neighbomood, kerosene Moni-
tor, parking. $4751mo .• , 111194. 797·2938. 
OCEANAVE.-Nice2BR, t .5-bath.gasheat. W/ 
0, fumished or unfurnished ,parking and lease. 
774-7705. 
SCARBOROUGH AREA- S293/mo . • t12 utils. 
Monitor heat. 885-0472. 
SOUTH PORTlAND- Adorable 2BR bungalow, 
renovat.d. qui.t streel. S6751mo. Lease/de-
pos~. Joyce Coughlan, Mark Sflmson Assoc., 
781-4220. 
WEST END- tst floor, 2BR, 3 rooms, new W/ 
W carpet. no-wax kitchen lloor. heat/HW. S5751 
mo., sec.dep. 774-8315. 
houseslrent 
SOUTH PORTlAND, Thronton Heights- Clas-
sic bungalow, 2BR, gas heat, washer, hard-
wood floors, garden, NIS, Nlpets. S6751mo. 
781-4220. 
seasonal/rent 
SCARBOROUGH- 4BR lunish.d hom •. Dec 
through Jun. t 5th . Oceanview, $4501mo. call 
collect (203) 743-3377 eve or sundays. 
help wanted 
art studioslrent 
FALMOUTH FORESIDE- Sludlo use only. 2 
sunny rooms with water view available 10r 
artist in home. S2501mo. 781-4931. 
business rental 
SUNNY, ECONOMIC 1 ROOM OfFICE- Newly 
renovat.d. professional building, easy park-
ing, 49 Ocean Av • . , Portland. $225lmo. Dr. 
Robinson. 773-5573. 
Production Part Time 
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for Part Time help to 
assist in the production of this fast-growing young 
newspaper. 
We are looking for a reliable tearn player with 
Macintosh Computer experience using Pagemaker and 
Freehand for ad production and page layout. 
You should be a problem solver with evening and 
weekend hours available who follows directions to aT. 
A great sense of design and dedication to deadlines is a 
must. 
If you have the skills we need and want to help produce 
this fine journal of news and entertainment, send your 
resume to: 
551A Congress St" 
Portland, ME 04101 
Attn: Tricia Bohner 
Production Manager 
MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS TICKETS- 6 "Best 
Seats" for Saturday, 12118, 2pm. Separately/ 
together. Best offer. 892-7569. A DREAM! Stay home, los. weight, and make 
money. call Bonnie at (207)582-0036. 
DOB- M/F, N.S. for beautiful mobile home. WESTEND· Large lBR,hardwoodfloors. high 
2BR, 2 bath. All u~ l s included. price neg. 934- ceilings, modern ~tehenibath . $485lmo .• utils. 
Help deliver Maine's newest newspape; the Express 
Une, each Saturday in your neighbmhood. Camers 
must be available for a minimum of 2 hours on 
Saturday. Routes now available in; 5115. 775-0618. --------
PC NAVIGATION -Comp uter services and train' 
ing. Optimization, upgrades, set-up. sales. 
Competitive pnces. DennislWayne, 774-55301 
929-8301. 
fir TROUBLE ~ 
U/ COLLECTING \\l 
CmLD SUPPORT? 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Terrific opportunityw/ 
this gourmet catering business. Gllat area & 
wall established business. Turn-key opera-
~on . Only $99.000. call Alan B. Peoples. ERA 
Home S.llers. 774-5766. 
HAIR STYLIST WANTED w/clientelefor booth 
rental at Tho Head Shed, 59 Market St, in 
Portland's Old Port District, 774-7955. 
PERSONAL CARE/COMPANION/Mother's 
helper looking for opportun ity to serve in 
exchangelorroom. Dependable prolessional. 
R.ferences. Leave message at 392-4t61. 
ROOMMATE WANTED for recently renovated 
2BR, 3rd floorapt Looking for quiet NIS MIF. 
775-2279. 
WINDHAM LAKE fRONT- 2BR apartment in 
prtvate house. Spacious, wMew and frontage 
on little Sebago. 25mln to Portland S5501mo. 
892-t4171JM. 
BiddejmJ. Biddepd PIXX. ~ flimreth. Old Ordmi Bt!uh. 5Iro, 
SmrixJraugh. GJrlwn. WindJrIm. Cumlmand. CutrrrerIand Center, 
Frrep»t, Sau!h Freq:urt, Pcrwna/ and Yarmouth. 




WASHINGTON AVE.- 2 roommates wanted, 
M/F, pleasant nelghbomood. parking. WID, 
2nd floor. S2251mo . • 113 utils. sec.dep. 879-
6088. Avail. t 194. 
WOODFORD- 2BR. healed, newly painted Large 
yard, on-street parking, $4851mo. heat in-





For more infonnation, call us at 
1-800-355-5518 
OVER 100,000 READERS 1r 775-1234/FAX: 775-1615 
categories 
o bulletin board 
o lost & found (free) 
o rldesh_ (free) 
o help wanted 
o business opportunl1les 
o posl1lons wanted 






o art studloslrent 
o business rental 
o rental. wanted 
o real estate 
o land for sale 
o mobile homes 
o auctions 
check one 
o body & soul 
o business service. 
o financial 
o stuff for sale 
o geragetyard sale. 
o give awwy (free) 
o wanted 
o arts & crafts 
o theatre arts 




o r&C ... ation 
o campgrounds 
Oleamlng 
o publication • 
oenlmal. 
o legal notice. 
o dating .. nllce. 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286--6601 (visa/me) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell, 551A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
By Hand: 73 Oak St., Portland 
Off Congress, behind the Magic Muffin, or 




Phone.: _____________ ___ 
N~e: ______________ ___ 
Add~: ____ ~ ___ _____ ___ 
5 Place my ad in the hands of over 100,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly and the PennySavers! 
And when I buy 3 weeks, give me the 4th w eek FREE! 
deadline o visa 0 mc exp_ date 
Monday, 6PM, pre-paid # 
15 
25 
RRST 15 WORDS: 
Check One 
o Casco Bay Weekly-$9/wk. 
Additional words 0 25~ wd/wk: $, _____ _ 
TIle SUI8 Sell-o Casco Bay Weekly and 
Penny$aver-$ll1wk. 
Add~ional words 0 50~ wd/wk: $ 
o Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
FREE: $, __ _ 
o Wheels Deal 
$25/ run 'til It sells: $ _____ _ 
(15 words; vehicles only) 
86 Leland Ave. The grace and style of 80+ 
years is obvious in this home. Stained glaSl, OWNER FINANCING' S75,000 
Near Hadlock Field, Portland 
Park 51. Row Houses: 
Navember 25, 1993 35 
Ageless Grace of Yesteryear 
oak trim, hdwd fl, fireplace, china cupboard. 
Modem kitchen & bath - spacious & sunny. 
S139,000. Stevens to Pleasant to 86 Leland Ave. 
Joyce Coughlan, 781-4220/846-3228 
1st floor is established restaurant (tenant). 
2nd, 3rd floors arc a 4 br apt. • Beautiful Decor. Water & City VieWS 
• Hardwood Floors· High Ceilings 
• Water views of Back Cove· Hardwood floors Exclusive of Johanna M. Keamy 
• jaCUZZI· new apphances • 4 bedrooms - 2 M 1 JEFF DAVIS' 772-2127 
~ Stimson _,"""'1+ MULKERIN ASSOCIATES • Lovely Courtyard $59,900 baths· finished den • Warm and Sophisticated S . ar (. 4!""'u!8 tlmsoll $123,999 773-.gaO 
business rental 
THERAPISTS WANTED- Share bright. sunny. 
newly renovated office space. Professional 
building, furnished, easy parking. 5t Ocean, 
Portland. $1 O/hr. Dr. Robinson. 
real estate 
BY OWNER-New cape 10 Casco. 3BR, 2-bath, 
2.5 acre( , .). $98.900. 627-4 t 83. 
- ---
FORECLOSED AND REPOSSESSED Homes 
and properties I HUD, RTC. IRS, DEA. and 
olhergover~menl agencies. listings for your 
area. Call toll free! 1 (800)436-6867, ext R-
t553. 
HAVE YOU SOLD PROPERTY? Won the lot-
tery? Recievlng payments? We pay cash for 
mortgages/annUities. (800)859-9299. 
OXFORD MOBILE, 14x70. 2BR, larg. kllchen, 
WID. microwave oven. Asking $25.000. Some 
options negotiable. Call (207)8~- t 040, leave 
message. 
WILLARD BEACH· by owner. Wonderfu l 
house! 3BR, 2 baths, f"eplace, hardwood 
floors, heated Sludlo/garage. S122,000. 767-
5792. 
land lor sale 
PORTLAND HOUSE LOT. 75xl 00- QUlel es-
tablished neighborhood, city water and sewer, 
$34,500. Owner"'roker. 797-8953. 
mobile homes 
SCARBOROUGH/GORHAM- S19,900, 3BR. 
lirep lace, quiet; SOUTH PORTLAND- Live In 
luxury, 3BR, 2 baths. skylighlS. call Laura 
Byther, ERA Hom. S.lIers. 774-5766/839-
2294 . 
The Sure Sell Works! 
body" soul 
"TRAGER" PRACTITIONER - Enjoy the gentle 
rocking and range of motion to relieve stress. 
carleen 885-0678, 823-1807. 
AWARNESS OF ONES SPIRITUALITY is the 
realization thaI you 're at one with the 
CREATOR,"YOU". Come join the gathering. 
Magda Adrien- Spinuallst. 774-9036. 
CONCERNED ABOUT THE HIGH COST of tra-
ditional counseling? Solution-based brief 
therapy can help. usually immediate ly. with 
relationships at work, al tlome, and with gen-
eral depression. G.R. Brennan. Ph.D. 892-
7303. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Auslen, 
M.A., l.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist 
AlleViate chronic backaches, headaches, neck 
and shoalder stiffness, sciatica, stress, Im-
prove fleXibility, muscle tone, Circulation, ath-
letic performance. Byappointmenl. 865-0672. 
DR. ZHAO MEI- The Chinese Healing Arts 
Center. Qi Gong Classes. Gall for Information, 
775-1 t42. 
EX-GAY SUPPORT GROUP: JOin men dealing 
witI'! homosexual thoughts, feelings. and/or 
behaviors who wish to seek help through 






" PsychiC Counseling 
, Card Reading 
• Dream Interpretations 
" Past lile 
1-900-420-0500 
Live Readings 24 hrs. 
P. O. Box t423 
FayetteVille, AR 72702 
MASSAGE WORKS! Enjoy a soothing mas-
sage or Shiatsu. lisa Bouchard. 934-~42 . 
AOBTA, Saco/Portland offiCes. 
MEN'SGROUP-THURSDAY MORNINGS. Rick 
Lynch 874·0681 lor information. 
MEN'S THERAPY GROUP- Relationships, ca-
reer, parenVchild, recovery Issues. Denis 
Noonan, 775·5022; Dan Hodgson, 774-8243. 
Wednesday mornings, 7·8am. 
NEW MOM LOOKING fOR OTHERS to meet 
weekly for mutual suppon. Call Sharon. 773-
3453. 
ON-GOINGHATHAYOGACLASSES. Drop-Ins 
too! Portland Yoga Studio, 6t 6 Congress St. 
call 797-5684. 
PSYCHtC ASTROLOGICAL READINGS- Pre-
dictions. private partIes by appt. Your future 









PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS by DORA- Unravel 
the secret mystery of psychic phenomenon. 
35 years .xperience. 874-1942. 
buSiness services 
'FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you canlrust 
to do quality work. don·t forget to look in the 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY every 
week! 
A&A PROPERTY SERVICES- General Con-
tracting/Maintenance, Remodeling, Bath-
rooms, Kitchens, Finished Basements, Roof-
Ing, PorcheslDecks, DormerS/AddHions, Inte-
rior/Exterior ~jnting. Vinyl ReplacementWin-
dows. Vinyl Siding. Complete Mobile Home 
Set-up & Service. No Job Too Big or Small. 
Prompl, Reliable Service . Insured. Call 
(207)871-0093. 
A-I SPECIALIZING IN LEAKS- Repa,,/replace. 
Rool ,ch imney, ceilings, walls ,guHer. Carpen-
try/paint. 28 years expenence. References. 
775-25t 1. 
ADDITIONS, DECKS, FENCES- Interior/exte-
nor renovations and repairs. Yard clean ing, 
tree work. hauling and seasonal residential 
maintenance. 892-2957. 
BOOKKEEPING- Dependable. conlident~ l, rea-
sonable, manual, computer. Free pick-up and 
d.livery, on/off Slle. 774-5442. 
BOOKKEEPING-Experienced, service-Oriented 
accountant. Confidential & reasonable. I'll do 
~. or teach you ONE-WRITE PLUS. DAC 
EASY.caIl 767-5114, ask for Gene. 
ELECTRICIAN- Town & Country Electric. Low-
est prices around. licensed & insured. Gen-
eralelectnc work. 772-5257. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER- SmalllLarge loads. 
locally, long distance. Garages, basements, 
aHics cleaned. Excellent references. low rates. 
774-2159. 
fURNITURE STRIPPING. NO DIPPING- All 
types of furn~ure. Pick-ups, deliveries. Rea-
sonable rates. T&T Antiques, 892-5068. 
bUSiness services 
HATE WRAPPING THOSE GIFTS? Allow me! 
Very reasonably priced , bow and tag included. 
free pick-up and delivery. Call8~-949t . 
HOME AND OFFICE CLEANING. Weekly. bi-
weekly. monthly, and for special occasions. 
Insured and bonded. 874-0585. 
HOUSECLEANING- Excellent references. rea-
sonable rates. Let me banistl your cleaning 
worries. 774-2504 eves. 
MIKE'Z TREE & LANDSCAPING SERVICES-
Repair damaged trees! Pruning, remova l of 
dangerous limbs, tops , trees, feedino, 
stumpgrinding. Mulching. raking, fence in-
stallation ,and gutter cleaning. Certmed AT-
boristllandscaper, insured. 883-8746 f799-
0689. 
MONTERO INVESTIGATIONS· Divorces, miss-
ing persons, video surveillance and private 
security. 892-9859. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? 8est deals 
on service changes, "'Fuses to Breakers", 100 
AMP, $375-$425. Ceiling fans- you buy, I 
assemble and hang. Anything electrical. no 
job too big or small. Quality work at very 
reasonable rates. Free estimates. MasterElec-
triclan, insured. Gerry's Electric. 773-5897. 
PAINTING SPECIALlST- tnterior and exterior 
painting , stains and clear finishes. Call Don, 
284-5284. 
PEOPLES PAINTING· Interior & Exterior. In-
sured S300,000 liability. 25 years experience. 
free estimate. 774-7254. 
PRINT YOUR OWN Holiday Greeting Cards. 
Screen Printing Class: Maine Screen. Both 
paper and fabric. 878-2771 . 
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING. malOtenance & 
professional moving. Painting. house-clean-
mg, landscaping, tree work, rubbish removal. 
handywork. Cleaning aHics, basements. Free 
estimates. low rates. 76t-0193. 
TUNES "R" US OJ SERVICES- Nowl Booking 
your Xmas parties. All COs. '40s-·90s. Ughts, 
free bubble machin.! call the prolessionals. 
1-800-882-0000. 
YARD & HOME MAINTENANCE and light truck 
service. Call Craig. 874-7442. 
PETE'S MASONRY 
• Blick, Block, Stone I Conoete • 
• Senior Ci[iz.en Discount 
, Fully Insured 
• Free Esrim'l[e 
Peter Lauzier 






$9.95 USED MOVIES- IncludIOg adult. Used 
paper and hardback books. Captain Video 
Oakhill Plaza, Scarborough, 863-6424. 
ANTIQUES. COLLECTABLES, crans, records, 
CDs. computers & more. Willows, Rt ." , Me-
chanic Falls. Every Sat.lSun .. 9-4. 
ARCTIC CAT EL-TIGRE. 1988 snow mobile 
5,000 S2,000lb.o. Skidoo Stratos 440, 1988 
snow mobile $t ,BOO"'.o. 883-4396w or 885· 
5423h 
• BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY. 
.. Wld other Ufe support services 
J( you 've ever cleaned up (or 
lhe cleaning people .. . or worse, 
cleaned up a(ter them ... 
You need me in your hfe 
IYet~'tinllJlr '- . 
!PAPt/?'WO(fI}'1A91?If' 
"we specialize in 
obsessive organizing and 
cleaning techniques. » 
Katherine Clark 
772"8784 fo. ~<i a. jf,~ 
PAYROLL SERVICES 
OF MAINE 
For Small Businesses •• 1 to 50 Employees 
ACCOUNTING· BOOKKEEPING 
INCOME TAXES 
Check our Rates - Check our References 
Peter DePalma & Associates 
207-772-3210"207-775-4139 
I-gOO-DEPALMA 
fA£( INiTiAL CONStlnnON 
~hit Thf 
BusiNESS PlAN SPEciALiST 
MERniL D. GRohMAN, 
BusiNESS COO'Isdoo 




• Power of Attorney 
" Living Trusts 
, Living Wills 
• Divorce 
, Bankruptcy 





Bornstein & Hovermale 
Attorneys At Law 
165 Commercial Street Portland 772-4624 
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36 Casee Bay Weekly 
Weekly. Wellness. Directory 
LIcensed Cltmcal SOCIal Worku 
• Therapy for Children 
• Marital Therapy 
• Women's Health Issues 
761-4434 
Personalized Fitness Training 
One-On-One 
• Busy Schedule? • Work out before Your Day Begins 
t ltJO~~tNNE~~ON 







Accepting new members 
Dealing WIth a variety of issues. 
Tuesdays, 5:15-7:15 p.m. 
S75/montbly, 
Call 775, 7927 
FOOD 
ADDICTION 














• Individual & Group 
Counseling 
Dru Myers, 
LSAC, NCACII, NCADC 
Mike Lymneos, SAC 
774-4564 
FRIENDLYVILLAGE OF GORHAM 
MANUFACTURED HOUSING 
COMMUNITY 
Located off Route 22 on Hodgon Road in 
Gorham, ME. Only 10 minutes from 
Downtown Portland! 
OPEN HOUSE 
• Saturday, November 27th and Sunday, November 28th, 
• lOam -JPm 
• Tour our community with a professional sales rep, 
• Wide range of new and pre-owned homes 
NOVEMBER SPECIAL! 
New 1,216 square foot home and large ,deck with 
three bedrooms, two baths, on a spaczous lot. 
WITHjUST 10% DOWN YOUR TOTAl 
PAYMENT INCLUDING ,HOME AND 
LOT IS ONLY $595 AM ONTH. 
• All services provided by a professional staff to insure leisure style living in a 
friendly wooded community! 
, Amenities include a large pool and clubhouse 
.' ut have a full-time activities director who offers a wide a"ay of classes and 
workshops for all age groups, 
NOVEMBER 27th & 28th, lOam - 3pm 
CALL OR VISIT OUR CLUBHOUSE! 
(207) 839-6667 
stuff lor sale 
CANNONDAlE"Beastofthe East"M800, t993-
18", used only half adozen times. Immaculate. 
$700. 874-4731. 
--- ----
DIAMOND BACK MOUNTAIN BIKE· 205', 
$150: SpeCialized road bike. $350. Both excel-
lent condition. 846-7917 
DIBENARDI RACING BICYCLE· 55cm,Colum-
bus SLlVC.mpagnololMatrix Pooro top tube 
cable routes, braze-on front deraller, less than 
300 miles. B O. over $1 000. 799-079t. 
. 
KITCHEN CABINETS- Base. floor to ceil ing 
wall units. Excellent conditIon. Stainless SInk. 
$1.300. 772-4315. 
MAC·SE SUPER DRIVE PAGE MAKER, MS 
Word Hypercard, 3 yrs. old. hardly used, 2MB 
RAM 14M. Great gift lor children. $1 ,5001 
B.O. 799-9257 LM. 
MA TRESS, BOXSPR lNG, OR COMPLETE BEO-
Full. king. queen. or twin. Dehvery available, 
878-3880 
MATTRESS, BOXSPRING or complete bed. 
can deliver. 878-3880. 
MATTRESSES, BOXSPRINGS, FURNITURE 
ALSOt All sizesl All prices! Complete ware-
house liqUidation. 772-57371776·8122 , 
p.ger.759·5074 
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT- Electnc wheelchair, 
manual wheelcha ir, hospnal bed, trapeze, other 
supplieS 774-0640 
MIELE ROAO BIKE-Santecomponents, excel-
lent condItion. $650; 185cm Fischer Aerolite 
skis, $41); Trek 850 mountain bike lor parts. 
$40. 871-1352. 
NORDIC TRACK CHALLENGER-$300: antique 
brass bed, 15.5'><78', heavylrame,$375. 885-
5927 momings/eves 
PORCELAIN OOLL COLLECTlON- Numbered 
wilh original boxes. Must sell! (No room). 
883-23021883 '5043. 
RECESSION USED APPLIANCE SALES· Wash-
ers, dryers, stoves, refrigerators, freezers. 
Guaranleed and delivered. 642·3686. 
STEVE TROMBLEY- STATE FARM INSUR-
ANCE. Compareyourinsuranco cosl by phone. 
call us 799-3321 
USED APPLIANCES- Clean & Guaranleed. 
Dehvery available. We sarvice what we sell. 
Mclaughlin Appllanee. 761-4468. 
SO.PORTl.ANO, 25 Vivian Street. Saturday 
and Sunday, 11127 & 11/28 I Om-4pm. Well-
cared lor & priced to sell. MIScellaneous house-
hold Ilems: Pictures, kitchenware, knlc,l(-knac,l(. 
manual lawnmower. Rain Or shine. No early 
birds. 
Rhea Weinberg Sheerin" MA 
o Cognitive Therapy 
for Depression and Aru"ery 
o Innovative T«hnlques 
for Improving Self-Image and 
Changmg limlling Beliefs 
Affordable SIidinc Seal. F ... 
773.8929 
Psychic Readings with Patricia 
on December 4th 
CALL EARLY FOR RESERVATIONS 
324 Fore Sh'eet, POl·tland, Maine 
207·828·1710 OPEN DAILY 
give away 
FREE HARDWOOO PALLETS- Great for fire· 
wood or can easily be repaIred. Call Craig or 
Mi'e, 883-1300 between 6am-5pm. 
FREE WOODI You pic. up. Most cut 4·6 loot 
lengths. all over my yarn. Scarborough. 883· 
171 7 aner 5·30pm. 
wanted 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE· 235 Congress 
St. BuylnglSelling used fumlture In good con-
ditIon. Bureaus, tables 8. charrs . dressers. 
couches and bedroom sets. Also some used 
appliances. antiques, housewares. GaU761-
Ot 93 or 775-7972. 
arts II crans 
A TOUCH OF CRAFTS. 520 Ocean St., South 
POr1land. Come & jOin usforourOpen Houses 
featUring hand-made crafts from many local 
anlSanseveryweek·end until Chnstmas 10am-
4pm.H you are interesled In having A TOUCH 
OF CRAFTS sell your unique hand·craned 
nems on conSlgnmen!. calt 799·5711 . 
J&P CRAFT GALLERY has stained glass sup' 
pliesl Gin cert~icates lor supplieS and glass 
are available lor Christmas stock,ngs. Sur· 
prise your stained glass artISt With J&P Cran 
Gallery's selectIOn. 883-4556. 
J&P CRAFT GALLERY offers quahty hand· 
craltedgihslorhohday shopping! Find special 
gilts made by Maine's prolesslonal 
cral1speop le to our new, larger shop al 
Southgate. RU , Scarborough Mon.·Fri ., 9:3O· 
6, Sat .. 10-5.30, Sun .. 12-4, Tues .. Weds .. 
Thurs. nights 7·9. 883·4556. 
lairs II lestivals 
FOURTH ANNUAL HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE. 
November 26th, 27th, 28th and December 4th 
and 5th. 9:00 A M. - 5:00 P.M. 8 Frost Brook 
Lane, Freeport. Take Exit 20. 1/2 mile north on 
Rte 1. 
music 
HEY CRAZY CATS AND GROOVY CHICKSI 
Guitarist from Ihe Upsen", and MemphIS 
Mafia Is now taking students lor Blues or 
Rockabilly lessons. Way cool Daddy-O! Mat-
thew RobbinS 773-5622. 
MuSIC lessons: PIANO, STRtNGS.Aduns, chil-
dren. Enjoy the mUSIcian within. Adult begin-
ners. re-starters gleelully accepted. 781.(J944. 
PIANO SERVIC E- Profe ssional, register'" tech-
nician-Joseph's Plano Servtce. Joseph Bacica, 
RPT, PTG Member. 883-0010lt(300)924-
9085 
STUDENT GUITAR LESSONS at your home-
Beginn", and up. Rock. blues, jazz, countay, 
10Ik.883-5910. 
wheels 
'-RUN YOUR WHEELS 'TIL THEY SELL!" 
For $25 The Sure Sell Will advertise your car 
unlll you sell It Call 775·1234 to placeyoura~. 
VlSaiMasterCarn accepted. 
BUICK REGAL, 1978- 95K. rebulll transmls· 
SIan & engine. Chevy 305 englne_ Will sacn· 
flce, 5650. 761-272 __ 6._____ _ 
CHEVY C-I 0, t 984- Auto. , 350, new shocks, 
exhaust, brakes, cap, racks. Great shape! 
$2995 883-6992 
CHEVY CAMARO, 1985· Maroon , 305-auto, 
tilt/cruise, new brakes, rotor, tires. Good con-
d~ion. 89K. $2.200 761·3806 
CHEVY CAVALIER. 1987· 2-d oar. auto .. Ami 
Fm, Ori ginal owner, clean, great in snow. 
$3OOOIB.O 767-6182. 
CHEVY CORVETIE. t 980- Blacklblack, mirror 
Hops. automatic. 50K anginal miles. me-
chanically excellent wlextras. $8,200 642-
5t 23 aner 6pm. 
CHEVY VAN. 1988- 6-cyl . auto. 76K, new 
sticker. Excellent condition. $5,10018.0 772· 
9664, LM. 
DODGE CHARGER SE, 1977- 57K miles, Ami 
Fm stereo. rear delrost. Ne.ds war'< $8001 
B.O. Call 282-6985 
DODGE COLT DL-WAGON, t988- 74K, Ami 
Fm cassette. greatcondltlDn, 1 owner, sticker. 
$3,200. 799-58461770-4004. 
DODGE PICK-UP 1952 ·Rebuin motor. 1968 
Plymouth Fury Convertible-Great runners. 
Must soli. B.O. 883-8436. 
ESCORT LX t 990- One owner, exceltent con· 
dnion, $3395, Suzuki GS 550, 1985- Engine, 
sprocket, cha," and lrame, $t 95. 883-5708. 
FIAT SPIDER 2000, 1980· 20K original mllos. 
Needs Iront-end body war'<. No rust. $5001 
B.O. 442-0822 aner 7pm. 
HONDA ACCORD EX, 1992- 4-door, green, 
aulo., loaded, undercoated, sunroof, stereo. 
18K, perlect! $15,500. 878-9868. 
HONDA ACCORD LX HATCH-BACK, 1984-
5spd, v.ry good condillon.low maintainanee, 
98K. $3000. call 767-4657. 
HONDA ACCORD LXI. t 986- Hatchback,S· 
speed, new sticker, loaded, AmlFm cassette. 
Excellent cond"ion. Will sacrilico lor $3,6001 
B.a. 775·2159. 
HONDA ACCORD, 1982- Excollent condlllon, 
Florida car, auto., air, cruise, sitveriblue. 
$1,600. 885-0926. 
HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK, 1983· 5-spd, 
AmlFm cassette, new tires, veay dependable. 
$400. 828-0223 eves. 
HONOACRX, 1985-90K,clean lnandout. new 
paint, runs/looks great. $1,900. 761·8379. 
HONDA CRX-SI. 1985· Blue, 5-spd .. air, 
sunroof, alloy wheels. Excellent condition. 
Asking $3000. 767-6309. 
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If you.l1re thinking about sclf-impIVI'£?I11l!nt, h~/l1ny one of the vl1rious health pmctitioners fmllld in CllSCO Bl1y Weekl~'s Welllless Dill?d~IY, 
If keepillg YOllr business /tealthy is your iIlU'Ilt, thClll1dvcltise ill the Weekly I Velllless Directmy, Cl111 775-1234, l1sk for DIl11ll1, Ml1gdn or MIc/U1CI, 
Stephen R_ Aronson, 
Licensed PsycbologiSI 
10diVldual, Couples & Group Psycbotherapy 
Anxiety. DepresslOO 
GreiVlng, PaOlcAltlcks, Stress 






Experience the gentle, 








$35.00 per month 
$25,00 per month 
$35_00 and up 
Call Elliott today to reserve your space 
774·5594 days-774·1399 eves, 
run your vehicle 'til it sells with 
Deal, 15 Words, S25, Call 775 
ISUZU AMIGOXS, 1992·4x4, 5·spd .. Amtfm 
pull·out cassett., PIS, PfB, NC. 21 k miles, 
great condition, red wig ray Interior $11 ,000/ 
B.O. 774-3536, LM. 
MAZDA CLASSIC RX·7, 1983· Excellentcon-
dition, high mileage, cassette, loaded, sunrool . 
$1 ,80018.0 799-2439n99-0090. 
MOTORCYCLE· HONDA GOLD WING 
ASPENCADE, t986- $450018.0. 18K. miles. 
excell.nt cond~ion . 799-6168. 
NISSAN 280-ZX, t 982-Bodyneeds worto. LoIs 
01 new, good parts. Great restoration car 
$70018.0. Call Mike at 780·0786, no reason-
able offer "fused 
PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 1985- Good car. 
$1 ,295. Also. Ford Econoline SuperVan, 
loaded I Sacriliee $,t95Ol8.0. 773-7002 
PONTIAC T-lOOO, t98l ; Ford Escort. 1983; 
SUBURU-GLAUTOMATIC 1984 4·DOOR SE· 
DAN. Only 52,000 miles. Fully reconditioned. 
immaculate inside and out. One previous 
owner, kepi It well maintained and serviced. 
Must be seen to be appreciated. $300018.0. 
Call D"na 775-0411 , leave a messag •. 
VEHICLES UNDER $200! cars auctioned by 
IRS, DEA. FBI nationwide. Trud<s, boats, 
motomomes, computers and more! Clllloll 
Ire. I I (800)436·6867. ext. A· t 531. 
VOLVO WAGON, 1980-168K milos. n," .. nd 
looks g .... t. $2000 firm. 773-7613. 
VW GOLF, WOLFSBURG EDITION, 19116- 5· 
spd., sticker, sunroof. Runs great. $1 ,995. 
893-0048. 
VWOUAIffiJMWAGOM, I985-gJl(,n.wUlos 
and .. hlUst, sticker, runs gr .. t. S2.500/8.0. 
729·5088. 
Plymouth Hor~on, 1983. callatter 5pm. Best VW SCI ROCCO, 1980· Runs greal, nteds IiWe 
Offer. 892-5106. wOficlorsticker. Fun car! $400/8.0.0"" 829· 
3227. 
SAAB 99L, 1978- 821(, black, 4-speed, luel· 
injected engine. Mint condition. $2.750. 883· 
t 153. 
SUBARU DL, I 985+door. 4-cy; .. runs good, 
some rust, needs exhaust. $475/8.0. call !Aan, 
773-4563. 
SU8URU OL WAGON t989. 4WD, 72.oooml, 
ACtcrui .. , power stoonng and brakes. Clean, 
no rust. Asking $6,300 766·5851. 
. offices: PorUnd, Wiljhlm, ~ SluM -
Marti p, l4y 
AMlAMtDer 
The Chinese Healing 
Arts Center 
Dr. Zhao Mei 
Traditional Chinese 
regimen for nourishing 
physical and mental 
health 
• Oi Gong Exercise 
• Massage - acupuncture 
without needles 
• Balanced o..t 
FDA ApprDl'ed' Comlorl • Sponlaneiry • Effecliveness 
~ 
CASCO BAY MIDWIFERY SEVICES 
~ home birth· complete prenatal & posmatal care 
<ad women~ heallh • pap lesls 
799-4467' SIMPLY A GREAT CONTRACEPTIVE ALTERNATIVE " 
bed II breakfasts adult services 
Sullivan 
Harbor Farm 
Escape to a charming 
B & B in a circa 
1820 house on 
Frenchman's Bay 
- 422·3735-
- Full Breakfast -
- Close to Acadia -
All Year-
learning 
LEARN TO 00 YOUR OWN Salon·Perlect nail 
extensions, acrylic orgel. By a licensed. expe' 
rienced cosmotologlSt. 883-4228. 
-Professional Vwlinisr-
Ages 8 & Up 
Private Lessons 
Juan Fiesta, • 774·4349 
animals 
SHOW YOUR DOG how to be a well mannered 
family companion and have fun at the same 
time. let our experienced team of instructors 
show you how. Call Dogs in Training. 839· 
84391926-31741934-1963. 
adult services 
A SEX PARTY! Live gills, One-On-One. 
I (800)967-INGA: Se Habla Espanol, 
1(900)745-1525; Hot Gay Men, 1(800)430-
4MEN; Triple-X totally uncensored, 1(800). 
797-2721. Instanl credn, CKS, C.C. 
AWESOME A!ABER LIVE! 1(900)835-8889$3-
$3.99IMIN. I(800)216-LISA 18 • . 1(800)898-
HOTT, Instant credIt. 
BEST ADULT EXPLICIT TALK - Hot I-On-1. 
Wild GabLine,orKinkyFantasles.18 •. Straight 
Talk: 1-800-797-3825. Gay Talk: I-BOO-709-
7883 
FINDPASSION,FRIENOSHIPorTrueRomance 
with Maine's largest All L~estyles Datellnel 
1(900)562-8000, ext.27.S2.49Imln .. 18 •. AJ, 
(415)974-4355. 
HORNY SOUTHERN BEAUTIES- 1·800·487-
8889. No CC needed. 18._ OR Camornla Nude 
Beach Girls, 1-800-517-2223, VIMC. $2· , 
$3.99mln. Completely uncensored & XXX 
rated. 
HOT PARTY LINE! t-800-827-6662. $21min.· 
No credh carn neededl t8 •. Call our Directory 
of Servtces: 305-525·5433. ext. 9122. 
PORTLAND DATING has never been this HOTI 
Sexy singles awan! I ·900-446·0870, ext. 44. 
$2.491mln. 18,. 
PORTLAND StNGLES CONNECTION! Get re-
sults! Choose from 1000's 01 messages! 
1(900)868-5005. $2.95!min., 18" T.T. Adlin, 
(714)552-2344. 
WANNA SWING? - The anginal Swingers 
Line. 1-900-776-5006 ext. 48. $21min. 
Hot live 
Phone Sex 
Hot, Erotic women 
want to talk to you! 
Live 1 on 1 
212-741-1202 
only .69¢ minute 
ov.,21 • no minimum 
ITIS 
LIVE! 
• PARTYLINE • DATELINE 




Over 10,000 call per day 
Int'llD charges apply 
.& AnXIety DIsorders 
.& Stress Management 
INNERLIGHT 
EXPANDS! 
More Gasses & Locations 
Breathe & Relax Into 
the Holidays With 
Kripalu Yoga 
Meditation-in-Motion 
3 Week Holiday Session 
Nov 30 - Dec 17 
Call Pam Jackson 
767-5607 
.& Sexual Abuse Treatment 
Hypnotherapy 
Resolve issues involVing: 
Smoking, Anger, Aging, Self 
Image, Phobias and Weight Loss. 
Call For Free. No OblIgation Pamphlet: 
Ward F. Adams 
Certified Medical & 
Clinical Hypnotheraptst 
774-9134 
9 Deering Street, Portland ME 04101 
. :. ' .. ', .. . ' ' ::' ... " . 
~~ 
~~-~ W 'II 





Describe your car, 
or motorcycle in 
words or less and 
run your ad for 








ONLY $251 If your 
vehicle doesn't selL just 
notify us by phone or 
postcard after the fourth 
publication and we'll run 
your ad again for FREE! 
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38 Casco Bay Weekly ~ 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1 ,49/min_ Must be 18 or over, Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207: 775-1234) 
women ... men 
60 YEAR OLD COUNTRY LADY looking for a 
nice country gentleman. I enjoy traveling, 
camping. theater, reading, TV, snuggling, lots 
of affection. I'm retired . " 1848 (1218 ) 
ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT, down-to-earth DWF, 
50-someth ing, enjoys skiing, earty mornin gs, 
warm hearth. Into self-growth, healthy living. 
Seeking male, 48-62, NIS, forfriendship/rel, -
lIOns hip. " 1847 (1218) 
ATHLETIC GLAMOUR GIRL .. _ NOT! Am tall, 
anractive , lOVing, funny , passionate, fortyish, 
Into slmpl. pleasures, lrue partnership. If 
you're communicatIve, caring, ready forfriend-
sh ip/more_ Call " 1966 (12129) 
---~ 
FORTY, fUN, AND fERTILE- SWF with loud 
biological clock seeks gentle, self-loving man 
with integrity and feisty sperm. Cyn ics over 
50s need not apply. " 1868 (12/15) 
GODLY STARR, WHERE ARE YOU? Sexy, 
young blonde wishes to meet the gu itar player 
from Bates Motel, ora millionaire. Remember: 
Money's not everything . " 1669 (l21f5) 
GREETINGS! Petite SWF, 36, professional, NI 
S, physica lly fit. WideJvaned interests, simple 
pleasures of ille. 8e lleve in honesty, sincerity, 
commu nieation. Sense of humor appreCiated. 
" 1890 (12115) 
--'------
HAPPY HOLIDAYS! Holiday special- Caring, 
honest. hardworker,sincere, dependable, pro-
fessional SWf, 30, 5'6', BrlBr, NIS, above 
normal weight range, CQuid make your holi-
days very special this year. "you are a pro:es-
Slonal SWM, 25-35, wlsame qualities , avail-
able before and after holidays & Interested in 
Inendship/relationship, call now before this 
special runs out! " 1967 (12129) 
~Wf , 33, 5'3' WITH GREAT ... sense of hu-
mor, uninhibited to spontaneous challenges 
and adventure. Professional as well as 
camper, skier, hiker, enjoys walks and chil-
dren . Seeking professional S/DWM, 28-38 . 
" 1955112122) 
SWF, PORTLAND, wants a friend to share 
some of Ii Ie's moments with . I'm funky, but 
can appreCiate quiet moments. can for more 
information. " 1962 (12129) 
THE ONE I AM SEEKING IS ALSO SEEKING 
ME: Unique, anract ive, smart, 47 yr.old pro-
fessional, 5'3', 1151, with one neat kid looking 
forsomeone to help me bu ild a b.ner compost 
bin and add some heart and soul to life_I'm a 
good catch I " t943 (121221 
WOO A TALL, BLOND MODERN: Say, "Gee, 
you're smart' - becuaes she loves to read and 
dance and so do you. Goof, make her laugh, 
admire spirit & self-respect; demonstrate your 
own. Be 30ISh-40ish, active, stable, buin for 
extended thought." 1926 (t2l22) 
AVAILABLE- That supposedly rare man wrth 
warmth, wit, intelligence, and rel iability. Seek-
ing equally rare, auract;ve, trim, 30-some-
thing SWf with confidence, independent and 
outgoing, affectionate disposition. Am attrac-
tive, artICulate, creative SWM, 40, profes-
sional with excellent physical and emotional 
health_ We both love the arts, nature, movies, 
dining out, reading, hiking, coastal exploring 
and int imate conversation. We respect per-
sonal space and are free and honest with 
emotions and caring and seek humor and 
adventure in li fe . Let's connect! CBW Box 252. 
" t896 (l V I5) 
BILLY DEE WILLIAMS TYPE- Maine native , 
professional, jack·of-all-trades , skier, seek-
ing S/DWF, 26-38, atlractlve , we ight-pro-
ponionate-to-height, independent, sponta-
neous, liberal, tor friendship, possible re la-
tlonship. " 1694 (1 2/15) 
Pass thiS paper 
on to a friend_ 
DISCOVER ME! I'm dedicated and well-edu-
cated with interests as diverse as writing po-
etry and playing drums; age 32. Are you like-
minded, open-minded, & anraclive, 20-39? 
Call! 'Ir 1902 (12115) 
DIVORCED WHITE MALE, 32, smoker, social 
drinker seeks anractive fema le wrth traditional 
family values, who believes in honest, mo-
nogamous re latIOnships. Someone who's not 
materialistic, likes to go out but also doesn't 
mind cuddling up to a good movie at home. 
CBW Box 250_ " 1654 (t 218) 
DO YOU HAVE A BLACK DRESS? Are you 20-
35, a fiend lor an, food , danci ng , sports, 
books, the Blues? Are you sllghtly demented? 
Perlect! " 1937 (12122) 
DWM, 42, LOOK MUCH YOUNGER-6'1 '. 1651, 
good-looking, aHectionate, fit, lamlly-orlented 
man who loves the outdoors, searctling for 
one good-looking, fit woman who values 
homelife, honesty, and love. II this Is you, 
please call . If rt 's someone you know, please 
tell them I " t9441t2l221 
fYC (FINE YOUNG CANNIBAL),42, looking for 
female fYC to share a great reclp • . Have 
stewpot and al~ ingred ients except one: You. 
L.t's cook. " 1941 (t2l22) 
HANDSOME CLASSIC AMERICAN GUY- Intel-
Irgent entertainment proless ional, In shape. 
Like movies, dining out, discovering the Inter-
esllng side of me. Beachcombing, theater, 
-conce rts, hiking (within reason) , travelling, 
sharing humor and communicating. SWM, 
30someth ing, seeks 20s -30s SIDF for laugh-
ter, exerClze, culture, events, oreat conversa· 
tion. 'Ir 197911 2129) 
'------
I AM A KIND AND SINCERE PERSON who 
enjoys li fe. Laid-back SWM, 30, NIS, see ks f 
for friendshi p, good coffee and a linle adven-
ture. 'Ir t 653 (t 216) 
I'M ME! WHO ARE YPU? Let's find out! (All 
inquiries will be responded to) . Myst.ry can 
be run! " 1905 (1211 5) 
BETWEEN 30 AND DEATH- SWF, student of 
ti fe, seeks like-minded companionship. Con-
Sider' Moderation in all th ings (including 
moderation) , and living by the golden ru le. 
"t867 (t2/15) 
CITY GIRL likes the country. Smoker, looking 
for country guy who can teach me to line 
dance, or teach me how to play my guitar. 
You're 40-50." 1924 (t2l22) 
INTELLIGENT, SPIRITUAL, NIS SWf, 34, with 
a tender touch & a warm heart. lover of 
controlled craziness, The far Side, Ben & 
Jerry's, & the great outdoors. I'm well-bal-
anced wilh a mischievous streak as well as a 
strong spirttual side. I'm open-minded, ad-
venturous, & yes, attractive. Are you my 
soulmate?" 1989 (f2/29) 
tr TO tr 
RESPOND 
person 01 the week LADIES, READ NO fURTHER! Caring, consid-erate. honest. sincere, handsome longhair, 
SWM. 34, BrIGr, 5'8', smaker, NID, N/D, var-
ied Interests, Seeks lady, 25-35, lor friend-
ship/romance. Str ict monogamy, no 
headgames. " 1936 (t 2122) CURE ME! Anractlve, full-figured DWF, 25, 
going through withdrawal. Doctor recom-
mends large doses of testosterone in th.form 
of a tall, handsome, fun-loving male, 25-35. 
" 1988 (12129) 
DANCE BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON with 
3Oyo DWF, 5'4', 1201, honest, professional, 
phySICally and emotionally fit II you're 28-
40ish, NIS, SIDWM with Similar traits, let's fill 
ourdance card jogging, bildng, laughing, cook-
ing, exp loring life's greatest gifts to find a fun-
loving. romantic, monogamous relationship 
at theend of the rainbow_ " 1693 (12115) 
DETERRING MEDIOCRITY- Linguist suffer-
tng from intellectual entropy seeks large 
dose of testosterone for Chomsky chats, 
good beer. and passionate sex in sea foam. 
" 1966 (12/29) 
DREAD HOLIDAYS? Let's dine and laugh 
through them! Professional country woman, 
early 40s, wants friend for laughs and stories. 
Love travel , gardens, cooking, skiing, sail ing. 
" 1965 It 2129) 
OWf, 3t , 5'tO', Mother/StudentiWorker-
Honest, easygoing, enjoy family time, quiet 
time, & most everything in between, seeks 
tall, self-sufficient, N/S(?), UD, D/SWM , 
open communication (no headgames) . 
Friends first. " 1965 (t 2/29) 
DWf, EARLY 40s,ATIRACTlVE, OPEN, and 
liberal-minded. fun , independent. extrovert 
seeking a fairly tall , not too heavy, intelli-
gent, hea lthy, strong , kind, se nsual WM 
who loves to converse and lives in tile 
Portland area. I have a smal l dogand a big 
cat." t927 (12122) 
ECLECTIC, INTERSTING SWF with old-fash-
Ioned values and progressive Ideas, seeks 
partner and best friend. Honesty, caring and 
Intimacy are most important. The fearlul need 
not apply. " 1963 (12129) 
FAIR MAIDEN (SWF, 33) SEEKS BRAVE 
KNIGHT 130-35), in warm winter armour to 
help guard castle in deep, dark woods Of 
Portland . Only honest, self-suHicient, ocean-
lovrng, NIS heroes need apply. " 1649(1218) 
KIOS GONE, TUITION $ TOO- But these 
purple boots are ready for walks, talks , 
moals, museums, theatre, daytripping NE 
wllh warm , witty, brainy, balanced, emo-
tionally and fianclally secure YOU. Please 
be anractive & lively 50s, NIS , NID, well-
educated & fun . I am . " f926 (12122) 
NUBIAN PRINCESS now ready to share her 
kingdom. I am independent, f it, inte ll igent, 
sophisticated and beautifu l. My prince must 
be : romant ic, intelligent, fit, tall, 28-36 , 
single and handsomeand ready to sit by my 
Si de. P.O_ Box 11443, Portland, ME 04t 04. 
" 1929 (12122) 
PETITE, ADVENTUROUS DWf, 41- Likes good 
01' Rock & Roll, good sense of humor & good 
conversation. Seeking a male, 35-55, With 
similar interests. " 1923 (12122) 
PROFESSIONAUMOM/STUDENT DWF, 39, 
attractive, energetic. Like children, an imals, 
tenn is, swimming, walks , etc, ... LOOKing 
for serious, profeSSional , handsome Dad, 
38-45,5'6'+, NIS, intelligent, aClive & hot. 
" 1925 (t2/22) 
RELATIONSHIP AS PATH- Walk with DWf in 
friendship , awareness, passion, truth. Pack 
your experience of 36-44 years, an adventur-
ous spint , but leave your anima projections 
behind_" 1691 (12115) 
SEEKING SAILOMJFEMATE- Frustrated mer-
maid hasn't learned to jibe. Seeks captain, 45-
55, NIS, with lireplace, to watch sailing videos, 
read newspapers, discuss I ~e , snowshoe by 
the sea. " 1666 (12115) 
SLEIGH BELLS RING, ARE YOU LISTEN-
ING? Attraclive SW buxom gal, 35, seeks 
SWM, 30-40, to indulge In holiday magic & 
more. 'Ir 1964 (12/29) 
STUNNING , ARTISTIC , KIND, se lf-sulli-
cient , travell.d , brilliant, acconpllshed , 
professional, mu lti -li ngual adven turer. 
Ath let ic and courageous, see ks hand-
some man , 33-45, with humor, rhyth m, 
money and guts. " 1892 (12115 ) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
Just calI1-900-37D-2041 any time, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone 
phone! Enter the four-digit 'If number of the ad you wish to respond to, listen 
to the greeting, then leave a response_ (An advertiser may not have recorded 
agreeting bythetimeyou call_ You may stilileavea message on that person's 
line_) The date at the end of the ad is the last day to reply to that ad_ You may 
also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific category (companions 
and others not available to "browse")_ Calls cost $1,49/min_ You must be 1 B 
or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box #, address mail to Casco Bay Weeldy, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME04101, making sure to print the thre&-digit CBW 
Box # clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope_ 
HoW to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with personal Call1ll>, fill out the coupon and mail or 
FAX ~ (175-1615)to us_ Qffaxing, please photocopy the coupon first and then 
fax it The newsprint doesn't reproduce welL) The deadline for placing 
personal ads Is Friday at noon, FREE penonals ads are 25 words or less 
Oncluding headline), and run four weeks_ Others, Companions, and Lost 
Souls ads are 2-week ads and run at a cost of 50¢ per word_ Personal Call1ll> 
ads w~h more than 25 words cost 50¢ per additional word_ We'll send you 
a four-dig~ 'If number (to appear in your ad) and a security code for exclusive 
access to your responses through an 800-line at no cost to you_ Ads without 
Personal C •• 1Il> cost _50 per word plus mail-forwarding or P_O_ Box charges_ 
caw Box #sand P_O_ Box#s cost $20 pertwo-W9I!.kad. Ads may be paid 
for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash_ 
HoW to use your Personal call® mailbox: 
After you receive your,. number and private security code, you may 
record your personal introduction_ Use your introduction to tell more aboUt 
yourseW than your ad does_ Give your first name, but DON'T give your last 
name,phonenumberoraddress- Makesureyouaskyourcallerstoleavetheir 
names, phone nu mbers and the best times to call them. All introductions are 
reviewed by CBW and go on line w~hin 24 hours_ 
To a Casco Bay Weekly 
Personal Ad, Call 
1-900-370-2041 
Call costs $1.49 per minute. 
Must be 18 or older. Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St., Portland. ME 04101. 
w ... m 
DREAD HOLIDAYS? Let's dine and laugh 
through them! Professional country 
woman, early 40s, wants friend fpr laughs 
and sto-ries, ' Love travel; gardens, cook-
ing, skiing, sailing, 'D' 1985 (12129) 
LOOKI NG FOR ADVENTURE- SWM, anrac-
tlVl, professional. into running , cycling, ski-
ing, arts and quiet nights_ NIS, would like to 
meet anractive SWF, 25-32, professional, in-
dependent and intelligent." 1972 (t2/29) 
TO PLACE YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL AD CALL 
775-1234 
Each week. a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBWs "Person 
of the Week" and wins 2 free movie rentals from VIdeopor1. 
-LOOKING fOR COUNTERPART- SWM, 23, 
longs tor old-fashioned romance with a touch 
01 modern spice. My interests Include reading , 
listen ing to 7 0s-'60s music, walking, travel-
Ing, and just doing things spontanaouslywhen 
"" mood hits. Seeking SWf, 16-24, with 
Similar Interests. If you're looking for a rela-
tionsh ip with a truly sincere and honest man, 
now IS your chance! 'Ir 1934 (1 2122) 
LOOKING f OR SWF. 20-40, who IS stable-
minded, average-lookJng , athletic, caring, 
in tou ch with life , affectionate . I enloy out -
doors. mOVies, dancing, boating, romantic 
getaways. Seekmg fr iend and hfe partner. 
" 1898 (121t 5) 
men ... women 
ARE YOU LIKE ME? DWM , 33, BrlGr, 6' , 
fit , desires 30s F who tolerates Letterman 
and baseball . Prefer NIS, f it, attractive . 
" t969 (t2 /29) 
ARE YOU? I AM- 35+, educated, successful, 
romantic, attractive, fun-loving and 111. with a 
good sense of humor? Value friendsh ip, hon-
esty, and communication in a relationship. 
Looking for "quality' and "chemistry'. Let's 
talk_" 1930 (12122) 
ATIRACTlVE, fIT & INTELLECTUAL WRITER, 
33, looks 25, handsome, f~, 5' t 0', 1701, chem-
free vegetarian seeks literate, learned, lovely, 
lissome muse for daytrips to BostonIN.Y. for 
cunure. II you write, I'll requ~e . CBWBox239. 
Try 
The Sure Sell: 
Call 77S-1234 
lis the best thing since 
shced bread. --PERSONAL 
BRAINS ARE BEAUTlfUL- I admire intelli-
genceand competence and I'll be comfortable 
holding your hand. II you can be childlike and 
playfully foolish, call this SWM, 36, and be 
yourself. I'm childless, NIS, aware, respon-
sible. Commitment·oriented romance full 01 
gentle, intimate eye contact. 'Ir 1906 (12115) 
BUSY ARTISTSPENDING TOO MUCH TIME 
on my work. looking for someone to. slow 
down with. SWM, 29, average looks and 
height, NIS, Into outdoor activities such as 
sailing , beach-bumming, biking. Love to 
have fun. 'Ir t 939 (12122) 
CAN YOU KEEP A SECRET? 11 you can, 
and you ' re a fema le, 18-30, that loves to 
be passionately satisfied , then we should 
have an affa ir. Shhh , don't talk, I won 't. 
" 1650 (1216) 
CLAPTON CLONE REfUSES TO SING THE 
BLUES- Into ultra-health and the present 
moment . Lookin' for lady with guts, for-
giveness, Brooke Sh"lds' sp irit 01 integrity_ 
" 2673..:,(4_/5.:..) ______ _ 
CUTE 25 YEAR OLD WANTS A LADY looking 
for love. I may actually make you happy. I 
know you'll laugh at what I'm thinking, any-
way. " 1966 (t2l29) 
AD WITH 
25-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
DWM, 50-SOMETHING, SEEKS 40-some-
thing DWF who IS sensrti ve , affectionate, 
honest. KIds and animals are fine! No head 
games. drugs. or atcohollcs need answer. 
"t903 (12/ t5) 
EX-ROCK & ROLLER , SCORPIO, 30s - I 
need someone I can cook for (gourmet) . 
Ch ildren O.K., also. 30-50 O.K. You bring 
th, wine. Were you at Woodstock, too? !? 
'Ir 1699 (12/15 ) 
fIT, fUN, fIFTY-SOMETHING,seeks sinuous, 
sensuous partner to cycle, hike, ski, sail and 
gratefully explore life 's Simple gi"sand earth's 
free Ireasures. 'Ir 1945 (12122) 
fOREIGN BORN? This active, good-look-
Ing, educated, young 40s DWM's natal chart 
shows a fonegn-born, pretty lady In his 
future . Pass ions: Alaska, astrology, big 
bullS , biking, campfi res , cats, danCing , hik-
Ing, meditation , national parks, pasta , PBS , 
sailing, sa lmon fISh ing, travel, wildlife . No 
illegal ali ens ! " 1931 (1 2/22) ----
f ORGET THE HEAT, I NEED LOVE- Co ld 
and blue, I need you to rad"nt your 
heart to me. Attractive and compassion · 
ate 27yo '" search of a big hearl and a 
warm sm ile. " 1697 (t 2I t 5) 
-----
LOW BUDGET GUY (FINANCIALL Y)- W, 36, 
looking for cheap date. Winte~s coming, so 
lerssnuggleclose to save oil ." 1855 (12/61 
MERGER -MINDED PR OfESS IONAL 
seeks join t vent ure partner. Ob jective: 
short -term growth with long-term po-
tent"I. " t851 (1 218) 
MODEL, MALE TYPE- Well, not exactly. I'm an 
open-minded, good- lOOking, 30ish, fun guy 
looking for a fun woman for friendship, pos-
sible relationship. 'Ir t946 (12122) 
MOLTING EUNUCH ready to grow with nurtur-
ing woman. 34, 0, 6 , t 60#, BrlGr. Let's light 
up a conversation soon. Intelligent & attrac-
tive, are you?" 197t (12129) ---
MOSTLY VEGAN- Slim, hardworlung organic 
v,getable farmer, 42, father, radical activist 
for peace, thinker. experimenter, seeks part-
ner for adventurous. joyous, leamlng, healing 
life . " 1973 (1 2129) 
PAGAN INTO PUNK RO CK, but kindness, 
DWM, 35, seeks female of similar rnterests 
torfnendshlp, wild times , or mellow times. 
" 1970 (12129) 
PERSONAL CALL® 
category/RateS: 
0000000000 0 0 0 0000000000 00 
FlEE .-WEEI ADS 
o women __ men 
Omen __ women 
50 elWOlD, 2,WEEUDS 
o others 
Your Ad: first 25~words FREE with Personal Call® 
Guidelines: 
Personal ads are avallablo lor single people seeking relationships_ Ads seeking to buy or sell sexual 
serllee5 will be refused. No fuU names, str ... t addresses or phone numbers will be published. Ads 
containing explic~ sexual or analomicallanguage will nol be published. We roservelhe righl to adR, 
refuse or recategorlze any ad. Advertisers must be over 18 years of age. 
o women __ women 
omen __ men 
o companions 
o lost souls 
confldentiallnfOrmation: 
C;Ne cannot print your ad without it,) 
phone: ______ --------
name: ___________ ~ 
address: ---------------
c~: ----------------------------
state: __________ zip: ------
First 25 words & headline fREE 
with Personal Call®: _--'0==---
add'l words @ 50¢ each: ------
Without Personal Call® 
all words @ 50¢ each: -----
others, lost souls, or 
companions @ 50¢!word: _____ _ 
CBW Box or P _O _ Box (add $20): _____ _ 
Total: _ ___ _ 
'\ 
men~women 
PHYSICIAN, NEW TO MAINE, 51, DWM, 
5'9', t60', values senSitivity, honesty, af-
fecllOn. seeks slender woman with similar 
va lues for potential relationship. Kid O.K. 
" 1935 (12122) 
RUDOLPH SEEKS WHITE TAIL OOE for rein-
deer games and upcoming long sleigh ride! 
SWM, handsome, profesSional, 35, 6', 1601, 
desires pretty, slim, SIDWf for caroling, egg 
nog, cheer, and mistletoe!" 1978 (12129) 
SBM, 39, HIV+, seeking understanding lady. 
My life must continue. " you would care to 
share the treasure of someone else's heart, 
thanks, & take the lime! 'Ir 1940 (12122) 
SCHOOL IS OUTI SWM, 34, INFP, recent 
Ph.D .. psychology educator, new to area, at-
tractive, BIIBI, fit , seeks similar open, N1S, 
peaceful fellow traveller for mutual explora-
tIOn. Adventurous. safe, friendly, curious, 
mutual." 190t (12115) 
SCORPIO MAN, 36, looking for woman to 
be my wife. I'm 5'6',145', BmlGr, wilh my 
own spaceship. Let's head to the stars to-
gether! " 1900 (12115) 
SEEK ASIAN LADY- Kind, gentle, consider-
ate gentleman, 6', 270/, 46, beard, seeks 
attractive As ian lady with traditional values , 
16-35 . I am very caring, loving and I even 
cookl " 1933 (12/22) 
SEEK SKI BUNNY WHO SHREDS- 32, tall, 
handsome. warm. romantic, sensitive with 
very blue eyes and nice smile, seeks pretty, 
long-haired woman to share winter fun. The 
fireplace beckons." t932 It 2122) 
SOON TO BE DIVORCED WM, 32, who has 
been contemplating divorce for some time 
is ready to contact understanding, support: 
ive female who is into a few beers, dance, 
romance, Harleys, and just adding a little 
li fe & laughler back into this confused but 
bas ically decent person. Good times await! 
" 1942 (12/22) 
STILL SEEKING INTELLIGENCE- SWM, 28, 
quiet, attractive, affluent, intelligent, athlel1c 
professional seeks SIOWF, 25-35, who is in -
telligent, anractive, sincere. " 1936 (12122) 
STOP! READ NO fURTHER! Caring, sin-
cere, considerate. honest, handsome 
longhair SWM, 34, 5'6', BrlGr, thin, seeks 
friendship . Varied interests, smoker, NID, 
NID, definately no headgames . Strictly mo-
nogamous . " f907 (121t5) 
SWM, 36, SELECTIVE, seeks mature, petite 
feminine, sensuous, adventurous, romanti~ 
for life-long relationship. Blonde preferred, 
SWf, 26-36. 'Ir t 954 (f2l22) 
----
WANNA THINKUP VANITY PLATES? Play 
~
scrabble in a hot tub? Me, too! I'm a SWM 
Dfessional, 44 I like kids, dogs, musics, the 
outdoors, the indoors. Should be worth a call. 
~ 'Ir 1652 (1218) 
WANNADEE: WRITER- Losl generat ion infor-
mation addict, slim, SWM, 26, 5'10', from 
away, seeks qulrlky, creative gal for friendship 
and shared adventure. 'Ir 1904 (t2l15) 
WHEELCHAIRED SWM, 40, outgoing, good-
looking, adventurous, caring. open, honest, 
Independent, successful profesSional, spread-
rn g my wings these days, seeks sweet sensi-
tive. sensual woman for fun limes, go~d con-
versations, and shanng life's pleasures. Enjoy 
music, danCing, laughter, mOVies, dining, 
beaches, picnics , karaoke. Please rescue me 
fair Princess! " 1967 (f2l29) , 
WINTER RENTAL With oplion 10 buy-
Nice, relaxed , log cab in-type with warm 
heart, redd ish-brown trim with blue win-
dows. 6'1 ' wlbroad chest- Ideal foreold 
night cuddling. Open house available on 
request. 'Ir f695 (t 2115) 
women ... women 
ATIRACTIVE F, 27, seeks same for fun 
and friendship . You are intelligent, out-
going, adventuresome, and sensual. 
femininity is required, and a sexy voice 
Is desired. 'Ir 1975 (12 /29) 
ATIRACTIVE, MATURE GWF- I am: Intelli-
gent, affectionate, spontaneous, spiritually-
con~ected, a lover of animals & children, 
muSic & art. Soulmale (?) wa~ing for us to be 
brought together. 'Ir 1974 (t2l29) 
COFfEE & BAGELS- Casual , attractive 30ish 
lesbian seeks lesbian(s), 25-35, for unique 
positions. let's make acommitrnentfor break-
fast_" 1921 (t2lt5) 
FIVE FOOT TWO, EYES OF BLUE, wanting to 
meet someone new. My heart is lonely and 
longs to sing, and wishes for the love you'll 
bring. No passion droughts, no lonely nights. 
Just love and laughter to reach new heights. 
Call and capture my heart_" 1659 (1218) 
Gf SEEKING MINIMALLY NUEROTIC 
smart, tunny woman over 35 who know~ 
Virginia Woolf from Beowu lf, Rembrandt 
from Renoir. II you're not into crystals , 
let's talk!" 1947 (12/22) 
GWF, 44, I am spirit-filled, intuitive, and "run 
with the wolves: My passion gets me in 
troub~ , my sensuality longs for appreciation. 
Brunch?" 1656 (t2l8) 
I WILL .DANCE, JUST ASK ME! Trustwortny, 
fun-IOVlng, Int.lIlgent, open, lesbian, mid-fif -
ties, seeking similar GF with energy and a 
sense of humor who enjoys cultural as well as 
physical pursurts. NIS, no Bifs, please_ CBW 
Box 254. 
PEACEfUL, DOMESTIC DAYS spent working 
side by side. Biking and hiking and saving 
money forone great tnp a year. Affirming each 
othe~s lives and passions in all the ways that 
count. Listening. Laughing. Getting high on 
ideas and art_ I'm littyish. Sound right? Call. 
" 1857 (1216) 
SEEK SOULMATE WITH BEAUTYWITHIN- Lf, 
40s-50s, NIS . I'm mid-40s_ NIS, NID, yearning 
to bring laughter, loyatty and love to gentle 
woman. " 1976 (12129) 
men ... men 
AOVENTUROUS MAN WANTEO- Hopeless 
male romantic seeks GWM, 28-40 for ad-
ventures in friendship. Who knows? Butch 
preferred. Nofems, NID. Class ic music lover. 
" 1960 (t 2/29) 
ARE YOU LONELY? GWM, BrlBr, 1751,49,6, 
wanl to be a friend to younger GM. Be 20-40, 
N/D, not into bar scene. " 1977 (12129) 
ARE YOU READY? HIV+ GWM ready to stan 
n:'eeting other HIV+ GMs lor friendShip. pos-
Sibly more. Uke movies, dining out, shopping 
and quiet times al home. 17 191 0 (12115) 
BE REAL, I AM- GWM, early-30s, BIIBI, t 301 
5'5', looking for friendship, hopefully more: 
healthy, drug-free, no barflies, straight-acting 
only, please. Honesty a must. one-on-one. 
Looking for GWM, 16-35. Take "hance , I'm 
worth It. 'Ir 166t (t2l6) 
BEARISH BIG GUY, GWM, 6', 2501, 37, Blk! 
Hzl, seeking friendship and good times. Ufe 
and liVing It, read ing, bowli ng, hockey, mav-
J~S , music, walks , roadtrips, outdoors, quiet 
times at home, cookrng, and lois of TLC. 
Sincere , honest, caring , discreet N/S. You: 
GWM, 26-40 with some shared interests. 
" 1913 (lVt 5) 
BIG AND BALDING IS SEXY! Are you ba lding? 
I like It! Especrally lfyou havea hairy body. Are 
you a linle heavy? That's cool. Let's get to-
gether. " 196t (t2l29) 
rea uzzle HI! DOli RlIilill 
CAR 54 , WHERE ARE YOU? Gay public 
safety profesSional, 24, seeks to meet 
other gay policeIF.D.lEMS professional. 
Give me a 10-21 with your 10-22. Con-
fidential. " t914 (12/15) 
COLLEGE GUY, 20, 5'10', 1501, GWM, HzlBr. 
Nice appearance, seek same in a professional 
male, 20-35.1 enloy quiettlme as well as party 
tim • . " f664 (1216) 
DREAM LOVER, COME RESCUE ME! 27 at-
~ractive, 5'10', 1451, N1S, enjoys travel, d~nc­
mg, movies, and sports. Seeking similar for 
friendship/relationship_ " 19t t (t 2115) 
FIRST AD EVER- GViM, 38, 5'7' ,130', BlklBl, 
physically active. Loo~ng for someone 16-35 
for a magic carpet ride. " 1660 (12/8) 
GAY NATIVE AMERICAN, 38, looking for his 
cowboy. My favorile things include long 
ndes and great sunsets. Sorry, no fats or 
ferns . Sam Elliot orTom Selleck types only, 
please. " 1949 (12122) 
GM, 28, 5'9', t601, BIIBI, educated , mascu-
hne, monogamous, NIS, seeks similar GM, 
28-30. I enloy walks, movies, conversation, 
and quiet times. 'Ir 195t (121221 
GWM LOOKING TO EXPAND HORIZONS with 
new friends. I don't discriminate. Neither do 
you. I am caring, compassionate, and giving. 
So are you. I don't smoke. Neither do you. I 
want to grow, learn new things and cultivate 
new interests. I don1 drink. " 1946 (12122) 
GWM, 26, 6'1', 2001, seeks GM, 18-28 for 
even ing delights. Enloy movies, dinner_' Not 
into bar scene. Let's warm the cold nights 
together. " t865 (12/6) 
GWM, 29, 5'9', 1551, seeks BIIBI, earty 20s 
WMformonogomous relationship. Ukewalks, 
musl~, movies, quiet eves together, my place, 
you dIScreet." 1952 (12122) 
JUST OUT- GWM, 33,6'3', 200/, anract lve, 
bald. sincere, conservative, straight-acting 
profession. Seeks Intelligent and happy pro-
fessiona l GM, 25-40, NIS, for friendship and 
fun. " 1862 (1218) 
MID-AGE PROFESSIONAL GWM seeks a real, 
honest. secure, caring, humOrist-type ofGWM, 
30-45. I enloy cooking, evenings at home, 
going out , and more_ Portland area & south. 
Let's talk. 'Ir 1663 (t 2/6) 
SEEKING JOGGING BUDDY andlor in-
shape younger dude by 50yo for the 
~hol.e schema- romance, friendship, and 
live-in buddy . " 19t2 (12/15) 
SHY GWM enjoys music, sports, clean Maine 
air. I'm 26, 57', 1351. Looking to meet similar 
GM. Hopeful Of love and long-term relation-
ship. " 1909 (12115) 
YOU NEVER KNOW ... 23, healthy, regular 
guy looking for a happy and stable man. I 
cu~ loose sometimes, bu' am just as happy 
being a homebody. Age not Important, qual-
Ity Is. 'Ir 1950 (12122) 
YOUNG MAN! Do you wantfriendship, com-
panionship, sha ring, explorlOQ new ideas, 
etc., from older, active GWM, 49, who is 
support ive , dependable, caring? S.York 
County. " 1908 (t2/15) 
others 
A GREAT SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP first pos-
Sible relationship? SWM, 34, 6'2', ruggedly 
handsome, good bu ild, seeks SlDF for the 
uilimate lover, partner, who enjoysall aspects 
of erotica, lingerie, adu~ movies, and fulfilling 
sexual fantasies. 'Ir t 962 (l21t5) 
OOUBLE HER PLEASURES- Handsome, trim 
WM, 48, 5'1 0', 1701, seeksanractive, young 
WC for sensuous threesomes, to double 
her pleasures and other erolie: de ligh1s. 
Generous, discreet, free to travel Dr host. 
" 1964 (12/29) 
Whats 
cookin'? . I CALORIES 510 1 CALORIES . [
.r-______ " ___ . __ . 
PROTEIN 42 GRAMS PROTEI N" 




11 G Ii!AMS 
Each of the ingredients 
listed at the bottom has a 
caloric and nutritional value 
outlined at the top. 
Try to match them up. 
! 









3 CALORIES 120 
PROTEIN 14 GRAMS 
CARBOHYDRATE l G~AMS 
rAT 5GRAMS 
... CALORIES 210 
PROTEI '" 8 GRAMS 
CARBOHYDRATE 42 GRAMS 
FAT I GIi!AM 
S CALORIES 3'1, 
PROTEIN 0 GRAMS 
CARBOHYDRATE 9/10 GRAM 
FAT OGRAW.s 
6 CALORIES 100 
PROTElN a GRAMS 
CARBOHYDRATE 0 GRAMS 
FAT 11 GPAMS 
8 CALORIES .. 220 
PROTEIN 49 GRAMS 
CARBOHYDRATE 0 GRAMS 
FAT 3 GRAMS 
9 CALORIES 25 
PROTEIN 6 GRAMS 
CARBOHYDRATE OGRAMS 
FAT o GRAMS 
10 C ALORI ES 110 
PROTEIN 9 GRAMS 
CARBOHYDRATE 13GRAMS 
FAT 3 GRAMS 
November 25, 1993 39 
ern ie oak BII Lllllaa Barnl 
REKINDLE YOUR PASSION- Secure anrac-
tive, ardent MWM, 39, seeks s i mil~r f for 
amorous fun and genuine Intimacy. Safety 
and discretion guaranteed_ 'Ir t953 (t2l8) 
SAFE , GENTLE MWM seeks SIDIM mis-
tress for intimate relat ionsh ip. No 
comm ltlmenl , but lots of caring and 
sharing_ 'Ir 1920 112115) 
WRESTLING PARTNER WANTED- GM, 37, 
1801, great shape, wants to train with other 
wrestlers. Sexual orienlation irrelavanl. Seri-
ous only. " 19t6 (12115) 
lost souls 
ALISON, Irs DAVE- Sorry about the other 
day. Please call. Phone number is in the book. 





45 WORDS AND 
PERSONAL CALL® 
FREE BY FAX 
THURSDAY ONLY 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? First 
prize is movie tickets to The Movies 
second prize is "Home Vis jon Video' 
Verbal Volumes". Winners will receive 
their prizes in the mail. Drawings are 
done at random. Contestants are 
ineligible to win more than one prize in 
a four-week span_ Only one entry is 
allowed per person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle must 
be received by Wednesday, December 
1, The solution to this week's puzzle 
will appear in the December 9 issue of 
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess 
to: 
Real Puzzle #202 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
This week first prize winner is Cheryl 
Sealy, and nobody gets second prize, 
Solu~ion to 







(Don Rubin 'J book BWNSTORMS, was rtclntly publishld by Harper Collins.) 
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